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PREFACE 
The aim of my thesis is to present the Oriental aspects 
in E.M. Forster's novels, particularly A Passage to India, and 
his essays. Forster's has six novels to his credit. Where 
Angels Fear to Tread (1905), a novel of contrasting cultural 
relations and sensibilities. The Longest Journey (1907) 
abounds in values which Forster considers as fundamental to 
life. A Room With a View (1908), is a story of reality and 
unreality in relation to emotion and the efficacy of passion. 
Howard's End (1910), depicts the misunderstandings which 
arise in relationships between individuals on the one hand, 
and races on the other. Maurice (1914), is a novel about 
homo-sexuality. But none of these novels except A Passage 
to India, depicts the Oriental life in full, which is rather a 
document, containing his thoughts and emotions after his 
three visits to India. 
This novel provides a rich source of information about 
Islam and Muslims as Forster in India was more in the 
company of his Muslim friends than any other community. We 
find a variety of Oriental diction as well as Oriental 
characters in the novel. This topic is therefore meant 
particularly for the study about India, its culture, tradition, 
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religions, places, people focusing on one community i.e. 
Muslims as the novel is based on Forster's actual 
experiences and contacts in India. 
The opening chapter of the thesis 'Orientalism in 
English Literature-A Historical Survey' provides an account 
of the writers, poets, novelists, travellers and historians who 
deal in their writings with the Orient. The spread of Islam and 
the contact between Europe and the Orient which contributed 
to the cultural and social exchange to a better understanding 
of Islam and Muslims lie at the heart of the literary 
Orientalism under study in this thesis. 
Since the beginning, we can trace the image of Islam in 
writings of Peter the Venerable, Pedro de Alfanso, San Pedro 
Pascual, William of Tripoli, Ricoldo de Monte Croce. Also 
William Bedwell, Edmund Castell, Edward Pococke are found 
delineating image of Arabs and their culture in their works. 
With the translation of The Arabian Nights. Oriental 
tales gained popularity in Europe and this contributed to the 
romantic element in imaginative writings. William Beckford, 
Addison and Steele, Johnson and Oliver Goldsmith have 
expressed their views on the Orient in their own ways. In the 
Romantic period. Orientalism is reflected in the works of 
Coleridge, Landor, Southey, Thomas Moore and Byron. 
Nineteenth century scholars, Burke, Macaulay, John 
Stuart Mill, Herbert Spencer wrote on Indian political system 
and its relationship with Great Britain. The problem of 
relations between the races expressing the belief that East 
and West were different and such theme of cultural dialectic 
laid down the tradition for writers such as Kipling and E.M. 
Forster. The problem of mutual understanding or its lack 
between the two races is the theme at the core of Forster's A 
Passage to India. 
Travel literature also helped Europe to learn much 
about the Orient. Travellers such as George Sandy, Lithgow, 
Joseph Pitts, Carsten, Niebuhr, William George Browne and 
William Eton's accounts gave to the English world a fair 
picture of Oriental life. Historical works proved equally fruitful 
in transmitting information about East. 
Chapter II 'Orientalism in British Fiction', is about 
Oriental elements found in British Fiction either through 
contact with East by trade, travel or diplomacy. The image of 
Islam and Muslims began, with John Bunyan's, Pilgrim's 
Progress and ended with E.M. Forster's A Passage to India. 
Muslims in their writings are depicted as possessing the 
values of masculinity and forcefulness. A study of Oriental 
characters used by writers as Dr. Johnson, William Beckford, 
Sir Walter Scott, George Meredith, R.L. Stevenson, Joseph 
Conrad, shows the predominance of the IVIuslims. The 
eighteenth century marks a prosperous period in the history 
of English literature. During this period, an entirely new line 
of interaction between England and East grew by voyages, 
discoveries and commerce. The Oriental Movement and the 
travels increased in this period thus heightening the image of 
Islam and Muslims in the mind of West. 
Chapter III, 'Oriental Characters', shows Forster's art of 
characterization, which is marked by variety. The individual 
and class characteristics have been combined so dexterously 
that even the minor characters acquire sense of 
completeness in A Passage to India. Environment as 
affecting the characters is marked in his novels. His 
characters are both round and flat. Oriental life is highlighted 
through characters, their habits and vocabulary as presented 
in the novel. Aziz the central character of the novel is 
sentimental, generous, hospitable, proud of being a Muslim 
and his motherland, prejudiced against the British and a poet 
too. His character demonstrates the spirit of both revenge 
and forgiveness. He embodies the national aspiration of the 
Indians at the time of British rule. We find in the delineation 
of Aziz the qualities of Forster's friend Syed Ross Masood 
who had greatly influenced Forster. Minor characters too, are 
accurate and well-portrayed such as of Hamidullah, 
Mohammed Latif, All Mahmoud, Nawab Bahadur. Hindu 
^ characters are presented as a foil to Muslim characters. But 
their portrayal is not so convincing, as they are presented as 
comic and bewildering because Forster had no direct contact 
with Hindus in real life. He was mostly In the company of his 
Muslim friends. Prof. Godbole, Dr. Panna Lai, Amrit Rao, 
Ram Chand, Mr. Das are Hindu characters. However, 
Muslims are presented with greater precision and empathy. 
Chapter IV, deals with 'Forster's Essays', which 
incorporate his literary, political, social views as well as his 
experience during his visits to India, its customs, religions, 
festivals, places, personalities particularly Muslims and Islam 
as Forster was much influenced and attracted by this faith. In 
his essay Abinaer Harvest, he praises Islam. He was 
influenced by the mosque architecture where he found calm 
and serenity. Also we find a beautiful description of a 
wedding ceremony in a Muslim family as Forster himself was 
present there. In another essay Two Cheers for Democracy 
we are introduced to great personalities of Iqbal and Ross 
Masood. He considers Iqbal as a great literary genius and his 
philosophy and poetry proved a guideline. He says, "There is 
no on_e alive today of the stature of Tagore or of Iqbal. I have ^ 
the honour of meeting these great men & their disappearance 
had impoverished the scene". About Ross Masood, the most 
intimate Indian friend, that he made everything real and 
exciting about India and inculcate interest in its culture and 
civilization. It is that Forster's high degree of appreciation of 
Masood's character that influenced his general outlook on 
Muslims and islam. Also in The Hill of Devi we find him 
praising Masood. 
In 'Conclusion' (chapter V), I have tried to examine 
Forster's views and thoughts reflected in his writings about 
the Orient through his actual experience and observations 
regarding Oriental life, customs, religions and languages. 
Appendix I, 'Oriental Diction', deals with the incidence 
of words (Urdu, Persian, Hindi), such as Bulbul, Hafiz, Hali, 
Mohurram, Mecca, Koran, Salaam, Tazia and many others in 
A Passage to India. Forster came across such words in the 
company of his Muslim friends regarding their culture, 
language, customs, religions and acquired such knowledge 
of Islamic thought and literature, of Persian classics and 
Urdu, being influenced by the philosophy and poetry of such 
eminent personalities as Muhammad Iqbal and Ghalib. Also 
his intimate friend Syed Ross l\/lasood helped him to know 
about India. Therefore his knowledge of the Oriental life and 
his study of works on the Orient helped him to invest the 
novel with the Oriental atmosphere. 
In Appendix II, i.e. 'Forster's Annotations', with regard 
to 'Everyman Edition', though they provide a valuable source 
of information to the reader, yet there are some errors owing 
to the Editor's insufficient Oriental knowledge, which have 
been corrected and critically analysed. 
Appendix III i.e. "Forster's visits to India' provides detail 
of his visits. During his visits, Forster minutely observed 
India's past culture and heritage, its religion, festivals, in 
Hindu and Muslim societies and also the political 
developments in India. He looked with deep interest 
at certain aspects of the literary and cultural scene of 
modern India. Viewing the prevailing conditions, Forster 
contemplated an India, in which Indians and Englishmen 
might live in equality, above the politics. 
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chapter 1 
ORIENTALISM IN ENGLISH LITERATURE - A 
HISTORICAL SURVEY 
Islam and Christianity came into contact in the 
seventh century with the advent of Islam that paved the 
way for the relationship between Christian West and the 
Arabs. The spread of Islam led to the formation of a vast 
empire by conquering Christian-dominated countries by 
Muslims and this conquest inculcated among Christians 
the desire to know Islam and opened the door for cultural 
interaction between Arabs and Europeans. The Crusades 
helped Europeans to know about Arabs culture and 
religion and they took with them the stories of the Arabian 
Nights to Europe. As early as the eleventh century, 
Erchembert, a cleric of Monte Cassino described the 
Muslims armies as 'a swarm of bees, but with a heavy 
hand... they devasted everything'. According to Edward 
Said, 'European response to Islamic hegemony over large 
parts of the world at the start of fourteenth century 
produced' a lasting trauma.^ 
Such ideas of terror became associated with 
Muslims. And therefore after the Crusades there was no 
friendly tie between the two civilizations. During this 
period Prophet Muhammad was regarded as an impostor 
and Muslims as pagans and such misconceptions in tine 
West assumed the form of superiority-inferiority 
distinction, the purpose of which was to establish the 
political domination of the West. Edward said has rightly 
defined, "Orientalism as a system invented by the West on 
the assumption of a strong distinction between the East 
and the West".^ 
In the history of Western polemics, Peter the 
Venerable started the study of Islam. Robert of Ketton's 
translation of the Quran was widely distributed among the 
libraries of Europe. Pedro de Alfonso has given the 
description of the pilgrimage to Mecca. His interest Vi/as 
both in Hajj as well as in the history of Kaba'h. For him the 
worship prescribed by Islam related to Kaba'h was owing 
to the pagan history associated with that shrine. Ricoldo 
considers fasting and prayer as burdens in Islam that are 
negligible. Adelard of Bath translated Arabic works into 
Latin. In his work The Natural Quest', he wrote about 
Arab method of learning. Authors who had been interested 
in Islamic religious practices were directly or indirectly in 
touch with Islam. Some of them drew attention to the lack 
of sacramental system in Islam but saw the prevalent 
customs and practices among Muslims as false and 
hypocritical, whereas others considered the religious rites 
in Islam as moderate. In the consciousness of the 
medieval writers, Islam was never an impressive faith, 
even when Muslims were seen to obey divine law in 
morals. Either by contact with Muslims or by a study of the 
Arabic material or by the exchange of opinion between 
Christians and Muslims they nonetheless acquired more 
knowledge of the Oriental world. 
The most interesting example is of San Pedro 
Pascual, the writer who most explicitly contrasts his 
Christian and Muslims sources. His Islamic sources are 
authentic. He was aware of the importance of Arabic 
sources. Other writers were less explicit but their 
approach resembles San Pedro's. We find an 
unsympathetic attitude to Muhammad and islam in the 
writings of many great authors. 
William of Tripoli's work stands apart from other 
writers except for his version of the Bahira Legend (In the 
Muslim versions of the Bahira Legend, Muhammad 
generally meets Bahira at Busra) which comes directly 
from the Arabic source. There was found no literary 
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sources for his biography of (VJuhammad. He published his 
material in Latin. 
Ricoldo de Monte Croce's work is more substantial 
than most of the other Christian polemical writings as he 
used the extracts from the Islamic sources. Though he had 
deep knowledge of Islam, he chose both facts and 
arguments inherent in it. He considers fast and prayer as 
burdens in Islam. His preference for literary information 
finds some parallel in other travellers with much learning 
about Islam, as for example, Verona's description of 
ablution before prayer. 
Most of the writers tend to cling to the fantastic tales 
about Islam and the Prophet. The use of false evidence to 
attack Islam was widespread. No doubt Europeans 
conceived what they read about the Islamic society in 
terms of their own landed feudalism. They imagined 
Muhammad's, Arabia as the society in which they lived 
along with the description of Islamic power either by 
violence, battle, bloodshed or by the authority of 
pretended visions and accounts of Muhammad's life. 
Medieval authors were mostly concerned with 
Muhammad's qualities rather than the sequence of events, 
related to his life and mission. 
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Writers such as Vitry, Tripoli or Fidenzio gained a 
better l<nowledge of the written sources and with the 
personal contact with Islamic society. Other authors 
whose intention was to amuse and instruct took the view 
that was more disparaging to Muhammad or to Islam. 
Some writers also accepted other books which were 
thought either to explain the hidden authentic meaning of 
the Quran or to be written by Muhammad such as Liber 
Scalae.^ (E. Cerulli and J.M Munoz published their edition 
of the translation of the Kitab-al-Miraj or account of 
Muhammad's Night journey to Heaven representing 
Muhammad's receiving the Quran from the hand of God). 
William Bedwell (1561-1632) may be taken as the 
father of Arabic studies in England. In his book The 
Arabian Trudaman are included those Arabic words that 
could be helpful for English travellers and merchants. 
Though he liked Arabic language but was opposed to 
Islam and referred to Muhammad as an impostor. 
Edmund Castell (1606- 1685) Professor of Arabic at 
Cambridge also translated some Arabic poems in English, 
which he dedicated to King Charles ll'*. Edward Pococke 
(1604-1691) produced 'The Specimen of the history of the 
Arabs' in 1649 printed in Oxford, representing Arabs 
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history and culture. Rapheleng's Lexcion Arabicum was 
published in Leyden in 1613. Leyden Thomas D'Erpe, 
published the grammar of several Oriental languages as 
well as Arabic versions of Biblical books, but it did not 
extend the knowledge of Islamic religion or of the life of 
the Prophet. Barthelemy D'Herbelot produced his 
Bibliotheque Orientale (1697)^, the first encyclopaedia of 
Islam. 
The expansion of the Turkish Empire in sixteenth 
century posed a threat to Europe. As Turkey held 
despotism and absolute power and on this basis the West 
drew the image of Islam. The Koran and the Arabian 
Nights both played an important role in defining the 
cultural and religious relations between the East and 
West. Thus we see that Oriental tale in England is based 
on Arabian Nights such as Dr. Johnson's Rasselas. 
Goldsmith's Citizen of the World and Beckford's Vathek.^ 
Oriental tale includes stories, sometimes in letter- form, 
adventurous coloured by satire, moral or philosophical 
with weak characterization. 
The scene is laid in the Orient or in Europe visited by 
Orientals with the background of Eastern customs, 
allusions to religious or philosophical beliefs. Language is 
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coloured by Oriental phraseology and some richness of 
details, related to the Oriental manners and places. At 
first, English writers were satisfied with the French 
translation of the Arabian Niahts. The main charm in the 
Arabian Niahts^ is the mystery and magic, a story of the 
beautiful Scheherezade telling tales to the cruel Sultan in 
thousand and one nights. We find a sense of reality in the 
midst of unreality. Time and space are real, no matter, 
however remote and vague these might be. With all the 
glimpses of Eastern life, the most interesting picture is of 
the Oriental story teller, recounting surprising adventurous 
tales one after the other in succession of events, without 
any structural unity, but still we find perfect individual 
incidents and brilliant dialogues. Arabian Nights contain 
no moralizing traits but only offers suggestions. It is 
characterized by a variety of incidents, events, adventure, 
notwithstanding the lack of structural unity and good 
characterization. 
Persian Tales (1714)® are also a series of stories. 
The difference is that, instead of Sultan, who has lost faith 
in women, the central figure is the princess of Casmire 
who lost faith in men. But in the end she is forced to marry 
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the Prince of Persia by tine power of magic. Even here we 
find the lack of a structural unity. But it is more fantastic in 
the depiction of beauty or horror and carries us to a land 
of magic and mystery, mingling reality with unreality. 
There are glimpses of strange Oriental customs and 
beliefs in it. It resembles Arabian Nights in magic and 
reality of enchantment and Oriental customs with some 
thread of structural unity, and lack of characterization, but 
these are more sentimental and fantastic. 
Turkish Tales.^ are in contrast to Persian Tales in 
satirical spirit, but are similar in the use of magic and 
Oriental custom, with lack of structural unity and weak 
characterization. In Turkish Tales, we find no detailed 
descriptions. Persian and Turkish Tales are among the 
best imaginative Oriental tales next to the Arabian Nights. 
Chinese Tales^° are less moralizing with slight 
Oriental colouring and the narrative often bordering on 
grotesque. 
Moohul tales or the Tartarain Tales^^ of Gueullettes 
are similar in plan, in use of magic, fantastic in description 
and incidents with slight Oriental colouring sometimes 
moralizing which is coarse and satirical. The last pseudo-
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translation is tine New Arabian Niqiits (1792) from Frencii 
by Dom Ciiavis and M. Cazotte^^. In 1719, the Adventures 
of Robinson Crusoe appeared. The Unfortunate Princess 
by Eliza Haywood is a tale of moralizing the fantastic 
tendencies under the guise of realism. In 1755, its 
imitation appeared, resembling an Oriental tale, The life 
and Surprising Adventures of Friga Reveep by 
Transmarine. In Oriental tale of Almoran and Hamet 
(1761) by Hawkesworth Oriental colouring is thin and 
characterization feeble. In Solvman and Almena (1762) 
Oriental colouring is paler. Names, places, mention of few 
Oriental customs, occasional metaphors suffice in the 
eyes of the author to make the tale Oriental. The Fair 
Syrian 1787 by Robert Bage, is a lengthy novel of the 
adventures of English heroine among the Turks. 
Disinterested Nabob (1788) describes India, its customs 
and manners. 
Oriental Eclogues were written by William Collins, 
Thomas Chatterton and John Scott. The four poems by 
Collins were published in 1742 as Persian Eclogues known 
as Oriental Eclogues afterward (1782)^^ John Scott's use 
of Oriental material forms the link between Johnsonian 
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manner of Orientalizing and tlie elaborate Orientalization 
in the verses of Southey and of Moore. 
History of the Caliph Vathek of William Beckford 
holds among all the Oriental tales a unique and 
deservedly high place. With remarkable scene of 'The Hall 
of Eblis' where "the formidable Eblis", the fallen archangel 
is enthroned on a globe of fire^ ,^ Vathek is a tale of 
Oriental terror. The author uses Oriental allusions, names, 
phrases and imagery in abundance, in a clear and forcible 
style, crisp and witty, but with lack of characterization. 
In the scene of "Hall of Eblis", he is unique, an 
epitome of characteristic features of the Oriental tale, 
brilliant in plot and colouring like Arabian Nights, though 
weak in characters marred by sensuality, witty and 
satirical like Voltaire and Hamilton's fiction and has 
moralizing tendency of Johnson's tales. 
In Friendship put to test of Marmontel, has less 
moralizing tendency and art. The Hermit of Thomas 
Parnell is similar to earlier stories of Oriental fiction given 
to Europe by the East during the Middle Ages. 
For Addison and Steele, Oriental tale became 
moralist as Spectator and Tatler reconciling wit and 
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morality to laugh at the follies and the vices of the world. 
To give a moralistic trend in Oriental or pseudo-Oriental 
material, Addison followed the method that was used in 
writing moral Oriental tales. Johnson's Rambler and 
Addison's Spectator contain Oriental tales. Simple, 
Orientalized phrases are found in Addison's tales. 
'Interesting Anecdotes, allegories, essays and poetical 
fragments, tending to amuse the fancy and inculcate 
morality' (1797)^' contains number of Oriental and 
Unoriental tales from the Rambler, the Adventurer and 
other sources. 
The Orientalist is a volume of tales after the Eastern 
taste, by Roderick Random, Sir Lancelot Greaves and 
others (1773). Addison used several Oriental stories to 
convey his philosophical ideas in The Vision of Mirza. His 
language is direct and lucid showing Addisons use of 
Oriental imagery. 
Both Addison and Johnson used the Oriental tale to 
convey instruction under the guise of amusement. The 
story of Ortogrul of Basra, recalls Oriental tales. Like 
Addison, he too felt that Oriental tale needs dignified 
diction. Biblical imagery and abstraction. Of philosophical 
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Oriental tales in England, Rasselas (1759) is the most 
important and best English Oriental tale. Rasselas, 
confined in the Happy Valley in the days of his youth, 
realizes that the fulfillment of desires does not give lasting 
happiness. Irene (1736) is the most important work by Dr. 
Johnson reflecting the vogue of literary Orientalism, 
though betraying hostility towards Islam and Muslims. 
The literary satire was a reaction against 
extravagance of the Oriental tale led by Count Hamilton 
followed by Caylus, Voltaire and others. In England, 
emphasis was on conduct than art. In England this 
particular satire was inaugurated by Marana in Espion 
Turc. disguised Oriental commentary on Europeans 
society and politics. The Connoisseur. No. 21 is an 
indecent parody of the Oriental style. After social satire of 
Addison and Steele, next is Montesquieu. Letter Persanes 
in 1721 is a good example of Oriental pseudo-letters. His 
aim was to express views on social custom, forms of 
government and religion. It has a slight Oriental colouring. 
Also Horace Walpole, the only English writer to parody the 
structure of Oriental tales. His Letter from Xo-Ho. 1757 is 
a witty, satire, pointing out the injustice in political system 
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of rewards and punishment. However, the Oriental 
disguise in the work is thin. 
The Citizen of the World of Oliver Goldsmith, is a 
series of letters, satirizing manners and customs of 
Europe. In these letters, he handles his Oriental material 
with ease. Though the Oriental decoration of the work is 
external, it contains a distinct element of humour and is 
regarded as one of the best English Oriental tales of the 
period. The Citizen of the World (Letter XXXIII) ridicules 
authors who tried to write in true Eastern style, where 
nothing is required but sublimity. Defoe's, System of 
Magic. 1726, contains a story of AM Abrahazen and the 
Devil and the story of the Arabian Magician in Egypt. 
Voltaire's Zadig is one of the most notable imitiations of 
the Oriental tale, with Oriental colouring and fanciful 
Oriental names as Armanzes, Astarte and Seloc. By 
mocking Oriental fanaticism, he in reality satirizes the 
European bigotry and irrationality. In England there was 
no parody of the narrative form of the Oriental tale. 
Criticism tended to the parody of Oriental diction and 
mocked at the entire genre. The Black and the White, is a 
distinct parody on the Oriental stories and the fairy tales 
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by Voltaire. Also The White Bull, is a similar satire on the 
miracles of the Old Testament and ignorant worship. 
English satire in Oriental guise was social, rarely 
political. It was a light humour, not sharp and pungent and 
its best example can be seen in The Citizen of the World. 
Satire is to the fore in the philosophical and moral group 
of Oriental tales as in The Vision of Mirza. Rasselas and 
Parnell's, Hermit. The moral tendency is characterized by 
the British instinct to colour English literature. It was only 
after the victory of Clive in India and expansion of the 
British power that England took interest in the Orient 
particularly in literature by direct translations from the 
Oriental languages. 
Beckford was first to introduce picturesque details 
followed by Moore, Southey, and Byron. There was a 
revival of interest in things of the past and Percy's, 
Reliques. Walpole's, Castle of Otranto. the poems of 
Ossian, were studied. Also Defoe's, stories were 
welcomed. Oriental tale in London started in the hands of 
Pope and Addison. Arabian Nights and The Persian Tales 
also gained popularity. The chief reason for the popularity 
of Oriental fiction was its romantic character, a love of 
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adventure and mystery to excite the feelings of surprise 
and horror. The growth of Indian Empire, of interaction 
with the East and increasing the feeling of brotherhood 
among the nations of the world helped to break insularity 
and awaken interest in the Orient. Direct translations from 
the Oriental languages into English also added to the 
knowledge of Eastern life and literature in turning the 
attention of poets and story-tellers towards the use of 
Oriental material. 
In the Romantic period, Orientalism was centered on 
despotism. As Voltaire (1694-1778) in his play Mahomet 
used the figure of the Islamic Prophet to show superstition 
and credulity which lie at the root of every religion. 
William Jones (1748-94) in his Essay on the Poetrv 
of the Eastern Nations introduced new imagery into 
English poetry. He translated Islamic Literature and 
mythologies. He also criticized the Western notion that 
Turks were ignorant because Islam taught ignorance. On 
the contrary he praised simple and freedom loving Arabs 
and Persian art and literature. 
Vathek of Beckford marks distinction between the 
tenth century Oriental tale and Romantic verse romance. 
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His 'Hall of Eblis' find echoes in the Gebir and Thalaba. 
also exotic landscape in Lalla Rookh. It attributed to 
Islam, a deep and moral concern. Vathek is a tyrant who 
denounces Allah and the Prophet and is destroyed by his 
master. The most religious figure is Nouronihar's, father, 
the Emir Fakreddin, an epitome of Muslims piety, faith and 
goodwill. Landor's interest, in Oriental literature is seen in 
his Poems from the Arabic and Persian (1800) which are 
drawn from Sir William Jone's Poems consisting chiefly of 
the translation from the Arabic language and John Nott's, 
Select Odes from the Persian poet, Hafiz. In his poem, 
Gebir (1796) Oriental material is to the fore. 
In Gebir. we find a description of the city Masar (an 
Arabic word for Egypt) as 'Missr el Kahira' representing 
the fall of Egyptian imperial power. Landor called 'Gebir's 
followers (who was a militant pledged to avenge the wrong 
done to his father by reconquering Egypt from where his 
people had been driven) as 'Gadites'. According to 
Landor, the ancestor of 'Gebir', Gad, built Gades and 
Gad's son, Sidad conquered Egypt, built a city which is 
now ruined and which 'Gebir' tries to rebuild. But chapter 
89 of Sale's translation of the Koran shows that Landor 
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does not understand that Sidad built the city of Iram and 
its inhabitants were 'Adites', corrupt and cruel, so their 
punishment was severe. In the Koran we note that cities 
turning tyrannical evoke God's wrath. 'Gebir' is given an 
imperialist role, this name 'Gebir' is derived from Arabic, 
applied to those who rule tyrannically. In the Koran, 
'Gebir's people are identified with Tajabor i.e. tyrannical. 
This is similar to Sale's attempt at identifying 'Gebareen' 
with tyranny. Lander's representation of hell is influenced 
by Islamic hell as projected in the Koran - a place of 
punishment for the wicked. The idea of fire, a reality of 
cosmos (Persian metaphor) is beautifully described by 
fusion of the heat and cold (Zamhareer, a Koranic term) as 
it is in Islamic conception of hell. Also the account of the 
next world is derived from the Koran that tells that 'the 
companions of the left hand i.e. wicked shall dwell amidst 
burning winds, under the shade of black smoke neither 
cool nor agreeable'.^^ Also the arch dividing good and 
wicked alludes to the Islamic notion of Alsirat or 'the 
straight bridge leading directly to Paradise or Hell'^^. 
Landor's notion that despots suffer less physical torture 
but more psychological torment is taken from the Koran 
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Gebir on the whole for its Oriental colour is a personal and 
expressive poem, a romantic work. 
Southey's Thalaba was influenced by Landor's Gebir. 
He was not only influenced by Landor's Orientalism but 
also by Beckford's Vathek. He experimented with his 
method of Orientalizing of Western politics. The Curse of 
Kehama' in 1810 of Southey, is considered to be the best 
Oriental verse narrative as Gebir is a leading English 
Oriental poem of the Romantic period. Southey's 
Orientalism is distinct from Landor in that his purpose was 
to discover ethical similarity between Islam and 
Christianity and to liberate West from tyrannical yokes. He 
was better read than Landor in Oriental literature. By 
reading eighteenth century pseudo- Oriental tale and the 
Arabian Nights, he gained much knowledge about the 
Orient. He cites from the Koran and Sale's Preliminary 
Discourse in his Thalaba. In this poem, he equates 
political tyranny with evil and worship of Satan or Islamic 
Eblis. He discovered that Oriental despotism is the cause 
of fall of man. Both he and Landor found that pride and 
tyranny were fatal. The Koran asks man to take heed from 
the fate of pieceeding generations. Southey was much 
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impressed by one of the Koranic stories-'tlie Chastisement 
of the Adites', that had already been used in Gebir and he 
reproduced this in Thaiaba. the invisible city of Irem, the 
construction of palace and gardens, warnings of the 
Prophet and Its final destruction by the piercing wind in 
Arabic called the 'Sarsar' The significance of this 
punishment told by the Prophet Houd and survivor Aswad 
confirm the cause of city's destruction and his punishment 
to Thaiaba. Aswad is saved owing to the act of kindness 
and this act recommends him to the Prophet. His referring 
to Baghdad, the capital of Muslims civilization, is in 
actually referred to Islam and that the capital of Islam's 
golden age was destroyed by tyranny. He held Islamic 
scripture responsible for decay in terms of political 
tyranny, destroying ancient civilization. Islam seemed to 
him dominated by tyranny. From the Oriental sources such 
as D'Herbelots Bibliotheque Orientale to Henley's notes 
in Vathek of Beckford that centered on tyranny, he could 
hardly perceive a positive image of Islam. Southey's poem 
discovers in Oriental ruins the fate of tyranny. His hero, 
Thaiaba is a mixture of Islamic and Christian ideals. His 
role as a destroyer of evil is in line with Islamic values. 
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The support of God in the accomplishment of tasks is also 
common to both the faiths. Despite the Oriental material 
and Thalaba's, destructive role, his hero's career acquired 
Christian qualities. Southey reconciles the Idea of Holy 
War of Islam to non-violence and forgiveness in 
Christianity. Islam was an important source of knowledge 
in writing Thalaba. It also contributed to the development 
of literary form as Oriental tale, transmission of the 
Islamic faith in West and particularly in England and 
among the Romantic poets. 
Arabia is described in Thalaba. a land into which 
Adam and Eve were exiled. In notes on Thalaba he also 
describes that inhabitants of Mecca, had in pre-lslamic 
times preserved rituals going back to Abraham, who lived 
in that city and built its holy house Kaba with the help of 
his son, Ishmael. This incident is also mentioned in the 
Koran. In Thalaba there are several passages in which we 
note Islamic fatalism projecting Muslims as fatalists who 
accept every calamity that befalls them as God's wish and 
destiny as determined by God: 
The Mohammedans believe, that the 
decreed events of every man's life are 
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impressed in divine cliaracters on ills 
foreiiead, tliougli not to be seen by mortal 
eye. Hence they use the word Nusseeb 
anglice stamped, for destiny. IVIost 
probably the idea was taken up by 
Mohammed from the sealing of the Elect, 
mentioned in the Revelations.^'. 
In Thalaba. Islam is used as a model for the 
regeneration of European civilization in that it plays an 
important part in understanding of human consciousness. 
Following Islamic example, he treats nature as a place of 
suffering and not merely for joy and happiness. His 
achievement as a poet in Thalaba was to moralize Arabian 
landscape, a real source of inspiration. The beliefs and 
customs of Islamic Orient have much in common with the 
Bible. His linking between Biblical and Islamic codes can 
be seen in Thalaba. The scenes, which describe Islamic 
devotion are treated with great respect. He considers 
Islam as means rather as end. Thalaba is a distinctly 
moralizing poem, with reflections on Islam. 
Thomas Moore's Lalla Rookh is a landmark in the 
Oriental tale. It was more than a mere narrative. He 
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observed: It was 'meant to form a store house, as it were 
of illustrations purely oriental'^^. His knowledge of Oriental 
culture, customs was obtained from more than eighty 
works on Orient. In this poem every Oriental allusion is 
supported by quotations from D'Herbelot, Bruce, Savary or 
Niebuhr. Lalla Rookh is a political allegory as 'The Veiled 
Prophet of Khorassan' and 'The Fire Worshippers' show 
how Moore has used islamic material to express his view 
on a variety of issues. It is set in Persia, conquered by 
Arabs in seventh century. Iran is ruled by Emir Al Hasan, 
who has a beautiful daughter, Hinda. Their resistance, is 
held by guerrilla patriots with Hafed as their leader, with 
whom Hinda falls in love. Al Hasan's tyranny leads to 
nation's degradation. Moore did not discriminate on his 
distribution of islamic material as he transformed an image 
from one context to another. Romantic love forms a major 
element of Lalla Rookh. For Moore, Oriental love marks a 
distinction between love and pleasure. In West, it was 
believed that in Oriental climate, love was more sensual. 
This notion was strengthened by Islamic provision for 
polygamy. 
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Lalla Rookh depends on Oriental picturesque, 
consisting in climate, weather and landscape. Orient flows 
in beautiful, natural imagery, moonlight, palms, blue 
waters and sunset. Such Oriental scenes had enough local 
colour to convey of flavour of Oriental life, and its values. 
In this poem, he associates cities of Plain with Arabic 
tyranny and mountains of Persia with pride and 
independence of Iran. The ambiguities of Moore's attitude 
to Islam is seen by contrasting Muslim Al Hasan in 'The 
Fire worshipper' with the unnamed warrior, the main figure 
of episode 'Paradise and Peri'. In Moore, Islam draws its 
substances less from the Koran than from image of the 
Near Orient, the image common in painting as in literature, 
of the Oriental dusk, the Muslim fall of the day. In Lalla 
Rookh. he elaborates on details of Islamic piety (the call 
to prayer from minarets, the kneeling with forehead facing 
towards South i.e. Mecca). Islam's appeal to him was 
universal that Islam remains threatening to Christian 
prejudice will continue to resist conventional 
sentimentality and an appeal to Romantic realism. 
Byron had direct experience with the Orient through 
his travel to Albania, Greece and Turkey and its influence 
can be seen on The Turkish Tales. His visits gave him 
first-hand knowledge of Islamic Orient, especially its 
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landscape, climate and manners of life. Lady Mary Wortley 
Montagu also provided a wealth of information about 
Muslims women, of Turkish harems, that Muslim women 
were more enslaved by men in the Islamic East than in 
West. We also get a note in the Giaour where the poem 
alludes to the alleged Islamic creed concerning the 
soullessness of women: 
Oh! Who Young Leila's glance could read 
And keep that portion of his creed 
With saith that women is but dust 
A soulless toy for tyrant's, lust" 
It conveys the idea that Koran allots a third of 
paradise to well-behaved women. On the immortality of 
women's souls, he writes of Zuleika in the 'Bride of 
Abydos': 
And oft the Koran conned apart; 
And oft in youthful reverie 
She dream'd what Paradise might be-
Where woman's parted sou! shall go 
Her Prophet had disdain'd to show 
(Canto II, 103-7). 
The natural landscape of the Eastern Mediterranean 
provides a background for his Turkish Tales. Byron's 
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Oriental realism consists in a mixture of literature and 
experiences. The image of nightingale (Bulbul) singing to 
the rose (gul) \s a trope of Persian poetry which contains 
the idea of a lover singing to his beloved. In the Giaour we 
get the same: 
For there the Rose, o'er crag or vale, 
Sultana of the Nightingale; 
The maid for whom his melody-
His thousand songs are heard on high, 
Blooms blushing to her lover's tale; 
(Canto 1,21-33) 
Also we see it in 'The Bride of Abydos':... 
The gardens of gul in her bloom, 
Where the voice of the nightingale 
never is mute 
(Canto1,8-10) 
The realistic paradise formed by the landscape of the 
Islamic Mediterranean contains human actions. This 
paradise, becomes the main motif in The Giaour: 
Strange - that where Nature lov'd to trace. 
As if for Gods, a dwelling-place, 
And every charm and grace hath mixed 
Within the paradise she fixed -
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There man, enamoured of distress, 
Should mar it into wilderness 
(Canto 1,46-51) 
Byron's realistic Orientalism is rooted in local colour 
and his insistence on Oriental customs. He records 
Oriental idiom, with great accuracy as shouts of 'Allah 
Akbar', 'Salam Alaikum' and 'Laila ila Allah' are used in 
the proper religious context. Also names of Turkish 
weapons in The Giaour as tophaik (225 line) ataghan 
(354) are found in his reference to the 'Koran verse'. 
Religious festivals as Ramazan and Bairam (feast day 
marking the end of Ramazan) in The Giaour 229-9 and 
449-52) Or the Azan, five fold call to prayer usually 
performed from the minaret (e.g. The Giaour, line 734) 
where he comments; On a still evening, when the Muezzin 
has a fine voice...the effect is solemn and beautiful 
beyond all the bells of Christendom').^^ 
Thus, we note the authenticity of the scenery and 
costumes in Turkish Tales. In his work dealing with Orient, 
he recognizes constraints imposed by Turks on their 
women. The combination of purity and sexuality followed 
the example of the Koran. Byron discovers in houri, a 
image of Islamic femininity. In his portrayal of Muslim 
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women, he differentiates them from women of Western 
culture and gave them an independent reality. We find in 
all Byronic heroes the ideal of proving itself in war and 
government and the capacity to keep in possession, be it 
land or women. The Muslim hero would not survive in so 
far he has command over himself so he must have 
command over others. The Turkish Tales demonstrate 
their attitude towards women and Muslim tyrants expose 
their limitations. 
In Turkish Tales Greece provides the pretext to focus 
on his political ideals, islamic political tyranny is equated 
with Western cultural plundering. In The Giaour, we find a 
tale of vengeance over an innocent woman destroyed by 
Islamic honour and Christian passion of modern Greece. 
Byron's contact with East, helped in the development of a 
figure that has its roots in Western Europe literature. His 
hero is an alien neither belonging to East nor to the West. 
Byron's attitude to Islamic tradition, shows that the heroes 
are infected by the dominating vicinity of their Muslim 
opponents. His heroes are aggressive. Revenge is what 
excludes man from Eden (or in Islamic version, what 
excluded Eblls from God's paradise) is the cause and 
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effect of his nature. His heroes are Satanic creatures 
because of their power to be harmful to others and to 
torment themselves. 
Thus we see that authentic works by Landor, 
Southey, Moore and Byron with their Arabo- Islamic 
mythology are an important contribution to Orientalism. 
The question of the nature and extent of the British 
influence on India is complicated, particularly in literature 
written in nineteenth century. Many writers wrote of the 
great changes wrought in the political and social fabric of 
Indian life, of values and of a civilization in an alien land, 
although they discuss the extent of the British influence. 
Some of them as Alexander Duff, believed that British had 
failed to institute social changes among Indians. Meredith 
Townshed declared that if British are driven out, they 
would leave behind them splendid roads, useless 
buildings, weakness in subject race and a memory which 
in a century of new events would be extinct. 
With the British emergence in India, theories of 
property were discussed in England. Muslim conquest in 
India gave new policies and practice, yet the Islamic 
concepts of property could not bring a change in the 
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pattern of Indian society. British views about property 
were different from tliose of IVIuslim rulers. Both were 
interested in land revenue but property ownership led to 
different social results than those of the Mughals. James 
Mill in History of British India (1817) says, 'The property of 
the soil resided in the sovereign, for if it does not reside in 
it, it will be impossible to show to whom it belongs'^ ^. The 
picture of Indian government demonstrating Indian 
inferiority and British superiority, emerges in Mill's history 
and in Macaulay. 
Since the early years of the nineteenth century when 
intellectual contacts between Indians and Britishywere 
beginning, Indians were in a difficult position to find a 
place for maintaining self-confidence and self-esteem 
History of India was written by nineteenth century 
Western scholars and its ideological purpose is found in 
the famous foreword to Eliot and Dawson's collection 
of translations from the Muslims historians of India. 
The political system and its relationship with Great Britian 
feature in the writings of Burke, Macaulay, John Stuart Mill 
and Herbert Spencer. John Stuart's work on representative 
government gave the understanding of the relationship 
between India and Great Britain. Sir Alfred Lyall (1835-
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1911) one of the thoughtful students of Indian history and 
culture, was more sympathetic to Hinduism than to Islam 
in his writings and had lack of sympathy for Western 
political institutions in India. We could find the relationship 
between Indian culture and Western political ideas in his 
introduction to Valentine Chirol's account of Indian 
politics, entitled Indian Unrest (1909). He was the first to 
comment on inherent dangers in British power in India. 
Sir John Malcolm, one of the architects of Princely 
rule in Central India, had vast understanding of Indian 
society, thanks to his study of Indian culture. It is in 
contrast with the denunciation of Hindu society common in 
Western writings by men standing within the tradition such 
as Keshab Chandra Sen, M.G. Ranade and Dayananda in 
'Satyartha Prakash". 
The British-Indian encounter evoked in the writings 
of Anglo-Indians has formed the subject of many 
interesting works. Francis G. Hutchin's British Imperialism 
in India. Benita Parry's, Studies in the British imagination 
and Samshul Islam's works takes up the writings of E.M. 
Forster, E.J. Thompson, George Orwell and John Masters. 
Kai Nicholson's work deals with Anglo-Indian fiction of 
twentieth century and the novelists he covers includes 
Kipling, Forster, John Master, and Orwell. 
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India had a massive influence on British life, in 
commerce, trade industry, politics, culture. In English 
literature and thought, the list of names who dealt with 
and wrote about India include William Jones, Edmund 
Burke, William Makepeace Thackeray, Jeremy Bentham, 
John Stuart Mill, Lord Macaulay, Harriet Martineau and 
Rudyard Kipling. 
Much of the British literature about India documents 
the experiences of authors who lived as Anglo-Indians. 
Samuel Taylor's success in the realistic, vivid portrayal of 
Indian life is rooted in his involvement in the life of the 
people. He combined in himself the Orientalists respect for 
the glory, custom and social structure of India. His 
famous novel Tara dealt with the Hindu and Muslim 
cultural worlds, portraying Indian life, society and manners 
without bringing in the European world and its scales of 
values in it. We find throughout in Mathew Arnold's 
writings a serious expression of British-India relationship. 
It is this involvement in the Indian situation that links the 
works of fiction of the early nineteenth century with those 
of Steel, Kipling and even E.M. Forster. The problem of 
relations between the races, a problem which most 
authors ignore even when they saw it, was of greater 
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significance in the more Westernised areas with vast 
number of Englishmen and anglicized Indians. They 
express only a belief that the East and West were 
different. Of all the various Indian groups, it was the 
Muslims who were favoured. 
Muslims were depicted as possessing the values of 
activity, forcefulness and as smart, capable and 
resourceful. The British saw the Hindu in a very narrow 
light as educated, mercantile. Intellectual Indian in 
contrast to the Muslims, soldier and peasant. As Islam 
could be relatively understood better, Hinduism seemed to 
the British completely in conflict with Western ideas. The 
problem of mutual understanding, or its lack between the 
two races was the theme which came to dominate the 
British Image of India. And we come across this theme in 
A Passage to India of E.M. Forster. 
In the tradition of British Orientalism, Forster's A 
Passage to India figures as a turning point in tradition and 
critical analysis. What makes this novel more interesting 
and captivating is the vigour, heterogeneity and the fact 
that it becomes the focus of both English and Indian 
culture. Though the novel differs from the traditional 
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British literary attitude towards India yet it retains the 
British narrative tradition about India. Throughout A 
Passage to India there are moments when the narrative 
shifts to include both English and Indian characters, a 
dissolution of oppositional relationship between British 
and Indian elements. The novel contains anecdotes that 
second the misinterpretation of one culture by other and in 
this portrait of Indo-British relations, the Western 
representation of the Orient is thematized. 
The continuity of the British imperial policy 
throughout the nineteenth century is presented by the 
novelist through his writings with the purpose of keeping 
the empire in place. Thomas Hardy was Interested in doing 
a great deal more than referring to India in Vanity Fair and 
Jane Eyre Australia in Great Expectations. The empire 
became a principal subject of attention in writers like 
Haggard, Kipling, Doyle and Conrad. All the major English 
novelist of mid-nineteenth century accepted a globalized 
worldview and therefore could not ignore the vast 
overseas reach of the British power. 
We find colonial fiction in Kipling's India in his novel 
Kim. Racial ideas in nineteenth century stem from Blake's 
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theory of inferiority. In tlie system of education designed 
for India, students were taught not only English literature 
but also the inherent superiority of the English race. 
Carlyle and Ruskin speak of England to rule the world 
because as it is the best King of the globe. In England by 
the late nineteenth century, imperialism was considered 
essential to the well being of the British. The relationship 
between the West and its dominated cultural others is not 
just a way of understanding an unequal relationship, but 
marks the entry into the formation of Western cultural 
practices. The Oriental Renaissance'^ so called by its 
great modern historian Raymond Schwab-from eighteenth 
to the middle nineteenth century- when the cultural riches 
of India, China, Japan, Persia were deposited at the heart 
of European culture. 
Some of British accounts are punctuated by 
passages in acknowledging Indian scrutiny of Britishers. 
As far as Indian objectivity is rendered by the British 
subject gaze, British subjectivity is based on the 
recognition by Indians as for example Y. Endrikar's 
Gamblers in Happiness (1930). Like Endrikar, 
Maconochie in Indian Civil Services (1926) also reveals 
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consciousness of Indian gaze associating Indian 
subjectivity with Industrialization and westernization. 
There arose 'an attempted orientalization of British rule, 
according to Francis Hutchins, presuming that Indians 
could not be changed and the superiority of Britishers 
presented no obstacles to the understanding of Indians, 
thus advocating separation as well as hierarchization of 
British and Indians'.^^ 
Within the discourse of Orientalism, there exists a 
variety of conflicting and different discursive formations. 
One can evaluate and estimate Forster's work by the 
standard of realism. As twentieth century has come to a 
close, there has been an increasing awareness of the 
lines between cultures, the divisions and difference that 
allow us to distinguish one culture from the another. 
The representation of the Orient expressed the 
colonial relationship between Europe and non-European 
world implicated in the literature. For example Hanem in 
Vovage en Orient (1850) figures Oriental otherness in both 
racial and sexual terms. 
Twentieth century literature illustrates how 
Orientalist function for constructing culturally different to 
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signify tlie British culture as central, stable and coherent. 
Sir Andrew, H.L Fraser writes in Among Rajahs and Rvots. 
his acquaintance with Indian people, their intimacy with 
Britishers and praises Indians for their simple, trusting 
behaviour. Indians are not wild, uncontrollable but on the 
contrary comprehensive. The British representation of 
India and Indians, their landscapes and images occupy the 
position of objects brought into focus by British point of 
view. Thus we see as Francis Hutchins says in The 
Illusion of Permanence: British imperialism in India: 
An India of the imagination was created 
which contained no elements of social 
change or political menace. Orientalization 
was the result of this effort to conceive 
Indian society devoid of elements hostile 
to British rule, for it was on the basis of 
this presumptive India that Orientalizers 
sought to build a permanent rule.^' 
Travel literature helped Europe to learn much about 
the Orient, Travellers as Mandeville in The Travels 
portrayed Arabs as wicked and evil. Marco Polo's 
travelogue at the end of thirteenth century produced the 
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image of Islam. Intellectual contacts between England and 
Arab began in twelfth century. English merchant began 
their trade with Arab between fifteenth and seventeenth 
century. We find English merchants travelling to Arab with 
their accounts widely read in England. 
George Sandy's journey to Egypt and Palestine in 
1610 and his details of travel are given in 'Relation of a 
Journey' expressing both favourable and un-favourable 
views of Arabs by describing them as robbers as well as 
noblemen who fulfill their duties and keep their promises 
which they make with foreign travellers. Lithgow who 
travelled to Ottoman Empire in seventeenth century, 
portrayed Arabs as wild, savage and he hated them for 
they were Muslims by faith. In his travelogue, he describe 
Arabs, Turks and Moors as the enemy of Christ. Henry in 
Voyage into the Levant made comparative study of the 
Arabs and Turks praising Turks for good manners and 
criticizing Arabs as treacherous, malicious and cruel. 
Joseph Pitts in his Faithful Accounts describes his 
experience of Arabia, Egypt and condemns Algerians 
mostly as slave traders, robbers and homosexuals. He 
depicts Arabs as mischief-mongers and Islam as a false 
religion and Muslims as idolatrous. 
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In 1712 Arabian Nights was translated into English 
from French, reinforcing the image of Arabs as described 
in the accounts of travellers. Arabs were portrayed as 
inhabitants of magical world, full of supernatural and 
mysterious and unbelievable stories of Sindbad the Sailor 
All Baba and forty thieves. James Bruce's (1730-91) 
Travels to discover the Source of Nile shows Arab nomad 
as noble savage. His portrayal of the landscape and the 
climate in the Orient made a powerful appeal on the work 
of other Romantic poets. He had scant respect for Islam 
and the Quran. He also describes his journeys in countries 
such as Ethiopia, Egypt, and Lebanon in Travels in 1790 
and the purpose was to discover the source of Nile. He 
writes: 
I have seen in Britain a spirit of 
enthusiasm for this book (the Quran), in 
preference to all others not inferior to that 
which possessed Mahomet's followers. 
Modern unbelievers have gone every 
length, but to say directly that it was 
dictated by the spirit of God.^ ^ 
Carster Niebuhr's (1733-1815) Travels through 
Arabia (1744-3) is a record of the climate and landscape 
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of the Arabian deserts and praises Arabs for tlieir freedom 
and purity, retaining tlieir ancient customs and traditions 
and for Arab women's freedom in society: 
Polygamy is permitted, indeed among 
IVIahometans and the delicacy of our 
ladies is shocked at this idea, but the 
Arabians rarely avail themselves of the 
privilege of marrying four lawful wives, 
and entertaining at the same time any 
number of female slaves. None but 
voluptuaries marry as many wives and 
their conduct is blamed by all sober 
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men. 
Alexander Russell, an English traveller, who 
surveyed the society and people of Syrian city Aleppo in 
his Natural Historv of Aleppo in 1757. The Arabs 
according to him are poor but have identity of their own. 
William George Browne's Travel in Africa. Eavpt and 
Syria from 1792 to 1798 makes a comparison between life 
in the West and the Orient. Pococke (1737-1790), in his 
Description of the East refers to thefts and robberies and 
Arabs' greed for money but still applauds Arabs as brave, 
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honest and good-natured men. William Eton's A Survey of 
the Turkish Empire 1799 presents him as hostile towards 
Arabs and Turks. According to him, Arabs possessed 
knowledge at a time when the world suffered from 
ignorance. 
Thus we can say that travellers of eighteenth century 
had given a favourable view point of the Arabs highlighting 
their vices as well as virtues, praised Arabs as freedom 
lovers. Nineteenth century travel literature, however, 
changed this image. Except Burckhardt, who studied 
Arabic In England, has project Arabs as freedom lovers 
and hospitable. He was highly inspired by Bedouins and 
considered them as carefree people. 
William Lane (1801-1876), according to Bernard 
Lewis, 'was the greatest Arabist of the nineteenth century 
not only in England but In entire Europe'". He went to 
Egypt in 1825 to learn Arabic and to understand Egyptians 
and his account of social, religious and cultural trends of 
Egypt features In his Modern Egyptians. 
In nineteenth century the trend for racism and 
imperialist ideologies may be traced in the accounts of 
travellers and scholars. We can see in writings of Sir 
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Walter Scott representing religious trend of his age in 
Talisman by referring to Crusaders, suggesting that 
Muslims were enemy of Christians. Also Disraeli 
represents the political trend of his age in Tancred. the 
desire to be ruled by the British which was further 
popularized by ^Kinglake, Burton, Warburton, Doughty and 
Palgrave. They favoured Britain's imperial design to 
subjugate alien nations including Arabs. These travellers 
were least concerned with the realities of the Arab world. 
Sir Richard Francis Burton's (1821-1890). A Personal 
Narrative of Pilgrimage to Al Madinah and Mecca, is an 
important source of Arab image in England. His attitude 
towards Arabs was ambivalent on the one hand, he 
praised them as freedom lovers, hospitable, good-
mannered and on other, he exhorted British government to 
occupy Arab countries. A closer study of his works reveals 
that he was 'a racist, imperialist and arch-conservative 
who was forever developing ludicrous theories to support 
his prejudices'^^. He was in favour of Britain's imperial 
designs of conquering Arab world. It required, he wrote.: 
Not the ken of a Prophet to foresee the 
day when political necessity will 
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compel us (British) to occupy the fountain 
head of <: Islam....". 
Wilfrid Scawen Blunt's (1840-1922) journey covered 
Arabs of Egypt and of Najd and he found the difference in 
temperaments of these inhabitants. He considers 
Egyptians as generous and good, lovable to their wives 
and children, kind to elder but people v\/ith such merits 
were ruled by Ottomans, hence he urged British 
government to occupy Egypt. But Najdis were independent 
who loved democracy: 
Here was a community, living as our 
idealists have dreamed, without taxes, 
without police, conscription, compulsion of 
any kind, whose only law was public 
opinion, and whose only order a principle 
of honour ^^ 
In his the Future of Islam, he introduces Islam to 
West, as a positive force, capable of making valuable 
contributions to human knowledge. He wanted West to 
help Arab nationalist movements against Ottomans. 'The 
Caliphate no longer an empire, 'but still an independent 
sovereignty must be taken under British protection and 
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publicly guaranteed its political existence, undisturbed by 
further aggression from Europe'". 
Charles M. Doughty (1843-1929) visited Syria, 
Palestine and Egypt. His account appears in Travels In 
Arabia Deserta. He was influenced by racial and imperial 
ideologies and this feeling of his was to exhort Christian to 
occupy Islamic lands. He detested Muslims' religion and 
culture: 
The Arabian religion of the sword, must be 
tempered by the sword: and were the 
daughters of Mecca and Medina led 
captive, the Moslemin should become as 
Jews.". 
He justified superiority of British race and aimed at 
imposing Western culture and religion on the Orient. 
Eliot Warburton went to Middle East in 1844 and his 
racist ideology is to be found in his book The Crescent 
and the Cross, which seeks to establish superiority over 
Arabs. He appears extremely jubilant over Britain taking 
over of Egypt as a protectorate and her growing influence 
in other parts of the Fertile Crescent, He brands it 'as a 
victory march of Christian faith and British imperialism 
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destined to conquer the Arab world which, in Warbutorn's 
opinion, was highly desirable of British occupation'^*. 
Alexander William Kinglake in nineteenth century, 
travelled to Lebanon, Syria, Palestine and Egypt and 
recollected his experience in Eothen. depicting Arabs. He 
thought that Egyptian occupation is a British necessity and 
that the people of Arab also desired it. Like in Lebanon, 
he found an Arab chief in whose mouth he put his own 
words. He presents the chief as having the sagacity to 
foresee that Europe would intervene authoritatively in the 
affairs of Syria. He disliked Islam, believing in the 
superiority of British race. He wished Islam to wither away 
and disappear from the face of the earth.'' 
William Gifford Palgrave, an agent of French 
government was sent to East and Central Asia to gather 
political information with a view to conquering it. He 
studied Arab as different race. He expected French, to 
help Arab as independent nation in their revolt against 
Turks. But his approach to Islam was prejudiced and the 
Arabs he admired were of pre-islamic period. He regards 
Islam as the cause of Arab backwardness: 
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The stifling influence of Islam and due to 
'the Mahometan drug which paralizes 
whatever it does not kill' and which has 
kept them in intellectual race to be outrun 
by others more favoured by 
circumstances, though not perhaps by 
nature'^ 
Twentieth century also saw English men travelling to 
Middle East, to present political as well as social realities 
of the age. Their outlook was purely European and like 
nineteenth century travellers, they were swayed by their 
pre-conceived notions and ideas. Gertrude Bell, who 
followed Kinglake's imperial policy in reporting a Syrian 
Arab saying: 
Even the Muslim population hated the 
Ottoman Government and would infinitely 
rather be ruled by a foreigner, what 
though he were an infidel, preferably by 
the English, because the prosperity of 
Egypt had made so deep an impression on 
Syrian minds'^. 
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Thomas Edward Lawrence and Captain Shakespeare 
were British agents and racist in considering Arabs as 
inferior both politically and intellectually and were in 
favour of their subjugation by British. Philby, another 
follower of imperialist policy, believes that Arabs are not 
capable of self-rule. His approach to Islam was both 
negative and positive. His main contribution was his study 
of Najdi society and their attitude towards religion and 
religious practices. 
Thus one notes that twentieth century travellers were 
mostly imperialist in outlook and their aim, in the main, 
was to serve British interests. 
Thus, we have observed the background of 
Orientalism in English literature. 
Forster was immensely impressed by the image of 
Orientalism in English Fiction and his vast knowledge of 
the subject culminated in his novel A Passage to India, the 
most widely read and prominent in the field of Oriental 
fiction. The various aspects of the novel, particularly 
Forster's views about Muslims and Islam will be discussed 
in the following Chapters. Let us ascertain how far Forster 
is influenced by the image of the Orient as projected in 
this historical survey. 
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ORIENTALISM IN BRITISH FICTION 
Edward Said says:- "Orientalism is a style of thought 
based upon ontological and epistemological distinction 
between Orient and Occident"^ 
The Interaction between East and West took place by 
way of trade, travel or diplomatic relations and also 
through historical information. Thus in British literature we 
find Oriental elements. We can trace the image of Islam 
and Muslims appearing first in writings of John Bunyan's 
(1628-1688) Pilgrim's Progress which culminated for our 
purpose in E.M. Forster's (1879-1970) A Passage to 
India. 
The Orient influenced England from an early period; 
as in eleventh century, we find the description of marvels 
of India in Anglo-Saxon translations of legends about 
Alexander the Great. Many Eastern stories reached 
Europe through Syria, Itlay and Byzantium. Merchants and 
travellers also aided the transmission of this knowledge. 
Scholars gave to Europe translation of four great Oriental 
tales. Sindbad, Kalila and Dimna or the Fables of Bidpai; 
Disciplina Clericalis; and Barlaam and Josaphat. 
Also the fall of Constantinople (1453) made the 
Turks appear as an increasing menace to Europe. The 
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Koran and the Arabian Nights both played important role 
in defining cultural and religious relations between the 
East and West. One of the earliest translation'of the Koran 
into English was carried out by Alexander Ross (1590-
1654). But the best, scholarly translation was done by 
George Sale (1697-1736) in 1734 and prefaced it with 
'Preliminary Discourse on the Koran'. His vast knowledge 
of islam and his positive views of the Koran led him to be 
called 'half-Mussulman' in some conservative circles. 
The translation of Arabian Nights in 1706, a book so 
different in character from any Oriental fiction then known 
in England and this had far-reaching influence. Since the 
publication of English translation of Arabian Nights 
English authors identified Islam with magic, fairies and 
jinn etc. As Hawthorne says:- "To Persia and Arabiaand 
all the gorgeous East I owed a pilgrimage for the sake of 
their magic tales''.^ 
The magical atmosphere, rich variety of incidents, 
adventure, brilliant background of the Arabian Nichts 
fascinated British writers. Also translations from the 
Oriental languages influenced later the poetry of Southey, 
Moore, Byron and others. The works of Sir William Jones 
had increased knowledge of the Orient. By travel and 
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residing in East, also by contact with Eastern people, 
literature and philosophy. Englishmen had came to know 
more of the 'inscrutable Orient'. 
In British fiction, Orientalism appears at first in John 
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (1678). It shows his positive 
approach towards Islam and Muslims. Pilgrim's Progress 
centres around a dream allegory. This dream is related to 
the Christian way of life. It guides the reader how God's 
blessings could be obtained. The author with the help of 
many allegories, tries to present both good and bad 
aspects of human traits as repentance of their sins and 
hope of God's forgiveness in Christian value system. He 
has positive attitude towards Islam and appreciates the 
iViuslims on the ground that they look upon Mohammad as 
their saviour. He says: 
How can you tell, but that the Turks have as good 
scriptures to prove their Mahomet the Saviour, as 
we have to prove our Jesus?, And could I think that 
so many ten thousands, in so many countries and 
kingdoms should be without the knowledge of the 
right way to the heaven and that we only, who 
live in a corner of the earth, should alone be blessed 
therewith.^ 
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Daniel Defoe (1660-1731) the great novelist is the 
author of Robinson Crusoe/ which was brought out in 
1719. The Influence of Arabian Nights and Hav Bin Yakzan 
1 (translated from Arabic by Simon Ockley) on his novel 
is pronounced as the Adventures of Robinson Crusoe is 
the subject of the novel. It shows that Crusoe, the hero of 
the novel while travelling to Eastern lands, is held captive 
by 'Turk of Morocco'. During this captivity he suffers 
torture. The aim of the author is to throw light on the lack 
of freedom and absence of civil liberties in the Muslim 
society. Later a Muslim character Xury helps Crusoe in 
escaping from the bondage. How ironical! Crusoe's own 
intolerance Is however proved when Xury is deprived of 
reward simply because he was a non-Christian. 
In his short story In Defence of His Richt. the son of 
a rich person is shown to have run away from home. His 
parents fail to recover him and are under the impression 
that he was abducted by Turks. This shows that Muslims 
were considered heartless, devoid of all human feelings. 
Eighteenth century was a golden era in the history of 
English literature which was greatly enriched by famous 
novelists. Travel became a common feature and a source 
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of widening tiie iiorizon of Englisii literature. Tiie poor 
image of the Muslims liitherto depicted in the English 
Literature began to vanish and a new realistic approach 
was manifested in writings. During this period, the world 
started coming closer thanks to rapid development in 
means of communication. This can be called the period of 
travels, voyages and wide commercial activity. 
Dr. Johnson (1709-84), an outstanding figure in the 
field of criticism and poetry, appeared on the horizon of 
English literature in early eighteenth century. He is 
famous for narrating a large number of Oriental tales in a 
bewitching style. To name a few of them "Seged, Emperor 
of Ethiopia (Rambler 204 and 205) and History of 
Nouradin, son of Almamoulin". Though pompous in diction 
and artificial in manner, these tales do not lack simplicity 
of plan, character and Oriental colouring in presenting 
various aspects of Johnson's philosophy of life. 
His well known work Irene (1736) reflects hostility 
towards Islam and Muslims. What surprises his critics 
most is the fact that he had before him such authentic 
sources as Richard Knolles's The Turkish History (1687-
1700), George Sale's The Koran to which is prefixed a 
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Preliminary Discourse (1734) and Barthelemi D'Herbelot's 
Bibliotheque Orientale (1776). The charge of inaccuracies 
against him can not be refuted. He betrays many 
misconceptions about Muslim beliefs and society. A 
glaring example of his inaccurate knowledge is that he 
places the Prophet's tomb in Makka whereas it is situated 
in Madina. 
Rasselas (1759) is another notable work of Johnson. 
It is a serious English Oriental tale. The tale revolves 
round Prince Rasselas, the fourth son of King of Abyssinia 
who revolts against his father as he is unable to attain his 
wish to govern Abysinia. He was put behind the bars in the 
Happy Valley but he soon realizes that the gratification of 
desires does not confer lasting happiness ai;d along with 
his sister, he escapes to discover unhappiness. The tale is 
about the vanity of Human Wishes. Rasselas in Egypt 
found Muslims as barbaric and uncivilized and he holds 
Islam, their religion, responsible for it. At last, he 
discovers that there is no happiness in the world either. 
The language Johnson used Is simple, clear and dignified, 
though sometimes pompous and the imagery reflects 
Johnson's serious thoughts and views. His emphasis is on 
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philosophy rather on narrative, pointing to Johnson's 
mature and serious outiool<. 
Tabias Smoliet (1721-71) does not hold a favourable 
view novel about Muslims and that is reflected In his The 
Adventure of Ferdinand Count Fattron. in which he 
portrays an evil-minded Jewish character who is outwardly 
kind to others. It appears that here the novelist aims at 
attacking Muslims and the Muslim culture. In his another 
work The expedition of Humphrey Clinker, he compares 
the sublimity and grandeur of London to the enchantments 
of Oriental places. 
William Beckford's (1759-1844) History of Caliph 
Vathek holds a unique place amid Oriental tales. It is 
about the conflict of opinion between two Muslim groups-
Sunnis and Mutizilites on the origin of the Quran. Caliph 
Vathek was on the side of Mutizilites. Vathek indirectly 
attacks Islam on the ground that different sects of Islam 
are fighting against each other. The controversy among 
Muslims is an irrefutable proof that Islam preaches 
falsehood. Vathek is a story 'of a journey of Caliph Vathek 
to the Hall of Eblis or Hell spurred on by his unquenchable 
thirst to discover the unknown'^ . 
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Vathek's ambition to discover tiie unl<nown and his 
lust for its fulfillment leads him to the path of evil being 
led by Giaour, an agent of evil. He finally takes him to his 
doom i.e. hell. Vathek is entitled to live for one remarkable 
scene - Hall of Eblis. Beckford's conception of Hell and 
Satan shows a Western mind bearing no resemblance to 
Islamic description of Hell in the Koran with its halls and 
galleries, 'long curtains brocaded with crimson and gold', 
'choirs and dances', 'gleam brightening through the 
drappery, and 'chambers.^ 
Also his portrait of Eblis (Satan) is similar to Milton's 
Satan in grandeur and sublimity and is contrary to Islamic 
texts, where he is shown as man's inveterate enemy, 
personification of evil, showing evil paths to follow, a 
pathetic tragic figure who arouses a feeling of terror and 
pity. His Eblis is a faint replica of Milton's Satan-'the fallen 
Archangel enthroned upon the globe of fire', in his large 
eyes appeared both pride and despair, his flowing hair 
retained to some resemblance that of an angel of light and 
on his hand he held iron scepter, power to tremble'^. 
Beckford correctly places Oriental characters in 
accurate Oriental surroundings. We find his main 
characters drawn from the Orient and his use of Oriental 
names shows that the story is about the Orient, its culture, 
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customs and way of life. Also he presents an image of 
Oriental beauty 'Nourunihar' who provided companionship 
in Vathek's journey to the Hall of Eblis. 
The author has used in abundance Oriental allusions, 
names, imagery with a clear and striking style, which is 
lucid, crisp and witty. His description of sensuous beauty-
colour, form, melody along with repulsive mockery but one 
defect Is that of the lack of characterization. The hero of 
the novel is a cruel, ambitious individual who fails to 
arouse tragic pity or terror. Nonetheless Vathek is 
fantastic in plot and brilliant in colouring, witty and 
satirical marked with a moralizing spirit. 
The popularity of Oriental fiction lies in its romantic 
character. Against pseudo-classicism, these Oriental tales 
brought Into grey and colourless life of Augustan England, 
marvels of Oriental legend, something of magical 
atmosphere and glamour of East, which show love of 
adventure and mystery, the desire to escape to the 
mysterious East, longing for the picturesque colouring, 
magical atmosphere and strangeness. The movement 
known in literary history as the Romantic IVIovement or 
Romantic Revival in England shows that Orientalism and 
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pseudo-Orientalism of Eighteenth century precluded 
Oriental material that had been used by writers. 
Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832) is a novelist of the 
Romantic age. His work shows the influence of Maria 
Edgeworth (1786-1800). He felt drawn towards the Orient. 
In his four novels, we find him talking about Islam- The 
Surgeon's Daughter 1827, Ivanho 1819. the Betrothed 
1824 and the Talisman or the Tales of the Crusades 1825 
Ivanhoe's. and the theme is the conflict between Saxons 
and Normans as well as the Christian prejudice against 
Jews. The Betrothed defines the role of Church in 
persuading Christians to fight their enemies ie Muslims. 
The author harbours great enmity towards the Muslims 
and brands them as outcasts devoid of any virtue. The 
Talisman deals mainly with Islam and Muslims. Salauddin 
Ayubi (c 1138-93) founder of Ayubite dynasty being the 
central character is an embodiment of malice and 
haughtiness. Islam is blamed for all his weaknesses and 
he is shown instructing his followers in violence. Towards 
the end he is shown repenting his misdeeds. He begs King 
Richard to convert him to Christianity and his behaviour 
led the whole Muslim community to denounce Islam. For 
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Scott the teachings and beliefs of Islam are false. There 
are some errors in the novel regarding Prophet's tomb in 
Makkah and Prophet is referred to with his misnomer as 
Mahoud. In The Surgeons Daughter, he talks about 
Muslims customary salutation not offered to Christians. 
"And if non-muslims offer them Salaam to greet, they 
should respond 'Wa alaykum or And Upon thee! According 
to Ayesha once a group of Jews visited the Prophet and 
greeted Prophet as "Samu Alay ka" ie Death be upon you, 
instead of "Salam Allay ka" ie (Peace be upon you). The 
Prophet could easily see through what they had said and 
replied 'Wa Allay Kum' ie And Upon you. Scott is biased 
towards Christianity and fails to appreciate the Muslim 
custom of greeting. One serious mistake of Scott is to 
speak of Fatima, daughter of Prophet as his wife in the 
novel under discussion. 
Benjamin Disraeli (1804-1881). The well-known 
politician was a novelist too. His Jewish beliefs are 
reflected in Tancard. His views of imperialist policy of 
British power as ruling race was supported by Kinglake, 
Burton, Warburton, Doughty and Palgrave. In Tancard or 
The New Crusade (1847) we come across a Protestant 
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Tancard who visits to Jerusaiem to ponder over religious 
and social matters. In The Wonderous Tales of Alvov. he 
attacks Islam claiming that its teachings are false. Mary 
Lamb's The Young Mahometan, included in Mrs. Leicester 
school (1809), we meet an ailing girl who is physically 
cured by the doctor and comforted by his wife who 
explains her that Muslims are ignorant people who believe 
in an impostor. This relieves the girl of illness and anxiety. 
Here also we find a negative picture of Muslims. 
Thomas Hope - (1820) Anastasius is one of the great 
nove^ o dealing with the subject of Orientalism. The hero is 
captured and forced to embrace Islam and made to serve 
in a harem. James Morier- (1824) Haiii Baba of Ispahan 
and The Adventures of Haiii Baba of Ispahan in England 
(1828) presents Islam as full of deceit and falsehood, the 
Prophet as impostor and Muslims as hypocrites. His other 
novels as Zohrab the hostage 1832 and Avesha. the Maid 
of Kars 1834 show Oriental colouring with pictures of 
battle, harem, conspiracies and moral degradation of 
Muslim life and culture. Morrier was hostile towards Islam 
and in his novels we get Muslim characters devoid of 
nobility. He observes:-
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It has been remarked that the principles which 
acuate7 
(them are not likely to be produced by the doctrines 
Of the Koran but there is often an excellence in the 
human nature which supersedes false religion, and 
acts as if were guided by the true one.® 
Victorian period marked an Increase in the Oriental 
movement owing to travels to the East. In this age novel 
acquired its modified form, which may be seen in the 
novels of Dickens, Eliot, Thackeray, Butler and Meredith. 
William Mackepeace Thackeray (1811-63) Though he 
wrote number of novels, yet his comments on Islam and 
Muslims are few as in Notes of a Journey from Cornhill to 
Grand Cairo (1846),^ he comments on Islam 'as it is 
associated with the end of Ottoman rule.' About Crusades 
he says that Islam will last only as long as the Ottoman 
empire is not dismembered. His Vanitv Fair testifies to his 
fondness for Oriental tales. As in chapter III of this novel 
he says:-
She (Becky) had a vivid imagination, she had, 
besides, read the Arabian Nights and Guthrie's 
Geography. 
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Charles Kingsley (1819-75) compares Islam with 
communism and is prejudiced against Islam. His 
preference for communism is evident in his novel, Yeast 
1848. George Meredith (1828-1909) was highly influenced 
by the Arabian Nights. That is why in his novel The 
Shaving of Shagpat (1856) we note the Oriental 
atmosphere of magic and comments on the deception of 
Islam and Muslims. 
Thomas Hood's A tale of the Har'em (1828) depicts 
Islam and the Muslims in negative light. He is specifically 
critical of the harem life. This is the story of an Italian lady 
held captive in the harem. The Italian singer making use of 
his musical talent rescue the lady from the captivity. This 
novel therefore points to such evil aspect of Muslim life as 
sexual licentiousness in exploiting their helpless fellow 
beings especially women. 
Wilfred Scarven Blunt (1840-1922) in The Future of 
Islam, shows as it a positive force capable of making 
valuable contributions to human knowledge. He wanted 
West to help Arab Nationalist movement against the 
Ottomans. 'The Caliphate no longer an Empire' but an 
Independent sovereign and must be under the British 
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control guaranteeing its political existence, undisturbed by 
aggression of Europe'^°. 
R.L. Stevenson's (1850-1894) interest in the Orient 
developed after reading Arabian Nights and this attraction 
and influence urged him to produce The Nev^ ^ Arabian 
Nights, being the continuation of Arabian Nights. In his 
description of Islam and Muslims, his mind is free from 
prejudice. George Gissing's (1857-1903) writings indicate 
that he was influenced by European thought on Islam and 
Muslims. In one of his letters^V we find him criticizing 
Muslims as uncivilized people, lacking in manners and 
morals. That is why he wanted that Muslim land should be 
occupied by Europeans. In another letter, he expresses 
the hope that Muslim rule in Constantinople would be 
replaced by Europeans. Samuel Butler's (1853-1902) Ere-
Whon 1872 and The Way of All Flesh 1903 are his famous 
works. Generally his novels do not deal with Islam or 
Muslims yet in one of his note books, he speaks about 
Muslims and remarks that they are uncivilized, unwise 
and ill-mannered. He also attacks polygamy among 
Muslims. 
Joseph Conrad (1857-1924) Is one of the well known 
novelists. His main drawback is that he had no authentic 
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knowledge either of Islam or of Muslims. He had access 
only to secondary sources. In his novel An Outcast of the 
Island 1896, he portrays a Muslim character, Omar as 
inflexible and deceitful, devoid of any noble virtues. 
Though physically blind, he is depicted as a thief. Another 
Muslim character is shown in indulging in idolatry. On the 
whole his portrayal of Muslims is not positive because 
according to him the reason for the failure of Islam lies 
that it is based on the concepts of hypocrisy, falsehood 
and bigotry. In another novel Lord Jim (1900) he presents 
the character of Ali as narrow-minded and violent. He also 
describes the pilgrims going to perform Haj ceremony with 
the help of Europeans. This been done to show the 
supremacy of Europeans over Muslims. It was according 
to him an irony of fate that the group of pilgrims is led by 
those whom the Muslims call atheists or disbelievers. In 
Almaver Folly (1895) the character of Abdullah is 
projected as totally worthless. He prefers the life to come 
to the present life but he is so heartless that he, inspite of 
being affluent does not help even his needy servants. 
Actually charity is a word not to be found in his dictionary. 
Thus we note a negative picture of Islam in Conrad's 
novels. 
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John Buchan (1875-1940) in his novels presents 
some Oriental material. He says in his novel Green Mantle 
that fate should not be relied upon, efforts should be made 
instead. But according to Islamic faith, one should believe 
in fate and Allah tells the disbelievers that "then it is only 
a part of the Book that ye believe in and do ye reject the 
rest. No misfortune can happen on earth or in your souls 
but is recorded in a book before we bring it into 
existence."^^ What is emphasized is that everything has its 
own time, place and occasion. His novel Green Mantle is 
set in an Orient land i.e. Ottoman Turkey during World 
War II. The title of the novel itself indicates the reference 
to Islam because according to Muslim belief green colour 
is predominant in Paradise. In A Prince of Captivitv^^. he 
advises people not to develop friendship with Muslims, for 
friendship with them ends in shame and frustration. 
The continuity of British imperial policy throughout 
the nineteenth century is reflected in the writings of Hardy. 
The empire became a principal subject of attention in 
writers like Haggard, Kipling and Conrad. 
Kipling's novel Kim is a major contribution to the 
Orientalized India. He carefully differentiates the religion 
and background of Muslims and Hindus. His India has a 
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quality of permanence and inevitability with its history, 
administrators and the process of imperialism. Published 
in 1901, this novel occupies a special place in the 
development of English novel and Victorian society. The 
division between the whites and the non-whites in India 
and elsewhere is analysed throughout the novel. Kipling's 
view rejects the notion of Orientalists in India, who were of 
the opinion that India should be ruled according to the 
Oriental Indian modes. 
Carlyle and Ruskin smack of racial prejudice in the 
nineteenth century in speaking of the superiority of the 
white race to rule the world, as England was 'The King of 
the globe'. 
This brief account may be concluded with reference 
to E.M. Forster (1879-1970), famous modern critic and 
novelist of the twentieth century. Amongst his novels, the 
most popular and widely read is A Passage to India (1924) 
set in the early twentieth century British India, this novel 
deals with a wide range of issues of the day, including the 
plight of Muslims and Hindu-Muslim conflict along with the 
depiction of Indian society. Forster intended to bridge the 
gulf- between India and Britain. 
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The crux of the novel is the encounter between 
English colonials and Indians. Forster is nearer to Islam 
than Hinduism in describing the Muslim character of Dr. 
Aziz, one of the major and important characters in the 
novel, as sentimental, especially in view of his inability to 
engage in social relations and his yearning for the past 
glory of Muslims. Forster divides the structure of the novel 
in three sections- Mosque, Cave and Temple. It deals with 
cross-cultural conflicts of the day concerning the 
relationship and gaps which existed between East and 
West. He also uses the religion of India as well as 
geography of the country to structure the novel. In the 
'Mosque' section, he uses Islam to suggest that successful 
bridges can be achieved for Islam provides an apparent 
sense of social order and stability. It means peace and 
sublime simplicity. He was moved by the Islamic tenet that 
"there is no God but God and that Mohammad is the 
Prophet of God".^ ^ This is the message that Forster found 
enshrined within the mosque. His interpretation of Islam is 
selective, gleaned not from the Quran but from the 
evocation of spiritual feeling by the mosque architecture. 
His understanding of Islam is derived in part from the 
structural features of the mosque, because its structure 
suggests the omniscience of God. Muslims are depicted as 
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possessing the values of activity, masculinity and 
forcefulness; they appear as capable and full of resources. 
Edvk^ ard Thompson in The Other Side of the Medal 
says that Indians see British through the experience of 
British brutality during the mutiny of 1857. Hence he asks 
for a new Orientation in the histories of India. He admires 
the paramount importance of culture in consolidating 
imperial feeling, Edward Thompson's Indian Day (1927) 
portrays Indian predicament and is critical of British 
Imperialism. 
The British narrative figures several persistent tropes 
through which Indians are figured. Two examples from the 
twentieth century illustrate how the configuration serve a 
Orientalist function of constructing culturally different to 
signify British culture as central and stable. Sir Andrew H. 
L. Fraser in Amono Raiah and Rvots. writes of his 
acquaintance with Indian people praising them for their 
simple, trusting behaviour whether India is figured as a 
primitive culture to be civilized or as inferior culture to be 
protected; both representations of India refer to and 
signify necessary roles of the British as the saviour and 
guardian. He writes: 
The simplicity of the country people, their 
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confidence in the officers wliom they 
learned to trust, their patient endurance 
of the severest trials, and their deep gratitude 
for all that was done for them, made an 
impression on our minds which will never be 
effaced. ^ ^ 
The British presence in India produced over a 
century and half of the Orientalist literature including 
journals, letters, novels, stories. This literature arose from 
the circumstances of British rule and administration which 
had placed British soldiers, missionaries and civil service 
officers in India representing and developing British -
India relations. From Lady Mary Wortley, Montagu's 
Turkish Embassy Letters to Forster's A Passage to India 
there are expressions of this complex plurality. 
Much of the British literature about India documents 
the experiences of authors who lived as Anglo-Indians and 
portrays situations of authors' lifetimes. As A Real Life 
City (1888) of Rudyard Kipling represents British imperial 
position with regard to India. 
British power came to India in the eighteenth century 
by defeating Mughals, their economic control over people 
through rigorous anglicization of Indian^ landlords and 
vOl ' 
merchant classes with administraMo^>^d ecJcTqatl^ nal 
yy 1 ' ( Ace. No 1 1 ce. o 
system imposed by the British. After 1857 mutiny, British 
redirected these efforts and paid attention to the 
traditional Indian system of caste and privilege. There 
arose what Francis Hutchins called "attempted 
Orientalization of British rule Presuming" that Indians 
could not be changed and the superiority of British 
character presented no obstacles to understanding of 
Indians". This policy advocated separation and 
hierarchization of Indians and Britishers.^ ® It was through 
a British notion of Indianization that the British hegemony 
was maintained during later half of the century. In 
twentieth century it was Indian identification of 'Indian' 
and power to unify diverse Indians that enabled them to 
achieve independence as a nation. 
As twentieth century moves to a close, there has 
been a gathering awareness of the lines between cultures, 
the divisions and differences that allow us to distinguish 
one culture from another. 
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Cli^ptcr 3 
FORSTER'S ORIENTAL CHARACTERS 
In the general context of the tradition of Oriental 
characters in English literature history, we note the 
negative picture of Muslims, since after the Crusades 
there developed no friendly atmosphere between Islam 
and Christianity and Muslims were associated with 
violence and blood-shed, regarded as evil-minded and 
pagans carrying with them vicious human traits as malice, 
hatred, jealousy, devoid of any human and tender feeling 
and their religion-Islam was dismissed as false, idolatrous 
and misleading and Prophet Muhammed as an impostor. 
The Songs of Geste are the earliest literary source in 
the tradition of the Oriental characters, presenting a 
negative and distorted image of Muslims, with hostile 
approach towards Islam and the Prophet. This negative 
image was further carried in medieval English literature in 
the writings of William Langland's, Piers the Plowman and 
John Lydgate's The Fall of Princes. In Elizabethan drama, 
we find a variety of Oriental characters. In the writings of 
Kyd, Marlowe, Greene, Peele, Shakespeare, Dekker, 
Webster, Fletcher and Massinger, we find Oriental 
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characters, mainly Turks, Moors, Persians and Arabs as 
well. 
In the Restoration literature, there are references to 
tyrannical and violent Muslim rulers. In Philip Massinger's 
Reneqado (1624) we find the comparison between 
Christian chastity and Muslim licentiousness. John 
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (1628), however, shows a 
positive approach towards Islam and Muslims. But in 
Daniel Defoe's (1660) Robinson Crusoe, mention is made 
of the lack of freedom and civil liberties in Muslim society. 
Dryden's Don Sebastian (1691) is a story of a Muslim 
heroine who embraces Christianity and forsakes Islam. His 
other play Auranozeb (1675) and his character of 
Aurangzeb the last Mughal Emperor, lack the resemblance 
to the real historical figure of Aurangzeb. The Conquest of 
Granada (1670) shows some Improvement in the picture of 
Muslims as the hero Almanzor embodies love and honour, 
yet there are few references to Oriental religion and 
tradition. Johnson's Irene (1736) also reflects a negative 
attitude towards Muslims in that they are represented as 
cruel, full of deceit and treachery and lust. Rasellas. 
however, presents a favourable picture of Arabs and 
Persians, noi degrading Islam in comparison to 
Christianity. Also Beckford's, Vathek followed this trend in 
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not particularly attacking Islam. Contained in it remarks 
against religion in general, Sir Walter Scott's (1771) 
Talisman, projects the central character of Salahuddin 
Ayubi with malice and hatred and Islam is held responsible 
for his weaknesses. Benjamin Disraeli (1804) attacks 
Islam and its teachings as false and heresy in The 
Wondrous Tales of Alvov. Also in the writings of 
Thackeray and Meredith we find comments on Islam. 
Wilfred Scarven Blunt's (1840) The Future of Islam 
nonetheless depicts, Islam making contributions to human 
knowledge. Joseph Conrad (1857) In the Outcast of the 
Island, portrays a Muslim's character Omar as deceitful 
and inflexible. In another novel Lord Jim (1900), he 
presents the character of AM as a narrow-minded and 
violent person. John Buchan (1875) also follows a 
negative approach towards Muslims and in A Prince of 
Captivity he warns against friendship with them, as it will 
result only In shame and frustration. 
Kipling's novel Kim contributed much to Orientalism 
in dealing with Muslims and Hindus in his works. However, 
the most important contribution regarding Oriental 
characters is by E.M. Forster in his novel A Passage to\ 
India, where Aziz is presented as the central character. 
His interpretation of Islam is selective, not gleaned from 
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the primary sources on Islam, but from the spiritual 
feelings associated with it. In this chapter, we propose to 
evaluate his major and minor Oriental characters in terms 
of their strengths and weaknesses. Forster's introduction 
to Islam and Muslims came through his friend Syed Ross 
Masood, and to Hindus through his job as Secretary to the 
Maharajah of Dewas. 
During his visit to India, Forster found violence and 
acute unrest i.e. racial tension. In his second visit, Forster 
was able to see India with a different perspective. There 
seemed to be 'an impassable gulf between the India he 
had tried to create and the India that he was actually 
experiencing. Forster seems to have felt more at ease in 
the society of Muslims than of Hindus. The personalities 
and religion of his Muslim friends were more attractive for 
him. In his private accounts during the two visits, there is 
a striking contrast between his portrayal of the character 
of Syed Ross Masood and of the Maharajah of Dewas; 
while he shows an acute understanding of S^d Ross i 
Masood's mental qualities and outlook and is always in 
sympathy with him, he presents the Maharajah with a' 
mixture of affection, suspicion, sympathy and praise. He 
says of Masood: "He came of an eminent Moslem 
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family his ancestors liad been nobles at the Moghul 
Court and his descent from the Prophet was better 
documented than that of the Maharajah from the sun."^ 
We can see in Forster's personal account some 
direct evidence of his general feeling of uneasiness with 
Hindus as against a feeling of ease and comfort with 
l\/luslims. In a letter from the Hindu state of Chhatarpur he 
contrasts his different feelings about the two religions. His 
outlook was based on his observation of the curious and 
bewildering ceremonies at Dewas. In contrast, the faith of 
Islam, centred on the worship on one God, devoid of 
idolatrous ceremonies which appeared to him more 
congenial and so the Hindu character is presented as 
queer and the Muslim as perfectly intelligible. Islam was 
more congenial whereas the picture of the Hindu world, 
unsympathetic and incomprehensible never lacks in 
curiosity and realism. Forster's early accounts of Indian 
art and architecture show his deep curiosity about some 
traditional monuments and they also express his inability 
to understand the full significance of the complex 
architecture of the Hindu art. Forster recalls his debt to 
India for his friendship with Syed Ross Masood, the 
Maharajah of Dewas and Sir Akbar and Lady Hydari^ of 
Hyderabad for gathering insight and vision. His Indian 
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friendships, love of the Oriental way of life, his interest in 
India's ancient and flowing civilization and in her modern, 
social, political and economic development form the 
background of his writings. 
In essence, A Passage to India is a realistic study of 
the Anglo-Indian as well as Hindu-Muslim relations. The 
characters represent contrasting attitude towards life. Dr. 
I 
Aziz, a Muslim stands for emotions, Fielding and Adela for 
intellect and Hindu Professor Godbole for love. Their 
synthesis appears in Mrs. Moore because of her impulse 
towards emotions and intellect. One of the consequences 
of religious superficiality among the British is that they fail 
to discriminate among the religious attitudes of India. The 
distinction between Muslims and Hindus matters only 
when this is politically necessary, yet the novel 
emphasizes that this difference is profound. 
A Passage to India is a novel which has the air of 
good mystery story with a success of existing events of 
that time of his visits and promise of an unexpected 
denouement. There is no final twist of events, no sudden 
revelation. The dramatic situation of the novel, involving 
as it does an explosive human situation which can be 
ignited by the failure of a single individual, is finally 
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conceived. The structure of the novel does not consist 
sinnply of arrangement of events, but arrangement of 
novel's meaning. 
This novel is the study of the conflict between two 
civilizations, at the extreme poles from each other, 
separated by the Mediterranean. The passages offer only 
hint of a solution. A good deal of Forster's experience 
must have been used in producing the details, which give 
the novel its local colour. There is constant stress upon 
the existence of attractiveness and hostility of the Indian 
scene. The plot of the novel is precise, hard, crystallized 
and far simpler. The story is beneath and above the plot 
which is as decisive as judicial. The characters are of 
sufficient size for the plot. As Whitman's Passage is a 
poem about the voyage of the soul to God, similarly 
Forster's A Passage to India is a voyage ofisoul to his 
thought in the Indian setting, linking his view to the vision 
of India. 
Forster took the title of this novel from a poem 
entitled Passage to India (1871) by American poet, Walt 
Whitman.^ If we consider this novel in the light of the 
poem by Whitman, we will find the account of Anglo-Indian 
relationships as a pretext rather than as a purpose. The 
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main theme of the poem Passage to India is that of a 
spiritual seeker. There is no central character whose point 
of view unites the novel. He thus emphasizes the 
atmosphere at the expense of the characters. 
Nevertheless he uses one character as central to the 
mysteries and muddles which afflict the rest. A Hindu 
Professor Godbole, though not a central character, is the 
key without which the theme of spiritual quest would lose 
all intelligibility. The theme of A Passage to India in spite 
of different setting and environment would seem to 
compromise the elements of class war. 
A simple but the central theme of A Passage to India 
is the need for kindness and affection in human relations, . 
particularly in the colonial context. Forster expresses this 
through Aziz, whose words to Fielding seem to represent 
author's beliefs: 
No one can ever realise how much 
kindness we Indians need, we do not even 
realise it ourselves. But we know when it 
has been given. We do not forget, though 
we may seem to give kindness, more 
kindness, and even after that more 
kindness, I assure you it is the only hope.* 
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This in outline is the plot: Chandrapore was 
suggested as a city geographically by Bankipore, but its 
inhabitants are imaginary'.^ Adela Quested arrives in India 
along with elderly Mrs. Moore. Both the ladies are humane 
and have an intense desire to 'know India'. This is a 
matter of annoyance to Ronny, Mrs. Moore's son and 
Adela's fiancee, who has entirely adopted the point of 
view of the ruling race and has become a heavy-minded 
administrator. But despite Ronny's certainty about what is 
and what is not proper, Mrs. Moore steps into a mosque 
and there makes the acquaintance with Aziz, a young 
Muslim doctor, Aziz is hurt and miserable, for he has been 
snubbed; Mrs. Moore's kindness and simplicity soothe 
him. Between the two a friendship develops. At last, by 
knowing Indians, the travellers would know India and Aziz 
is delighted more than they at the prospect of the 
relationship. To express his feelings he organizes an 
elaborate jaunt to the Marabar caves. Fielding, the 
principal of the local college and Professor Godbole, a 
Hindu teacher, were also to be present at the party but 
they miss the train and Aziz goes ahead with the ladies. In 
one of the caves, Mrs. Moore had a disturbing psychic 
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experience and sends Aziz and Adela to continue the 
exploration. Adela, not a very attractive girl, has had her 
doubts about her engagement to Ronny and she ventures 
to speak of love to Aziz, quite abstractly, but in a way both 
to offend him and disturb herself. 
In the cave the strap of her field - glasses is pulled i 
and broken by someone in the darkness and she rushes 1 
out in a frenzy of hallucination that Aziz had attempted to ' 
rape her. The accusation makes the English of the station 
hysterical with rage. In every mind there is certainty that 
Aziz is guilty and the verdict is foregone. Only Mrs. Moore 
and Fielding do not share this certainty. Fielding because 
of his liking for the young doctor and Mrs. Moore, because 
of her intuition, are sure that the event could not have 
happened and that Adela is the victim of illusion. Fielding, 
who openly declares his partisanship, is ostracized and 
Mrs. Moore, who only hints at her opinion, is sent out of 
the country by her son and she dies on shipboard. At the 
trial Adela's illusion, fostered by hysteria of the English, 
becomes dispelled, she recants and Aziz is cleared. 
Fielding is vindicated and promoted, the Indians are 
happy, the English furious. 
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The sense of separateness broods over the novel. 
The separation of the English from the Indians is most 
dramatic of the chasms in this novel. Hindus and Muslims 
cannot approach each other. Forster notices clearly the 
separation of race from race., sex from sex, culture from 
culture, even of man from himself. Forster's attitude 
towards Islam is expressed by the sense of calm, 
simplicity of Islamic design and architecture. He found the 
trappings of Hindu ritual unappealing, which had sown the 
seeds of hatred, jealousy, malice and the result was in the 
form of riots at several places. They grew scornful and 
were fighting with one another, unable to understand the 
clever tactics of the English. But soon they realized the 
reality and were united to drive out their real enemy out of 
this country. 
Thus his novel, A Passage to India is permeated witN 
an atmosphere of seriousness, with less poetry, beauty 
and even less unity. Racial hostility snaps the ties of 
friendship which individuals of different races endeavour 
to build up. The novel laced with an atmosphere of the 
lack of understanding and faith owing to racial 
differences. It is a novel not about India nor Indian 
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problems, but about Indians, and particularly Indian 
Muslims. 
A Passage to India portrays some aspects of Islam 
and Hinduism with curiosity and sensitiveness. It is not to 
I 
be read as an exposition of Hindu and Muslim ways of life,/ 
I 
yet its approach to these religions is realistic, ironical ancj 
self-conscious. The novel reflects on main questions 
concerning the two religions and also throws light on the 
author's intellectual confrontations with these two religious 
beliefs of Indians. The theme connected with the religions 
of India in the novel based on material obtained from 
Forster's actual experiences. As he had little contact with 
other religions, this novel is concerned mainly with Hindus 
and Muslims. Muslims appear to dominate the novel. Dr. 
Aziz is the central character and the story is more 
concerned with him than with any Hindu character. He and 
his Muslim associates are presented in a more intelligible 
way than Godbole and Hindu masses are. During his two 
visits Forster felt more at home in the company of Muslims 
than of Hindus. The personalities and the religion of his 
Muslim friends were more intelligible than of individual 
Hindus. For example, there is a striking contrast between 
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his projection of the character of Syed Ross i\/lasood and 
that of the Hindu IVIaharajah of Dewas. In writing A 
Passace to India. Forster drew upon his intimate 
friendship with Masood to create the character of Aziz. 
While Forster shows a good understanding of Masood's 
mental qualities and outlook and is always in sympathy 
with him, he presents the Majarajah with mixture of 
affection, sympathy and praise. Before meeting Masood, 
Forster had no contact with India or things Indian, but this 
acquaintance stirred his curiosity, from the narrow 
confines of Forster's suburban and academic life."^ The 
same note of contrast is to the fore in another letter, when 
Forster had left Dewas and was staying with Masood in 
the Muslim State of Hyderabad: 
I am having a lovely time here. Masood in 
such a good form, the weather perfect and 
exhilarating, beautiful things to look at, 
interesting people to talk to, delicious 
food, romantic walks, pretty birds in the 
garden, no Baldeo and no religion I have 
passed abruptly from Hinduism to Islam 
and the change is a relief.^ 
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He also says." My debt to Masood is incalculable. 
He woke me up out of my suburban and academic life, 
showed me new horizons and new civilization and helped 
me towards the understanding of a continent ® A 
Passage to India would have never been written without 
him. 
In a letter from the Hindu State of Chhatarpur, he 
wrote," After nine years, I revisited the Taj....a muezzin 
with a most glorious voice gave the evening call to prayer 
from a Mosque. There is no God but God'. I do like Islam 
though I have had to come through Hinduism to discover 
it."® The novel presents the full range of Forster's actual 
experiences concerning Islam and Hinduism. Hinduism is 
portrayed on a wide and bewildering canvas, Islam more 
handy and presentable one. In the first part, Islam is 
presented through the eyes of Aziz as more valuable than 
a faith; the mosque is described as an abode of rest and 
graciousness and its atmosphere is made familiar with 
reference to English parish church and by the quotation of 
a perfectly understandable inscription from a tomb. 
In 1975, one of the Indian literary critics of Forster, 
Vasant A. Shahne edited a volume of essays by Indians on 
Forster's novel. A Passage to India in order to present 
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'Critics' image of Forster'/° Whether these critics address 
Hindu or IVIuslim Influence on the structure of the novel, or 
criticize the portraits of India and Indians, but the 
attention is given to Indians. They tend to analyze the 
novel in terms of Indian cultural influence, both Hindu and 
Muslim. C.L. Sahni and V.A. Shahne consider "Hindu -
Muslim religious, political Influences on narrative, 
dramatic conflict and the portrayal of the characters."" 
Other pieces come from H.H. Anniah Gowda, M. 
Sivaramkrishna and G. Nageswara Rao who consider 
'Indian influence on the novel along with Mulk Raj Anand 
and Raja Rao'^ .^ Some critics such as G.K. Das evaluate it 
In political terms of reference. He examines that 'Islamic 
conflicts with Britain have made Forster sympathetic to 
Muslim Indians and their desire for Islamic unity and this 
is expressed in form of political allegory in A Passage to 
India.""^  M.K. Naik is critical of novel as a portrait of race-
relations in 1920s with inadequate picture of Islamic and 
Hindu beliefs. For him 'Aziz did not represent educated 
Nationalist Indian youth. He with his face turned back 
towards Babar and medieval glory of Muslim, is 
unrepresentative of Indian mind.^* Natwar Singh and Naik 
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argue that representation of India in novel is not realistic. 
According to Natwar Singh- "it depicts a pre-1914 India 
and by the time It was published in 1924, events had 
overtaken it. It appears as anti-national book since it 
makes no mention of the political ferment that was going 
on in India in early twenties.^' According to Naik, 
'Considered as a historical document or a picture of race-
relations, the novel is inadequate in conception and lop-
sided in the presentation of its material."''® Inspite of the 
dominance of Muslim character and inspite of the fact that 
Indian protagonist is a Muslim, Forster's picture of Islam is 
hazy. As Frederick C. Crew says that " the central quest 
of the novel is that of men's relationship to God."^^ Forster 
can hardly be said to have made any attempt to present 
Islamic answer to the problem. 
Among the many Muslims in the novel, there is 
hardly one who can be said to represent Islam at its 
worthiest. Some critics have taken A Passage to India as 
an apology for Hinduism. Coming of the 'Temple Section' 
at the end is not enough to justify this. Lawrence notes 
that "Forster does not understand' his Hindus well. And 
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India is to him just negative: because lie does not go down 
to the roots to meet It."""* 
Gulf and barriers between human beings have 
always been one of Forster's main concerns. There is 
hostility within two main racial groups in A Passage to 
India and the larger conflict between British and Indians.""^ 
Apart from the above criticism, we find Forster's ' 
thoughts lay bare in the novel through Aziz's character. At 
the edge of civil station Aziz turned to mosque to rest. He 
always liked this place. 'A mosque by winning his approval 
let loose his imagination. Here was Islam, more than a 
faith, much more, an attitude towards life both exquisite 
and durable, where his body and thoughts found their 
horne.'^ " In contrast to this direct narration in the last part 
of the novel, there is rhetorical and ironical passage on 
Hindu themes. The celebrations of Krishna, with 
decorations surrounding the idol itself, devotional chanting 
of the choir, the whole ceremony presented in a muddle 
and in a comprehensive form. Islam, on the other hand, is 
not presented without reflections on some of its lapses in 
its contemporary form: superstitions and some forms of 
idolatry among Muslim community make Aziz unhappy. But , 
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on the whole these observations do not alter general 
impressions of Islam in the novel. 
The details of Hinduism are present in an ambivalent 
way ironically the aspects of Hindu gods, mythology, and 
forms of worship, scripture and philosophy. It means 
religion as a living force by conceiving God as an 
immediate reality. Both he and Aziz remained outside the 
domain of experience connected with the celebration of 
Krishna's birth and Hindu way of living contact with God 
remains alien to them. The idea of man's nearness to God 
in Hinduism gives religion a significance, which Islam or 
Christianity does not. 
A Passage to India is a beautiful trilogy built on 
Mosque, caves and temple representing three aspects of 
Muslim, Hindu and Christian life. 'Mosque' opens out the 
possibilities of personal relationships, is a symbol of 
Islamic brotherhood and the oneness of God and it creates 
an atmosphere in which human bonds of affection and 
personal relations can develop. The description of 
Muharram rites In the novel is based on what he observed 
at Jabalpur. He also witnessed the Krishna festival at 
Dewas, celebrated after Gokul Asthami. Therefore his 
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descriptions of both the Muslim and Hindu festivals owe 
their origin to what was observed by him. 
Muslims in this novel make a substantial contribution 
to the social setting and have the power to impress by 
their individual and social life. Forster ensures that the 
people in A Passage to India belong to different races not 
only between India and Englishmen but also among 
Indians themselves. He highlights the two Indian religious 
groups represented in the novel with certain aspects of 
Krishna's and Husain's legend so that we can see the 
parallels with vegetation myths. Hussain provides the main 
Muslim figure and Stint revered in separate shrines of the 
Head and of the Body parallel to Hussain in a brief 
example. The religious ceremonies which Forster depicts 
do not merely add local colour to the novel, rather Forster 
demonstrates that Gokul Asthami, Mohurram and the 
offerings at the shrine are attached to the aspects of 
death, rebirth and sacred marriage becomes a central 
image. These characters may not represent the author, but 
are impressive as dramatized minds in touch wUh the 
actual events of the story. The religious characters, for 
example, have this saving grace that their view of life is 
an imaginative one. 
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We find in A Passage to India tiie characters wiio try 
to overcome political, social and other differences, which 
separate Englishmen from Indians. There are at least 
three characters who sincerely try to find "A Passage to 
India" i.e. Mrs. Moore, Adela Quested and Fielding. 
Separations undermine every relationship. Hindus and 
Muslims cannot approach each other. Adeia and Ronny 
cannot reconcile with each other. Mrs. Moore is separated 
from her son. 
Forster uses the technique of counter-pointing i.e. 
the weaknesses of Aziz are highlighted in terms of the 
easy poise that marks Fielding. The counter-pointing of 
Fielding's character against that of Aziz brings out their 
personalities clearly. Forster is not content with the 
method of providing his characters with foils. Fielding's 
character is also seen in relation to those of Mrs. Moore 
and Adela Quested. When contrasted with Fielding, Miss 
Quested appears as a more pathetic product of Western 
education. A Passage to India presents numerous 
permutations and combinations employed by Forster. The 
British are judged from the point of view of Indians as 
Indians from the point of British view and individual 
characters are evaluated in terms of other individual 
characters. 
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Forster is subtler in his treatment of Islam and 
Hinduism. He likes certain aspects of these Oriental 
religions. He was master of human psychology and 
succeeded to a great extent in unfolding the minds of 
Indians. Various characteristics of Indians are set off by 
the presentation of certain characters, which give an 
insight into the Indian character and temperament. Thus 
A Passage to India is an oasis in the desert of Anglo-
Indian fiction. It aims at no solution and explanation. 
Forster's object is to discover how people behave in 
relation in one another under the conditions obtaining in 
India. He takes for his subject the conflicts of races, 
Likewise he explores and demonstrates the inadequacies 
of religions, with its emphasis and Islam and Hinduism 
appealing to the self-conscious and conscious. 
By Western standards, India is intricate and strange; 
the excess of India and Indians seem grotesque. Forster's 
judgment seems that if East and West cannot meet, this is 
the evidence of the limitations of man. If they meet, then 
he considers a change in the external relations between 
them to be quite as necessary as revolution in man's 
restricted spiritual and human responses. The obscurities 
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of India remain even wliile ttie meaning of its various 
civilizations are brought into focus. That is why the 
characters dominating in the novel are not Western 
stereotypes but are purely Indian, proud of their nation, 
blood and race, their liberal culture; humanity, tolerance 
and intelligence unassociated with religion. The chief 
weakness of an Englishman lies in his fear of emotions 
and his undeveloped heart, which does not allow 
understanding the richness and subtlety, devoid of tender 
feelings and heart, which are absent in Indian characters. 
Thus, A Passage to India is a novel, in its touching 
upon social and cultural problems, with its treatment of 
personal relations and expression of the liberal traditions, 
it has vividness, strength and impressiveness and makes 
the achievement, the human and rational. It is the paradox 
explored by areas of relationship between the ancient and 
enduring pattern of Indian civilization and the more 
'advanced' patterns of the West. 
It portrays an India whose people, their life, 
civilization, religions and cultures have peculiar 
attractions. Forster's characterization is convincing and 
spectacular, marked by a variety of which is fully exploited 
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to the author's purpose. He individualizes his characters 
even when painting them as representatives of a class. 
The individual and class have been combined that even 
minor characters have exquisite sense of completeness. 
He observes human beings under certain conditions. It is 
not as type that Fielding and Turtons have been 
delineated by Forster but are individuals. Major Callendar 
is not a representative of Civil Surgeons, his treatment of 
Aziz is not typical of the treatment by an Englishman of 
his Indian subordinates. 
In Forster's novel, environment marks as affecting 
the character. To trace the influence of 'atmosphere' upon 
characters, we may study the characters of Ronny, 
Turtons, Calendars who have been so long in India that 
they have transformed into what Indians called 'sub-dried 
bureaucrats'. Through Miss Adela and Mrs. Moore, he 
enables us to see Ronny's gradual transformation into an 
Anglo-Indian. 
Forster's characters in A Passage to India are both 
flat and round. The round ones include Dr. Aziz, Mrs. 
Moore, Adela, Fielding and Hamidullah whereas the flat 
ones are Professor Godbole and Mrs. Turton. Ronny is 
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essentially but not entirely flat. Aziz is the best example of 
a round character; his warmth and vitality making the 
reader feel that he is a living person, sensitive and 
sympathetic. Mrs. Moore is a simple, kind old woman who 
develops and changes throughout the novel. Mrs. Turton is 
a caricature of Anglo-Indian woman delineating rudeness, 
snobbery and isolation of the wives of British officials. 
Ronny is capable of surprising us on occasions and so 
cannot be described as flat. 
This novel presents an excellent co-ordination of plot 
and character. His characters are involved in events which 
seem logical in relation to the story and changes as a 
result of these events in ways that are keeping with their 
personalities. A proper mixture of character, says Forster, 
'Is one of the most important ingredients of the novel and 
serves as a vehicle for conveying ideas.' His characters 
are as elusive as incompletely realized, as our living 
friends. 
Forster in his novel Where Angles Fear to Tread. The 
Longest Journey. A Room with a View. Howard's End and 
A Passage to India introduces what one may describe as 
an elemental character, one who sees straight through 
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perplexity and complication, percipient of the reality 
behind appearances both in matter of general truth and of 
incidents in the story. Their wisdom and knowledge put 
into Ironic contrast the errors and illusions of the rest. 
They are Gino, Stephen, George, Mrs. Wilcox and Mrs. 
Moore. 
We come across the major, dominating Muslim 
character of Dr. Aziz, which shows Forster's inclination 
towards Islam and Muslims. Oriental life is highlighted 
through characters, their habits, vocabulary as well as 
their way of dressing and presented in the novel with 
minutest details and accurate observation. What accounts 
for it is Forster's own experience among his Muslim 
friends. Yet we also see his description of minor 
characters is equally sound and appropriate. 
Aziz, the hero of the novel as well as Forster's 
mouthpiece Is depicted as well-bred, enlightened, 
Anglicised modern Indian whose personality includes an 
attractive, blend of individual and traditional features. He 
is a widower and does not want to marry again. He is a 
well-read man, fond of Urdu, Persian and Arabic poetry. 
His favourite poets are Hafiz, Hall and Iqbal. The themes 
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he prefers are the decay of Islam and brevity of love. K.G. 
Saiyidain recalls that Masood had constant recourse to the 
same poets in similar social settings: 
He had a passionate fondness for poetry 
and knev\/ thousands of lines in different 
languages by heart. His favourite poets in 
Urdu were Meer, Anis, Hali and Iqbal. For 
Persian he had a passionate, fondness 
and he had a charming way of reciting 
from Persian poets whenever the company 
was congenial.^^ 
Both Aziz and Masood are 'Islamic modernists' who 
support the removal of Purdah and Aziz's casual comment 
to Fielding on British rule: 'When I was a student I got 
excited over your damned countrymen, certainly; but if 
they will let me get on with my profession and not be too 
rude to me officially, I really don't ask for more'.^^ It is 
similar to Masood's statement on the subject 'As for your 
damned countrymen, I pity the poor fellows from the 
bottom of my heart, and give them all the help I can.'^^ 
He once quoted Ghalib's couplet in Urdu: 
Not all alas! Only a few have come 
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back to us in the forms of tulips and roses. 
How beautiful, O God! Must have been 
Some of faces that lie hidden in the 
dust!" 
In the first part of the novel Islam is presented 
through the eyes of Aziz, more valuable than a faith and 
mosque is a place of rest and graciousness. He was proud 
of being Muslim as well as his religion, Islam. 'As a 
mosque by winning his approval let loose his imagination, 
Islam, an attitude towards life both exquisite and durable, 
where his body and his thoughts found their home'^ .^ Aziz 
often thought that some day he too, would build a mosque, 
so that all who passed by should experience the 
happiness he felt there and near it, under a low dome, 
should be his tomb, with a Persian inscription. 
Alas! Without me for thousands of years, 
The rose will blossom and the Spring will bloom. 
But those who have secretly understood my heart 
They will approach and visit the grave where I lie" 
(Forster in Hyderabad saw at the tomb of Ali Barid in 
Bidar and the above quoted inscription he found there). 
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Aziz is shown as being, influenced by tfie pan-
Islamic sentiment and strong feeling for the pat glorious 
Islamic culture. He says: 
The feeling that India was one; Moslem, 
always had been....whatever Ghalib had 
felt, he had anyhow lived in India, and 
thus consolidated it for them....the sister 
kingdoms of the north - Arabia, Persia, 
Ferghana, Turkestan - stretched out their 
hands as he sang... and greeted ridiculous 
Chandrapore." 
He is sentimental, generous, hospitable, proud of his 
Muslim faith and his motherland, is prejudiced against the 
British as a class. He is happy in his private life with his 
children, sentimental about his deceased wife and content 
with his profession. His curiosity about 'Post-
impressionism' in the West is ignored by Fielding, his 
independence Is looked down by Ronny, his inborn 
religious prejudices and emotional feeling for nation show 
him truly and deeply an 'Indian'. 
In Aziz, Forster exhibits a self-esteemed and self-
respected Indian who above everything else, cares for 
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maintaining the spotlessness of his character. A young 
Muslim doctor In Chandrapore, simple-minded, almost 
childish person; so pathetic in adversity, so presumptuous 
in success, a poet too, he Is thrilled by the mention of 
roses and bulbuls yet he is religious. Mere aestheticism 
influences his spiritual experience. A very decent fellow 
but his ruin Is purely accidental. He was wrongly accused 
by Adela for having attempted to rape her in Marabar 
caves. This is too much for him to bear. The charge laid 
against him is worse than death. His honour had been 
challenged. But he Is ultimately acquitted by court. From 
then on he becomes an inveterate enemy of English 
people and hates them from the very core of his heart and 
wants to drive them out of his country. He says: "India 
shall be a nation! No foreigners of any sort! Hindu and 
Moslem and Sikh and all shall be one!^ ^ He once said to 
Britishers 'We may hate one another but we hate you the 
most.' He therefore decides not to serve British India and 
escapes from the dirty, scandalous and mischievous 
intrigue of British diplomacy. His character demonstrates 
the spirit of revenge and forgiveness. After his acquittal, 
Aziz makes up his mind to sue Adela for a huge amount of 
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damages for a false case but we find at the same time the 
element of generosity and forgiveness in his character. If 
on the one hand he is seen fuming and fretting to avenge 
Adela for her disgrace, he is highly loving and respectful 
towards another lady, Mrs. Moore, who befriended him and 
her remembrance makes him give up the ideas of revenge 
and wrath. He forgives Miss Quested in the name of Mrs. 
Moore and withdraws his suit of damages against her. The 
following extract brings out the point clearly. 
For Miss Quested had not appealed to 
Hamidullah. If she had shown emotions in 
the court, broken down, beaten her breast 
and invoked the name of God, she would 
have summoned forth his imagination and 
generosity-he had plenty of both. But 
while relieving the Oriental mind she had 
chilled it, with the result that he could 
scarcely believe she was sincere.^ ® 
He possessed a soul that can suffer but not stifle and 
he leads a happy and steady life beneath his nobility. The 
Indian mind Is rebellious and Forster has laid bare this in 
A Passage to India. He uses Aziz to show that when an 
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Indian starts hating his English master, he becomes 
rebellious. His revolting tendency is seen at an extreme 
and Aziz wanted every European to be kicked out of India. 
Only then India would not suffer the agonies and torture of 
the British rule. He is a very good example of a 'round 
character'. He has warmth, vitality and is an embodiment 
of Indian nationalism. A religious-minded, proud of his 
Afghan blood but above everything proud of being an 
Indian. We find him talking to his companions about the 
legend of India's past glory, religion as well as 
architecture. The temple of another creed, Hindu, 
Christian or Greek, would have bored him and failed to 
awaken his sense of beauty. Here was Islam, his own 
country, more than a faith. Islam, an attitude towards life 
both exquisite and durable, where his body and thought 
found their home.'** As Muslim, he feels proud of his 
ancestors. His imagination rises whenever he thinks of 
great Mughal emperors. He is seen in Ch-XIV talking 
about the Mughals during his expedition to the Marabar 
caves. 'Akbar Is very wonderful, but half a Hindu, he was 
not a true Moslem for he never repented of the new 
religion he invented instead of the 'Holy Koran'.'^ He likes 
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Emperor Babur because his ancestors came down with 
him from Afghanistan. He is most entertaining and Is at his 
best when speaks with great feelings and enthusiasm 
about Islam. He considers his profession as a job. He is 
well-read, has a good memory and recites passages from 
poetry, preferring the theme of decay and brevity of love. 
He writes poetry expressing pathos or venom. 'Aziz's ' 
poems were about the decay of Islam and the brevity of 
love, as sad and sweet as he could continue, not 
nourished by personal experience. He loved poetry; 
science was merely an acquisition, which he laid aside. 
His poems later on were mostly on 'Oriental Womanhood'. 
The very feel of the pen between his fingers generated 
bulbuls at once.^ ^ Aziz Is an athletic, strong man. He hates 
ill breeding and detests bad manners and appreciates 
courtesy, kindness and sympathy. His devotion to Islam is 
cultural. He is aware of himself as one of the Islamic race 
which once conquered India, in his speech, the name of Its 
emperors interchange with those of its poets and the 
mosque in Chandrapore Is sacred to him not primarily for 
the doctrine it enshrines but for the culture It manifests. 
He has independent and impartial views on all matters. He 
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does not like to remarry. Nor does like an educated 
Muslim to have more than one wife. He wants to develop 
personal relations with Englishmen. So he invites Mrs. 
Moore and Adela to visit the caves, yet the discriminatory 
treatment of English people has embittered him but he 
melts before the loving treatment of Mrs. Moore. His 
feelings were hurt on finding that Indians were regarded 
inferior to Englishmen. Aziz understands the cunning 
game of English people who set one community against 
the other. Since he does not like politics, he decides not 
to fight British rather escape them. He hates English for 
two reasons. He detests their superiority as well as their 
cunning game of diplomacy. He understands their divide 
and rule policy, but he is at the same time confident that 
India will be free. 'India shall be a nation, no foreigner of 
any sort. Hindu and Moslem and Sikh and all shall be one, 
down with English anyhow. That's certain 'ciear out, you 
fellows, double quick, I say' We may hate one another, but 
we hate you most. If its fifty-five hundred years we shall 
get rid of you, we shall drive every blasted Englishmen 
into sea'.^^ Aziz speaks in terms of finality of the eventual 
fate of British empire of India. He feels no compunction in 
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telling the truth and dabbles in many inaccuracies about 
what happened to Adela at the caves simply to do her 
honour, as her question about his wives is taken to be 
unworthy of a guest. We find fluctuations in his character. 
His emotions are not balanced. Friendship to him has 
no meaning if based on the principle of give and take. Aziz 
mostly takes emotions to decide his beliefs. He has been 
led to distrust a friend on the hear-say report, which is 
unverified and found as baseless later on. He is a sexual 
snob. If a woman is not beautiful, he shows pity to Adela 
for her angular body and regards freckles on her face as 
horrible defects. He is offended when a woman who has 
no personal beauty accuses him. When he is arrested, he 
first thinks of his children and of his name. He cries and 
despairs, for he knows that an Englishman's word will 
outweigh his. He faints on hearing the verdict and in the 
first painful moments of freedom, he feels affection. He 
wants to be surrounded by all those who love him. He is 
disappointed as Fielding and Mrs. Moore were not there; 
he loves them deeply the more so because he has 
surmounted obstacles to meet them. Victory brings him no 
joy, for he has suffered too much. He is hardened by 
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imprisonment and never again will his character show 
such wide fluctuations. 
Aziz is an aesthetic, strong man, notwithstanding this 
he is very sensitive to criticism and snubs. He is easily 
offended, finding a meaning in every remark though it may 
not be intended. He delights and is grateful for the 
privilege he receives in showing courtesy to visitors from 
another country but is also worried that his guests might 
suffer discomfort. Aziz has certain shortcomings, which 
appear plain on the surface. He is the youthful spirit of a 
progressive and forward-looking Muslim India but at the 
same time also shown as callous and aggressive. Though 
Aziz is a memorable character in the novel, his mind is 
shown as harbouring the irrational. Aziz was a true 
nationalist and hated the British from the very core of his 
heart. That is why in Chapter-VII, he argues with Fielding: 
'Must not India have been beautiful then, with the Moghul 
Empire at its height and Alamgir reigning at Delhi upon the 
Peacock throne.'^ ^ Aziz is portrayed as a victim of British 
narrowness and prejudice. In him we find a mixture of 
pride, vanity and desire to please, his self-disgust and 
enthusiasm. His relations with English are over-familiar, 
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stiff and formal. He was confident that Hindus and 
Muslims will one day realize the necessity of uniting 
themselves into one solid mass of strong nation and would 
embark themselves upon the difficult task of managing 
their own affairs without the help of any foreign power. He 
embodies the national aspirations of the Indians ^ the 
time of British rule. He even exposes the game of 
Britishers of keeping Hindus and Muslims separate and 
delaying the process of India's freedom. He says: 'Whom 
do you want instead of English? The Japanese? No, the 
Afghans, my own ancestors," It will be arranged at a 
conference of Oriental statemen.^' 'What did it matter if a 
few flabby Hindus had preceded him there and a few chilly 
English succeeded'. He was confident and hopeful that 
India shall be a free nation. Aziz has many affinities with 
the young party men. He is a Western trained 
professional, a doctor like that of young party leader Dr. 
M.A. Ansari (1880-1936) and with Iqbal a poet with a 
Muslim sensibility. For this reason, the image in his poems 
runs to bulbuls and roses, the sentiments, the themes of 
love and decay of Islam. When asked by the Hindu, Das to 
write a poem for 'Indians generally', Aziz says that 'there 
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is no such thing in existence as the general Indians', 
implying that for him Indian society is divided into two 
groups-Hindu and Muslim, each with Its own interests and 
separate modes of perception and though flattered by the 
request, so much Muslim in his self-perception that he 
cannot write the poem. The very feel of the pen between 
his fingers generated bulbuls at once.'" At the end of the 
novel, the highly Islamic poem which flits through his mind 
is: 'Mecca-Caaba of Union the thorn bushes where 
pilgrims die before they have seen the friends, turns into a 
political vision of 'complete independence free from 
foreign control.''^ 
This jump from poetry to politics corroborates the 
young party position that poetry developed political 
consciousness, Iqbal's statement written in his diary 
between 1912 and 1918, that 'nations are born in the 
hearts of poets' is faithfully demonstrated here. And while 
Aziz's young party orientation leads him to formulate an 
independent country, that nation is as different from what 
Muslim politicians like Iqbal and Muhammad Ali had in 
mind as Mecca, the place mentioned in the political 
statement. The nation which they conceived was to be an 
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Islamic, meant for Muslims, an extension of Mecca. Aziz's 
state, on the other hand, is plural and inclusive. 'Hindu 
and Muslim and Sikh and all shall be one.'^ ® Aziz's 
concept of independence parallels Gandhi's in being a 
strategy for transforming the will, not affection and 
achieving that state of friendship which Gandhi regarded 
as one of the goals of Swaraj: 'We may hate one another, 
but we hate you most. If I don't make you go. Ahmed will, 
Karim will, if its fifty-five hundred years we shall get rid of 
you, we shall drive every blasted Englishmen into the sea, 
and then', - he rose against him furiously - and then', he 
conducted him (i.e. Fielding) you and I shall be friends'.^^ 
Aziz's character, then, though indebted to Young 
Party politics seems to be restructuring itself along 
Gandhian lines at the end of the novel. This reformulation 
of character suggests that Forster did not agree with the 
thrust of Muslim politics in 1920s. But because Aziz writes 
the same Islamic inspired poetry throughout the novel, it 
appears that Forster also believed that a non-Muslim 
political vision should go together with a Muslim aesthetic 
sensibility. Thus, to say that the Muslim Aziz accepts the 
drive of Gandhian Swaraj Is also to imply that he rejected 
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Muslim separatism in favour of Hindu inclusiveness and 
becomes a political Hindu. Aziz on account of his 
friendship with Godbole was deemed as a Brahmin when it 
came to court intrigue i.e. state politics. Aziz's 'neo-
Brahminism' reflects some of the choices made by Indian 
Muslims in early twentieth century in response to the 
nationalist movement. Aziz's progress through the novel 
illustrates various responses to the national movement. At 
first, while 'taking no interest in polities', he is moved by 
the separatist strain in Islamic poetry. He decides to 
accept Hindu nationalism. Aziz's transformation into a 
political Hindu, a state which allows him to say, 'I am an 
Indian at last', and yet to continue writing Islamic poetry, 
brings into being the new Indians, a culturally composite 
being for the new India, a culturally composite country. 
His transformation took place in Mau, a remote Hindu 
princely state that had once been home to a Muslim saint 
who had freed prisoners and whose action is now 
commemorated during Gokul Ashtami celebrations by 
ritual pardoning of one prisoner. It was not only that 
Forster was partial to Muslims that made him choose Aziz 
as his central character. Rather, he saw, like many of the 
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political leaders of the early twentieth century, that in 
India religion and politics went hand in hand. He picked up 
a Muslim because he believed that If a Muslim could thrive ' 
under the influence of Hindu politics, India's nationhood 
could never be challenged. 
We find in delineation of Aziz, all the Oriental 
qualities that Forster experienced among his Muslim 
friends. Using the vocabulary with Urdu, Arabic as well as 
Persian expressions, also the Oriental ways of habit as 
chewing the pan, putting on topi (cap) and offering prayer 
at the mosque, yet we find Forster's weakness in 
description of Aziz's way of dressing not in Oriental style. 
Aziz indulges in a fantasy of the Mughal past, 
pretending to be an emperor, benevolent and just. On 
other occasions also he refers to Moghul kings, identifying 
himself with Babur, sometimes with pious Aurangzeb but 
never with Akbar, who according to Aziz betrayed the 
Indian spirit. This fierce Muslim pride, not only as a mark 
of identity in Aziz's character, but also is its shaping force. 
The glorification of past and a tendency towards pathos, 
are characteristics of a certain period of Urdu literature. 
Aziz's attitude towards poetry which he shares with his 
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community bears this out. ...Pathos, they agreed, is the 
highest quality in art, a poem should touch the hearer with 
the sense of his own weakness and should institute some 
comparison between mankind and flowers.''° Forster 
contrasts Indian response to poetry with British attitude 
where the appreciation of art is considered as personal. 
Forster's choice of a Muslim as the principal 
character in the novel A Passage to India has evoked 
much criticism in both India and West, accusing Forster 
of having the Anglo-Indian prejudice that Muslims were 
closer to European culture. For example John Morley, 
Secretary of State for India, though liberal yet expressed a 
feeling that "I think I like Indian Mohammedans, but I 
cannot go much further in an easterly direction.""^ This 
sense of affinity between Muslim India and Christian 
England originated in a perception of Indian Muslims as 
inheritors of the proud traditions of Mughal Empire and so 
the possessor of the English values "activity, masculinity 
and forcefulness".*^ The sharpest criticism of Forster's 
novel comes from Indian writer Nirad C. Chaudhuri who 
argues that Forster is wrong in choosing Aziz as his Indian 
protagonist as Muslims were a side shadow in the freedom 
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struggle of India. He attacks the novel on the ground that 
Aziz and other Indian characters "belong to the servile 
section and are all inverted toadies"/^ His attitude towards 
Aziz is that "Aziz would not have been allowed to cross my 
threshold, not to speak of being taken as an equal.'"** 
Forster was in no way attempting in A Passage to India to 
present systematic picture of India and its people. Aziz 
and other Indian characters are recognizable above all as 
human beings and not as only figures representing "Hindu 
India", "Muslim India." Forster says that "Some of my best 
friends have been Muslims. I have been attracted by 
Islamic culture but I do not like the orderliness of Islam. 
Aziz is modelled on Masood, my greatest Indian friend. 
Godbole is modelled on a friend. But I think of them as 
people not religious types.*' Chaudhuri further argues that 
India is not only diverse but Hindu. He criticized Aziz as 
servile, simple and hot-headed. He cannot forgive Forster 
for not having a Hindu protagonist, not providing solution 
of Indo-British relations and not depicting nationalist 
struggle against British. The novel presents 
heterogeneous social situation where one set values is 
negated by other. The British characters are portrayed 
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with irony at the author's command with its snobbery, 
rudeness and narrow-mindedness. Nor is the picture of 
Indians free from flaw. He adds that Muslim attitude 
towards British was ambivalent. Aziz and his friends 
belong to servile section. With such a material, history of 
the Muslim destiny in India could have been written but 
not a novel on Indo-British relations for which it was 
essential to have a Hindu protagonist. But Chaudhury 
forgets that Forster had in mind the period of second 
decade of twentieth century and at this time most of the 
Muslims were co-operating with Indian National Congress 
in the Khilafat movement. A more valid reason for Aziz 
being a protagonist was not that he was Mulsim, but that 
he represented the educated nationalist Indian youth. 
Such a youth should have been portrayed as an Indian, 
benefitted from western education, growing conscious of 
his country's destiny in the modern world. Therefore 
Chaudhuri's explanation is far-fetched. According to him, 
Forster "shares the liking the British in India had for 
Muslims and the dislike for Hindu",•*' which he links with 
the relationship between Islamic order, Christian-
European and Hindu civilization but the fact is that Forster 
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was introduced to India by his Muslim friend. Chaudhuri's 
claim of Forster's dislike for Hindus is untenable, in view 
of his warm relationship with Maharajah of Dewas and 
other Hindu friends. Although it is the fact that his picture 
of Hindu character is unsatisfactory. Preoccupied with 
Aziz and his religion, he left himself with little to portray 
Hindu society. But we cannot overlook that Muslims in his 
novel, are derived from the prolonged contact with 
dynamic, Indian Muslims whom Forster met on his first 
visit. Men like Hamidullah and Nawab Bahadur are not 
'toadies' as Chaudhuri feels, but are intelligent and aware 
of their position in India as a distinct minority. Even to his 
Muslim friends as AM Brothers, Mohammed Ali and 
Shaukat Ali and Dr. M.A. Ansari, President of Muslim 
League and Indian National Congress, we must turn to 
understand the role of Muslims in the novel. 
Forster viewed this Muslim community in a time of 
stress and that Aziz's hysterical behaviour before his trial 
and his outburst of poetic lamentation at the sad state of 
Islam in India was derived from Forster 's experience in 
1912 and 1913 and visit to Aligarh acquainted him with 
another segment of India's Muslim elite. 
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Minor characters too, are described witfi accuracy 
and to the minutest details. Hamidullah, plays the role of 
conciliator. He is well-educated, cultured and kindly man. 
He does all he can to improve the relations of people 
around him. He argues in a manner that no friction is 
caused. He regrets the present division of races in India. 
As a leading barrister in Chandrapore, he holds a position 
of respect in community and as a member of committee of 
notables he tries to increase the understanding among 
people of India. He is Dr. Aziz's uncle and is shaken on 
his arrest. He tried to gain the widest community support 
in defence of Aziz. He is shown as a generous and 
imaginative man but cannot comprehend Adela's 
behaviour. He regards Aziz as weak and silly for helping 
her and urges Aziz to press for damages. He feels that 
disaster has shown the innermost thoughts of English and 
is disappointed at the hatred he sees. He is a pious 
Muslim and believes in Islamic traditions such as Purdah 
system. He is also shown smoking hookah as well as 
taking pan (betel-leaf) after meal. He also uses Urdu 
vocabulary. 
In delineating Mohammad Latif, Aziz's poor relative, 
Forster draws attention to the most enigmatic feature of 
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Indian social tradition and also comments on the social 
inequality, poverty and deprivation in India. He is shown 
as an Oriental that prefers salam (traditional Islamic 
greeting) instead of shaking hands. Also he knew only 
Urdu and no English. All Mahmoud, one of the lawyers of 
Chandrapore, an intimate friend of Dr. Aziz, is anti-British 
in his sentiments. Aziz employs him as his counsel when 
the charge of assaulting Miss Adela Quested is laid 
against him. When the trial was in process he is suddenly 
overtaken by a violent outburst, followed by his exit. He is 
a hanger-on of Dr. Aziz and also accompanies him on his 
visit to the Marabar caves. 
Nawab Bahadur, is an embodiment of Indian landed 
aristocracy as the Britishers saw it. He is a rich Muslim 
zamindar (landlord) on whom out of favour the British 
government conferred the title of Nawab Bahadur, a 
coveted honour. He is a philanthropist and as a leader of 
Muslims, Hindus too held him in high esteem. He is a 
moderate, though a nationalist at heart in his political 
views. When Aziz is arrested on the charge of outraging 
the modesty of Miss Quested he gets enraged, considering 
the charge to be baseless and surrenders his title in 
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protest. Forster has used the Oriental diction in giving the 
name of Nawab Bahadur. Nawab in Urdu refers to a man 
of high rank and 'Bahadur' is title given for courage and 
bravery. Nureddin, the grandson of Nawab Bahadur, 
receives grave injuries in a motor accident and is treated 
in a hospital. Major Calender inflicts sufferings on him. 
Rafi, another minor character is a student of Government 
College in Chandrapore and a nephew of Hamiduliah. It is 
his habit to spread rumours and he therefore spread false 
and scandalous rumours about Fielding and his guests. 
In depicting these Oriental characters, Forster has 
not shown or highlighted Oriental characteristics. Except 
for the central character Dr. Aziz, other characters lack 
Oriental features yet their role in novel does not diminish 
the Oriental atmosphere. Forster has used all his 
experience and inclination towards Muslims and Islam in 
presenting the character of Aziz. 
As the story is suffused with Hinduism, Forster also 
introduces some Hindu characters to act as a foil to his , 
Muslim characters. He presents Hindus as comical and 
bewildering with mixture of affection, sympathy and praise. 
Various aspects of Hindu God, myths, forms of worship. 
? 
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scripture and philosophy are touched upon with irony and \ 
Hindu characters as comic and incomprehensive. Forster 
has portrayed Hinduism on a wide and bewildering canvas 
and Hindu characters as queer. Forster regards Hinduism 
as a better belief than Christianity. His inclination to 
Hinduism is also based on his appreciation of significance 
in the tradition of Hindu art and architecture. His 
presentation of Hindu characters is marked by this feeling. 
Prof. Godbole is a Hindu and through him we are exposed 
to Hindu religion. He acts as a foil to Dr. Aziz is a high-
browed, conservative, orthodox Hindu, gentle, suave, 
smiling and profound and there is something of the 
mysterious and sinister in him. His portrait is composed of 
certain elements, which Forster gathered from his contacts 
in Hindu states of Dewas. He is polite and enigmatic if 
Aziz is more realistic because Forster knows Muslims 
better than Hindus and has never had the chance of 
getting into close contact with any Hindu in real life. He is 
shown an elderly man and his whole appearance is 
suggestive of harmony, the mental as well as physical 
have been reconciled. He observes whatever is happening 
around him with downcast eyes and folded hands. He can 
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make with great difficulty a positive remari^. He does not 
sliow any concern wlien Aziz Is arrested though he has 
great regard for him. When everybody is worried about the 
case, he does comically an irrelevant thing that he went to 
Fielding and asks him to suggest a name for a new high 
school which he is thinking to start. He is a humble man 
who believes each must worship according to his 
capacities. In his odd and unnatural manner, we get an 
idea of philosophic manner in which a Hindu takes for 
granted the exciting events. Nothing can be performed in 
isolation was his philosophy. The expression of good and 
evil means the manifestation of the whole of the universe. 
He is also a poet and likes the best-written poem by Aziz 
in which national barriers are transcended. He sings and 
dances to express his religion. But with all his 
shortcomings he regards himself as a true friend of Aziz. 
His contributions to society seem comic when he sings a 
Hindu philosophic song conveying allegorical meanings. 
He was considered an authority on the Marabar caves but 
surprisingly he evades answers to the question put to him, 
leaving a mystery in the readers' minds. Though he was 
head of the Education Department in Hindu State of Mau, 
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yet he spent all time In the celebration of Hindu festivals, 
neglecting his regular duties. He in short, is a pious, fraud 
when Fielding comes to IVIau as a state guest, he does not 
meet him. He is shown as a symbol of catholic Hinduism 
pursuing immemorial ways. But we see Prof. Godbole is 
an important character in the novel. He is shown a 
conservative, religious, uncertain yet attractive figure. His 
portraiture is composed from certain element which 
Forster had gathered from his observations in Hindu state 
of Dewas. He appears as an enigmatic character and a foil 
to Dr. Aziz. 
Dr. Panna Lai who, like Aziz, is also an assistant to 
Major Callender, but different from him in character and 
temperament. He is depicted as of low origin, a coward. A 
character that may be said to be ugly, unlovely, 
contemptible when Aziz is acquitted and the mob moves 
towards the hospital, his behaviour is far from satisfactory. 
He shows himself as a coward and begs Aziz to save him. 
The portrait of Dr. Panna Lai is not introduced to serve the 
purpose of exposition of racial question. In his humiliation 
he simply reveals a fundamental and basic trait of human 
nature. Amrit Rao, is an England returned barrister 
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brought from Calcutta to act as Defence Counsel of 
Dr. Aziz. Though smooth and polished in address, he Is 
capable of becoming bitingly ironical at times. Mr. and 
Mrs. Bhattacharya, an English educated Bengali couple, 
who are Invited to the bridge party of the collector. When 
they meet Miss. Adela and Mrs. Moore at the party, they 
Invite them to tea at their residence promising to send 
their carriage but no carriage is sent with no explanation 
given of the lapse. The incident suggests that they are 
morally flabby, as they make promises which they do not 
really intend to fulfill. Ram Chand, coarse and vulgar in 
his talk, is a representative of unscrupulous, cowardly and 
time-serving man. Mr. Das, deputy magistrate under 
Ronny Heaslop conducts the trial of Dr. Aziz with dignity 
and without fear or favour. 
Thus, we see that even the minor characters in A 
Passage to India have exquisite sense of completeness. It 
portrays an India, whose people, their life, civilization, 
religion and culture have peculiar attractions. Muslims are 
presented in a more Intelligible way than Hindus as the 
novel contains Forster's actual experiences and contacts 
in India. 
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Forster has used all his experiences in depicting his 
Muslim characters in retaining the Oriental tradition, 
vocabulary as well as for exploring Oriental mind but still 
we find weaknesses in his description of costume as well 
as appearance. There is no indication of Oriental way of 
dressing though we find Oriental habits among the 
characters as smoking Hookah or eating "pan" after the 
meal. We also find some Oriental tradition as "Purdah" 
system prevalent among the Muslims. 
His characters are sexually pervert or stereotypes 
given to violence and bloodshed. They are ordinary 
mortals adhering to Islamic beliefs, true devotees 
observing prayers at mosque, lovable to their wives as 
Aziz is shown remembering his wife even after her death 
and is not prepared to marry again. Though being Muslim, 
their mind is full of nationalistic and patriotic feelings and 
they are ready to sacrifice their lives for the sake of their 
motherland and hate the Britishers at the very core of the 
heart. In the delineation of Aziz's character, Forster has 
shown the mind of his friend Syed Ross Masood. All his 
characteristics are incorporated in Aziz. 
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Forster's characterization is convincing and 
spectacular marl^ ed withi variety. A peculiar art of his 
characterization is to individualize his characters even 
when painting them as representative of a class. The 
relationship between Forster's experiences and the final 
shape of his novel is good deal more subtle than one 
might imagine at first. In A Passage to India it seems 
Forster has lost his faith In the human relationship as a 
universal cure for all the ills of the life. He succeeds to a 
great extent in unfolding the mind of Indian people. 
In it there Is dabbling with social and cultural 
problems, its treatment of personal relations and 
expressions of the liberal tradition, it has fineness, 
strength and impressiveness and it makes the 
achievement, the human, decent and rational. It is the 
paradox explored by areas of relationship and dissonance 
between the ancient and enduring patterns of Indian 
civilization and the more 'advanced' pattern of the West. 
That is why the characters dominating in the novel are not 
stereotypes. They are purely Indians proud of their blood 
and race, their liberal culture, humanity, tolerance, 
disinterestedness and intelligence. Forster is well known 
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for his deep and discerning probe into liuman nature and 
Is psciio-analytical. His style in the novel strikes a deep 
note of sympathy and understanding in its depiction of the 
complex Oriental reaction to the British rule in India, 
showing the conflict of tradition and temperament. Forster 
has delineated in his novels the much-portrayed 
intelligent, well-bred, sophisticated and critical middle 
class. And In such a tradition he is at once with Jane 
Austen. There is a fine blend of classicism and 
Orientalism illumined by psychoanalytical flashes. 
In depicting the English ch^aracters, he aims at 
exposing the weaknesses as of the emotionally immature 
amongst the English people. The portrayal of personal 
relationship lends a realistic touch by the introduction of 
individual characters against a wide background of social 
setting. 
The American critic Wilfred Stone considers A 
Passage to India as one of the most affirmative and 
optimistic novels. He puts it that 'unity and harmony are 
the ultimate promises of life'.*^ But other critics as James 
IVI.C. Conkey and Alan Wilde have an opposite view, 
seeing the novel as disassociation between the chaotic life 
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of men and eternal reality. According to Lionel Trilling, the 
novel has unusual imbalance between plot and story. 'The 
characters are of sufficient size for the plot they are not 
large enough for the story'.*' Glen O Allen (1955) and 
James M.C. Conkey (1957) considers the Indian influence 
on the novel's structure and symbology. They regard it 'as 
a dramatization of Hindu concept stimulating both interest 
and controversy among Indian critics'.*" Glen 0 Allen, 
Wilfred Stone and June Perry Levin have plunged into 
metaphysical or symbolic depths, giving the social fabric a 
cursory glance. Just as it is futile to ask which is real 
India, so it is futile to ask what is real theme of A Passaoe 
to India. So his narrative is unrealistic. Always interested 
in human relationship, points the pride of Westerner and 
prejudice of the Oriental, the superiority complex of one 
and the inferiority of the other. The political picture is 
undependable. As Rose Macaulay, so Philip Woodruff 
complain that in A Passage to India English in Indian lived 
in semi-hysteria state, suppressing ' a fear that the mutiny 
would come again." The picture of mass-hysteria in 
British community during Aziz's trial is unconvincing. 
These episodes give the impression that Forster is making 
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his British character of 1920s behave iii^ e their counter-
parts in nineteenth century. At no time since the mutiny, 
did the British community subject to panic. Also it is 
strange that there is no reference to Gandhi and Civil 
Disobedience Movement of1920s. It presents a misleading 
picture of time and character. 'The tripartite structure of 
the work and titles 'Mosque', 'Cave' and 'Temple' suggest 
that Forster has a comparative study of Islam and 
Hinduism with Christianity in mind'.^ ^ Forster has been 
less than fair to Christianity as has been noted by several 
critics. His British characters in the novel hardly exhibit a 
single Christian virtue. 
But Forster's aim was to present a picture of race-
relations, it cannot be claimed that he has done justice to 
his theme. People in the novel are either types or 
caricatures and hence unable to sustain the weight of 
Forster's philosophical statements. The harmony of 
structure is marred by imbalance. While "Mosque" and 
"Cave" are substantial, "Temple" section is scrappy. In 
spite of delicate irony, descriptive power, urbanity and 
humaneness- when subjected to critical scrutiny and in 
contrast to Whitman's Passage to India, which turned to 
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passage'more than India, Forster's A Passage to India 
proves to be a passage less than India. 
In the tradition of British Orientalism, Forster's A 
Passage to India stands out as both a turning point in 
tradition and a nexus of critical attention. It is the proper 
mixture of characters that distinguishes Forster's work 
built on the clash of opposites. He studies the 
complexities of characters with a subtlety and in 
appreciation of the significance of the unconscious which 
marks him as modern. He combines a style as easy and 
cool as his general attitude towards his problems and 
characters, with a gift for good dialogue, marked with 
descriptive powers, lightness of touch and conciseness of 
presentation. D.J. Enright says -"No one seems to produce 
a picture of India which is either superior in its cogency or 
notably different form in essentials from Forster's"." 
According to Rutherford "A Passage to India is a historical ^ 
document, a philosophical statement and a work of 
conscious literary art."*' 
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CVi^ ptcr 4 
FORSTER'S ESSAYS 
This chapter on Forster's essays seeks to examine 
his literary, political, economic and social views on the 
Orient, Its customs, rituals, festivals, personalities, 
religion and places. 
In his essay, 'Galsworthy Lowes Dickinson', we come 
to know that Forster had become active in the 
international P.E.N. Club, an association established for 
authors dedicated to 'the freedom of literature and the 
friendship of the nation' in 1921. He joined in 1927. During 
his visit to India in October 11, 1912, he saw the most 
important sights of India. Also present were many officials 
and non-officials- English, Hindu and Mohammedan. His 
anxiety to learn, his intelligence and interest in the 
religion, readiness to enter into every point of view made 
him popular among Indians. Initially Indian art, religion 
and society were alien to him. Forster had visited the fort 
of Gwaiior. About Chattarpur, he writes that it is a remote 
native state in Bundelkhand where monkeys played on the 
slope and the city lay below, loveliest in the early morning, 
when the spires of Jain temples pierced through the grey 
and white mists and tree looked as the cushions of clouds. 
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The Maharaja he met there was a fantastic figure, 
incompetent yet endearing. He was a lover of philosophy. 
At the evenings, religious plays as Birth of Krishna were 
enacted in his court. Forster also admired the place Mau, 
a lovely ruin on a lake with beautiful lotuses and the 
myriads of water cloud, the setting sun. About Jodhpur, he 
writes that men and women shared the same club, thus 
solving the racial question. We notice the description of a 
similar club in his novel A Passage to India. Few Indians 
were admitted to the Jodhpur Club, as it was reserved for 
the English. Forster was much impressed by the 
fortification of Jodhpur fort - a land of heroism. Forster 
thus came to realize that the main difference in civilization 
lies not between East and West but between India and the 
rest of the world. Also he visited Banaras, Calcutta, 
Madras and south India. 
In another essay, 'Two Cheers for Democracy', 
Forster writes of his participation in a conference of Indian 
writers and the organizers were All India Centre of P.E.N. 
Club where Forster came into contact with Indians of 
different professions-doctors, lawyers, public servants, 
professors as well as businessmen. Different writers 
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favoured their languages as writers from India were in 
favour of Urdu or Hindi to be used as a common language. 
Writers from Bengal favoured Bengali and of South 
preferred English. Forster was impressed by the 
architecture of the town hall where the conference was 
held in Jaipur. 'The arches were hung with straw curtains, 
through which one could see the top of the trees and roofs 
of the Maharajah's palace in the sunshine. Above the 
arches high on the wall, ran a lattice and the shadowy 
figures of the ladies passed to the purdah galleries to 
watch their deliberations'. From his description, we notice 
that purdah system was prevalent during Forster's first 
visit to India. In conference their topic of discussion was 
literature as unifying force, about the future of Indian 
languages, the participants were confident that despite 
different languages, India was one. Forster realized the 
change in India while listening to the speech of Prime 
Minister of Jaipur, Sir Mirza Ismail about the atmosphere 
of solidarity in which all modern writers must function 
keeping In contact with the world. 
During his second visit to India in October 1945, 
Forster noticed the increased interest of people in politics 
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as the economic and social problems had tended to be 
secondary. Economically, too India was backward, poverty 
and malnutrition persisted. Though there was increase in 
industrialization, yet it did not dominate the landscape as 
it did in the West. Along with the minarets of the mosque, 
one could also notice the chimneys of the cotton mills in 
Ahmedabad. India had not changed externally and this is 
called by some observers as 'the real India'.^ 
Leaving the streets, when Forster went to the private 
houses, he observed some changes such as lifting of the 
purdah, the Increasing importance of women mostly in 
Moslem cities as Lahore and Hyderabad where before 
women were kept in purdah. On his first visit he hardly 
saw any Indian woman but In 1945, saw ladies coming out 
of purdah in Moslem cities as Hyderabad except among 
the conservatives. This lifting of purdah may even extend 
to the villages changing the Indian social fabric. This 
shows Forster being hopeful that as in West, in India too 
women will have equal opportunities as men. 
About dinners and eatables, Forster describes a 
buffet dinner. Long tables were loaded with Indian food 
labelled as 'vegetarian' and 'non-vegetarian'. For the 
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affluent, life was much easier in India than in England. 
Shops were full of tinned delicacies as butter, cheese also 
puddings. Regarding the cinema, Forster writes that since 
his last visit to India, a large film industry had developed. 
He also saw his first film, full of crude anti-Japanese 
propaganda and a Hindi film about Mughal Emperor 
Humayun. And this makes Forster sure of a future that lies 
ahead for the film industry. 
About architecture, he describes a great university at 
Hyderabad on American pattern located far away from the 
city. It blends two styles of architecture in Hyderabad 
state-Mohammedan and the other derived from the 
Buddhist caves of Ajanta. In the field of engineering there 
were noticeable developments-the titanic steel bridge over 
Hoogli in Calcutta that connected the squalid railway 
station. 
As far paintings and sculpture, he refers to Bengal as 
the centre of painting. Tagore's 'Shantineketan' was a 
cultural and humanistic university, famous as a 'Home of 
Peace'. In Calcutta, he observed in the folk art of Bengal, 
a beautiful collection of dolls in the villages. And also the 
famous Calcutta painter Jamini Roy was from the village. 
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Though a Hindu, he made pictures on Christian themes 
and his 'The Last Supper' was famous. 
We note the great Muslim personalities of Urdu poet 
Iqbal and Forster's intimate friend Syed Ross Masood 
mentioned in the same essay. Giving details of Iqbal, 
Forster writes about him as an orthodox Muslim, a well-
educated man who wrote both prose and poetry mostly in 
Urdu and occasionally in Persian. Regarding his 
philosophy, Forster observes that he was a fighter 
believing in the self to carry on the struggle, not just 
searching for fact or reality. He therefore co-ordinated the 
principle of strength and of the self with mysticism. Iqbal 
disapproves pantheism that he found In India and 
criticizes the Muslim teachers who have infected Islam 
with it. For Forster, Iqbal was a great genius and eminent 
literary figure of the modern India. His poems followed the 
orthodox pattern but the contents were refreshingly 
modern. For example, Froster notes that in one of his 
poem Iqbal projects man addressing God asserting that 
man too, is an accomplished artist: 
Thou did'st create night but I made the lamp 
Thou did'st create clay but I made the cup 
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Thou did'st create deserts, mountains, forest 
I produced the orchards, gardens and the groves. 
And It is I who made the glass out of stone 
It is I who turned poison into an antidote!.^ 
About Ross Masood, his most intimate Indian friend, 
Foster writes that he had known him since 1907 and had 
visited India because of him. He was so different that he 
could not be considered an ordinary person Forster says: 
It was he who woke me out of my 
suburban and academic life, showed new 
horizons and a new civUization and helped 
me towards the understanding of a 
continent. He made everything real and 
existing. 
India did not seem attractive and interesting to 
Forster until he had met Masood. His friendship made 
every thing exciting. Forster was impressed by his 
personality to the extent that he dedicated his novel A 
Passage to India to him because without his help and co-
operation it would not have been written. Commenting on 
the main traits of Ross's personality, Forster writes that he 
was aesthetic living by his emotions, generous, hospitable 
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and also a great patron of art. His interests were-reading 
good books, collecting information about coins and 
engravings. Poetry and plays equally appealed to him and 
he loved Afred de Musset's poetry and watched Tolstoy's 
plays in London. His behaviour was equally good towards 
English. In return, they too, were attracted by his charm 
and personality. But at the same, Masood hated the ruling 
race for the treatment towards Indians. 
Forster reflects Masood's thoughts on the ruling 
race- Britishers: 
As for your damned countrymen, 
I pity the poor fellows from 
the bottom of my heart and give 
them all the help I can.^ 
Masood wanted to drive them out of India. Inspite of 
hatred, he admired the good qualities Inherent in them. It 
is for this reason that he had a number of English friends. 
His life-long friendship with Sir Theodore and Lady 
Morison had coloured his outlook. Such thoughts and 
views of Masood appear to be reflected in A Passage to 
India In Aziz's hatred towards the ruling race and in his 
friendship with Fielding and Mrs. Moore. Regarding his 
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services towards his country India, liis religion Islam and 
his language Urdu, Forster writes that his service gained 
him love and admiration by men and women who though 
differed in creed, sex and language, yet praised his 
greatness of heart and mind. 
Forster's praise of Islam is to the fore in his essay 
'Abinger Harvest', Islam that opposes idolatry like 
Christianity. In this part of the essay 'Salute of the Orient', 
Forster says that, 'though Islam insists on mysticism it 
never leads to the abandonment of personality. The self is 
precious because God, who created it is Himself is a 
personality'. 'Equality before God proclaimed by 
Christianity lies at the root of Islam. God was never 
incarnate and left no cradles, coarse, handkerchiefs or 
nails on earth to simulate and complicate devotion'* 
Forster during his visit to India had been to mosque in the 
company of his Muslim friends. We find a moving 
description of the mosque in his essay 'Abinger Harvest'. 
He had seen mosque for the first at Woking. It appeared to 
him indeterminate. And he has given beautiful description 
of this Moslem architecture that 'the Caaba, the worship of 
saints, the Mecca position, do not succeed in obscuring 
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the central truth: That there is no God but God, and that 
even Mohammed is but the Prophet of God and this is 
expressed in Moslem architecture. We find in this essay 
the mosque describing itself. 
'I was built', 'in the first place at Medina, 
where I was a courtyard. Attached to the 
Prophet's house, I was the area to which 
he proceeded when he would worship 
God, and where his companions joined 
him, summoned for this purpose by a cry. I 
contained no ornament or shrine, nor was 
one part of me more holy than another. 
Near me was a well for ablution; in me 
was fallen tree, whereon the Prophet 
stood to preach; My inmates prayed 
northwards at first, but turned south 
afterwards, their aspiration being Mecca. 
Before long I was built at Mecca also, but 
you should not think of Mecca if you 
understand me, because there, contrary to 
my spirit, I enclosed a sacred object and 
became a shrine. Dismiss the Caaba with 
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its illusion of a terrestrial goal. Recall the 
courtyard of Medina, construct upon its 
wall a tower for the crier, raise a pulpit 
upon its fallen tree, contrive from its well 
a lavatory or tank, in particular the side 
that indicates the direction for prayer. 
Then you will see me as I am today at 
Cairo, Mosque of Ibn Touloun.' 
Equality before God lies at the core of Islam and 
mosque is a courtyard for the faithful to worship. But since 
earlier times, mosque was a place of worship which 
surprised especially the Westerners as it was against the 
human tendency to think one place holier and pure. As 
times proceeds, the original design of mosque in India was 
influenced by Hindu art and architecture. For example a 
mosque built by Akbar, the great Mughal Emperor in Agra 
in 1560 looks like a temple or Church. People perfumed 
the mosque with rose water or scent. Regarding the faith 
of Muslim, Forster says it is pure because unlike 
Christians they carry no such illusion that God is inside 
the Church. Forster had also read the account of a 
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Tunisian who visited Cairo in tlie tiiirteenth century wliere 
he found mosque of Amr covered witli dust. He writes: 
'Nevertheless', 'I experienced in it a soft 
and soothing influence without there being 
anything to look upon which was sufficient 
to account for it. Then I learned that this 
is a secret influence left there from the 
fact that the companions of the Prophet 
stood in its court while it was building.^ 
We find great personalities of Mughal Emperor Babur 
and the great Indian poet Tagore mentioned in the same 
essay. Forster was most interested to know about India's 
glorious past. And his interest led him to study about 
Mughal history of India and he describes his favourite 
Mughal emperor Babur in this essay. Forster writes that 
Babur was a descendant from Tamburlane and Gengis 
Khan, had inherited Ferghana and conquered Samarkand 
at an early age. But he soon lost both of these. Later he 
annexed Kabul entering the Indian sub-continent and thus 
laid the foundation of Great Mughal Empire extending from 
the centre of Asia to the Nerbudda in the centre of India. 
Babur will be remembered for one strange incident that 
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when his son Humayun fell III at Agra, Babur offered 
himself as sacrifice and saved his life. 
Forster was much Influenced by Tagore's poetry and 
he writes about him in 'Abinger Harvest' that he was a 
good writer and his 'Chitra' became so popular that it was 
enacted by the villagers in India. Also his play 'Gitanjali' 
earned great fame. Tagore though an Indian turned to 
general ideas more readily as his English friends. His 
poetry stands out for its charm and tenderness. Tagore 
was modern and adventurous. 
Forster describes a wedding ceremony in a Muslim 
family in 'Abinger Harvest' part IV 'Advanced India'. Their 
house lay close to his English friend so he could observe 
it from close quarters. Forster provides a brilliant 
description and the arrangement made for the guests. It 
was attended by people of various religions and races i.e. 
Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs, English and they varied in social 
standings. Forster also notices some ladies of the family 
in purdah. After the arrival of Moulvi (religious head) the 
marriage ceremony began along with the recitation of 
verses from the Koran. The bride and groom sat together 
on a sofa. After the Nikah ceremony, people dispersed to 
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perform their evening prayers, facing towards IVIecca. 
Forster was moved to see Muslim faith that they do not 
forget to offer their regular prayer amidst ceremonies. 
Forster also observes during the ceremony, the Indian 
hostess offering 'pan' (betel leaves) to their guests at the 
end of the dinner. This tradition of Muslims is recorded in 
his novel A Passage to India, where Aziz was offered pan 
by his Muslim friend after dinner. 
In the Hill of Devi, along with the mention of his 
friend Syed Ross Masood, Forster writes in his letters of 
September 26, 1921 about the loveliest place in India-the 
Taj Mahal and the attraction of this place made him visit it 
twice. He writes: 
After nine years, I revisited the Taj... The 
first time it looked hideous and hard, but 
we drove down again one evening and... I 
have never seen the vision lovelier. I went 
up the minaret and saw all the magnificent 
buildings glowing beneath me. The 
country steaming beneath a dim red and 
grey sky and just I thought nothing could 
be more beautiful... a muezzin with a most 
glorious voice gave the evening call to 
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prayer from a mosque. 'There is no God 
but God!. I do like Islam, though I have 
had to come through Hinduism to discover 
it.^  
Thus we note Forster's views on the Orient reflected 
in his essays. His contacts in India, a closer glance over 
its customs, religions, habits, journey to different places 
made him think and express his personal viev r^ gained 
through experiences in India. Therefore these essays 
stand out as a document containing his views. Some of 
these reappear in his novel A Passage to India. The 
places he visited, the personalities he met and the rituals 
to which he had been accompanied served as the 
foundation for his fruitful and mature writing. Like his 
novel A Passage to India some of ihe Forster's essays 
dealX^ with the Oriental life that wasXmain source of 
attraction and inspiration to Forster and represent a 
fascinating aspect of Western literary Orientalism. 
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In his novel, A Passage to India. Forster tries to find 
out a golden mean so that he could bridge the gap 
between the East and 'West. In writing this great 
masterpiece, he drew upon his Intimate friendship with 
Masood to create the character of Aziz. 
All the qualities of Masood are reflected in the 
character of Aziz, who is shown a well-bred Indian, well-
read, fond of Urdu, Persian and Arabic poetry, lamenting 
the decay of Islam and the brevity of love. Sometimes he 
indulges in the fantasy of the Mughal past, refers to 
Moghul kings, identifying himself with Babur, sometimes 
with pious Aurangzeb but never with Akbar, who according 
to Aziz betrayed the Indian spirit. This fierce Muslim pride 
is not only a mark of identity In Aziz's character, but also 
its shaping force. The glorification of past, a tendency 
towards pathos, are the characteristic qualities of a 
certain period of Urdu literature, whose poetry expresses 
pathos or venom. Like Masood, he is also shown as a 
'Islamic modernist', proud of his religion and his ancestors 
and is aware of himself as one of the Islamic race. He is 
proud also of being an Indian, opposed to the British rule. 
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A young Muslim doctor, simple-minded, childish who 
became a victim of the hallucination of an English lady 
Miss. Adela Quested who had come to visit India. That is 
why he hated the British from the core of his heart. He is 
confident that India shall be an independent nation with no 
foreigners and Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs all shall be one. 
He embodies the national aspiration of India during the 
British rule and was hopeful that Muslims and Hindus 
would one day unite and drive away the Britishers and 
thus Iqbal's statement that nations are born in the hearts 
of poets is truly demonstrated in the portrayal of Aziz. 
We find in the delineation of Aziz, all the Oriental 
qualities that Forster noticed among his Muslim friends 
using Urdu, Arabic and Persian expressions as well as the 
Oriental ways of habit as chewing the pan, putting on topi 
(cap) and offering prayer at mosque. Forster's choice of a 
Muslim as the central character In the novel has generated 
some controversy. The sharpest criticism comes from 
Indian writer NIrad C. Chaudhuri, who argues that the 
Forster is wrong in choosing Aziz as his Indian protagonist 
as Muslims were a side shadow in the freedom struggle of 
India. He says that Aziz and other Indian characters 
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belong to the ser\yl|^section and are inverted toadies. He 
maintains that India is not only diverse but Hindu. He 
criticizes Aziz as servile, simple and hot-headed. He 
cannot forgive Forster for not having a Hindu protagonist, 
not providing any solution of Indo-British relations and not 
depicting nationalistic struggle against the British. With 
such a material, history of the Muslim destiny in India 
could have been written but not a novel on Indo-British 
relations for which a Hindu protagonist should be there, he 
argues. 
Forster was equally justified in choosing Aziz as the 
central character of the novel. The obvious reason was 
that his friendship with Syed Ross Masood and other 
Muslim friends familiarized him with the Oriental life, 
custom, tradition and religion. Through them he came to 
know Muslims better than Hindus and his unsympathetic 
portrayal of the later shows that he never had the chance 
of getting into close contact with them in real life. 
We also see that the novel was written at a time 
when there was political unrest all over India as India was 
under the domination of the British. The British supremacy 
had vitiated race relations among white and non-white. 
Forster recounts these ground realities in his novel. 
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Forster's A Passage to India, has generated 
controversy in terms of being a socio-iiistorical study i.e. 
the dissolution of the British dominion of India. No doubt it 
is true to some extent that the novel has a deep social and 
historical sense; the clash of cultures is firmly presented 
and in the historical sense the British Raj ruling Indian 
subject and both cultural and political matters are fully 
explored. The object of the writer behind it was to discover 
how people behave in relation to one another under 
conditions which prevailed in India at that time. Therefore 
A Passage to India, stands out a faithful attempt to 
understand human conditions in India. It is a 
commendable study of racial antagonism. Forster 
succeeds in evoking Indian atmosphere and represents, 
both Hindus and IVIuslims in A Passage to India. It is a 
fusion of real and unreal, the gulf that divide Indians from 
Britishers, as well as social, political and spiritual division 
which keeps India and Anglo-India apart. The two nations-
Indian and English are different culturally, socially and 
racially and when they come in contact, there is a reaction 
which is depicted in the novel. 
But the distinction of A Passage to India lies in fact 
that this is much more than simply a study of British Raj 
and Indian reaction to British imperialistic rule. 
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Forster is justified in portraying Aziz as central 
character because he l<new IVIuslims better than Hindus 
and that he never had the chance of getting in close 
contact with any Hindu in real life. It is also his expression 
of social, political and moral views in the form of truth and 
reality. The aim of novelist is to show a reaction, a desire 
in hearts of people against a foreign domination. This 
novel is helpful in unfolding the mind of Indians, especially 
Muslims. It delineates the problems of human relations 
and society and calls people all over the world to attain 
emotional integration and save themselves from being 
subdued by foreign domination. It is an interpretation of 
India, a land of mysteries and muddles as well as 
interpretation of those who live in it and the foreigners 
who came to it. 
It is not merely a sociological venture but also a 
study of human attitudes as the novel ends on the 
symbolic note that races standing apart owing to clash in 
thoughts and feelings even if they desire to become 
friends they cannot do so; as there is no permanent union 
of hearts or joining of hands. 
But we see that such criticism is baseless as most of 
Forster's friends were Muslims and he was attracted 
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towards Islamic culture. His friendship with Ross IVIasood 
acquainted him to'the Oriental life, customs, traditions and 
religion. It was not that he was partial to Muslims that 
made him choose Aziz as his central character; rather he 
picked up a Muslim because he believed that if a Muslim 
could thrive under the influence of Hindu politics, India's 
nationhood could never be challenged. Forster had in mind 
the period when Hindus were co-operating with Muslims in 
the Khilafat agitation and in Aziz he represented the 
educated nationalist Indian youth, conscious of his 
country's destiny in the modern world. Muslims in his 
novel are derived from his prolonged contact with dynamic 
Indian Muslims as Mohammed All and Shaukat All, Dr. 
M.A. Ansari, and Ross Masood. Even his minor Oriental 
characters of Hamidullah, Mohamamd Latif, Mahmoud Ali, 
Nawab Bahadur, Nureddin, Rafi are described with 
accuracy and are crowned with triumph of insight and 
Imaginative sympathy. Their role in the novel is important 
in creating Oriental atmosphere. This shows that Forster is 
equally good in his portrayal of different characters in the 
novel. 
Forster introduced few Hindu characters to act as a 
foil to his Muslim characters, though he presented them as 
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comical and bewildering such as Prof. Godbole, Dr. Panna 
Lai, Amrit Rao, Ram Chand and Mr. Das. All of them are 
queer and incomprehensible. 
They are not Western stereotypes but are purely 
Indian, proud of their nation, blood and race with their 
liberal culture and human traits such as tolerance and 
intelligence. His characterization is marked by variety. He 
observes human beings under certain conditions. We find 
his characters both round and flat. Forster says, "A proper 
mixture of character is the most important ingredient of the 
novel and serves as a vehicle for conveying ideas". He 
individualizes his characters even when painting them as 
representative of a class. Forster grows pscho-analytical, 
discerning human nature while portraying his characters. 
We find in his novels the much portrayed, intelligent, well-
bred, sophisticated middle class with a fine blend of 
classicism and Orientalism illumined by psycho-analytical 
flashes. In it he touches upon social and cultural 
problems, personal relations and expression of the liberal 
tradition with finesse. It is the paradox explored by areas 
of relationship and dissonance between the ancient and 
enduring patterns of Indian civilization. 
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Forster was more inclined towards Islam as it 
provides peace, simplicity, a sense of social order and 
stability. That is why we may trace the Oriental aspect in 
his novels. He uses Oriental expressions owing to his first-
hand knowledge as well as his minute observation of the 
Oriental life and also his thorough study of works on the 
Orient. 
Forster writes with ease and lucidity. The evasive 
charm of the Indian life is suggested with its regard for 
formulas, symbols and spiritual significance. His 
knowledge of Islamic thought and literature particularly of 
Persian classics and Urdu was profound under the 
influence of philosophy and literary works of poets as 
Mohammad Iqbal, Ghalib as well as his greatest Indian 
friend Syed Ross Masood. 
In keeping with the Oriental colour of the novel, we 
find a number of Oriental words as Bulbul, Badmash, 
Bazaar, Begum, Caaba, Chuprassi, Chukker, Dilkusha, 
Ghalib, Gully, Hafiz, Hall, Hakim, Hammam, Hookah, 
Huzoor, Iqbal, Islam, Izzat, Kerbala, Koran, Moghul, 
Mohammedan, Mohurram, Moslem, Mecca, Mem Sahib, 
Nawab, Nullah, Pan, Pathan, Punkah, Purdah, Sahib, 
Salaam, Sals, Shikar, Tazia, Tonga and Topi. 
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In his novel, we find mixed diction of Persian, Urdu 
and Hindi words to express his thoughts and views and 
comment on the Oriental aspect as well as its modern, 
social, political and economic life. This diction lends 
Oriental colouring to the novel. 
To conclude, Forster's A Passage to India is an 
amazing novel, In which he addresses the question of 
human relations and society by presenting man against 
man and race against race. It is a plea for people all over 
the world to save themselves from being subdued by 
emotional disintegration. Forster has succeeded to a great 
extent in unfolding the mind of the Indian people, while 
dealing with many aspects of Indian life. It reflects a 
picture of Englishman in India. The portrait of Indian mind 
especially of Muslims and the problems arising out of the 
contact of India with West, which had no solution. It is a 
realistic study of Anglo-Indian relations. It explores the 
possibilities of friendship between two races particularly if 
one of them belongs to a ruling race and other being the 
subject race, the gulf that divides Indians from the British. 
A Passage to India is a document of Forster's personal 
experience in India. 
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We find that some of the essays of Forster reveal his 
views on Oriental aspects of life. As for example in 
Abinaer Harvest, he praises Islam in comparison to other 
religions as he was highly moved by the simplicity inherent 
in it. The whole description of mosque architecture is 
given as he himself had been to one of the mosques for 
prayers along with his Muslim, friends. The peace and 
serenity of mosque appealed Xhim and we also find a 
similar description ofVmosque in his novel A Passaoe to 
India. Forster witnessed the rituals, ceremonies and 
festivals in India and we find one such description of a 
wedding ceremony in a Muslim family with details of Nikah 
being performed with great pomp and show. 
Forster was equally influenced by some of the great 
Muslim personalities of India. Iqbal's poetry and 
philosophy had a deep impact on his mind. Iqbal was a 
great genius and important literary figure of India. Also his 
closest Indian friend Syed Ross Masood provided him with 
much information about India and the Orient. Without him, 
India would not have been so appealing to Forster. An 
account of these Muslim personalities is found in his 
another essay Two Cheers for a Democracy. 
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On the whole, Forster's, experiences and 
observations of the Orient are reflected in his writings. He 
tried to present every aspect of Oriental life, its culture, 
religions, customs, rituals, and ceremonies. Forster 
according to the knowledge gained through a study of 
Oriental literature, used the Oriental diction. Muslims 
make a substantial contribution to the social setting of the 
novel. His writings create a profound illusion of life's 
reality. It is a document embodying Forster's thoughts and 




FORSTER'S ORIENTAL DICTION: A GLOSSARY 
'Oriental' in the context of the present chapter 
indicates a religio-cultural concept rather than a purely 
geographical one and denotes Islamic culture and 
traditions prevailing in Forster's time 
'Diction' is used in the very general sense of 
Forster's choice and employment of Arabic, Persian and 
Turkish words which is considered as his Oriental 
vocabulary. Words of direct Oriental origin naturalized into 
English have also been included where these are 
inextricably associated with the Oriental life, as for 
example, Mosque, Bazaar, Moslem and Mohammedans 
etc. 
Forster's use of Oriental expression Is owing partly 
to his first-hand, acute observation of Oriental life and 
partly owing to his extensive reading of works on the 
Orient. He has used the Oriental expressions accurately 
despite the lack of his mastery over any of the Oriental 
languages. 
Forster writes with lucidity and graceful ease. The 
drifting currents of the Orient move through the book, 
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languidly at times, swiftly and surcharged with meaning. 
The evasive, baffling charm of the Indian life is suggested, 
with its regard for formulas, symbols and spiritual 
significance. Forster's friendship with Syed Masood 
provided a solid basis for identifying locations, characters, 
incidents, customs, traditions and languages as well as 
culture of Indian people. He acquired knowledge of Islamic 
thought and literature, particularly of Persian and Urdu 
under the influence of philosophy of poets-Mohammad 
Iqbal and Ghalib. He was attracted towards Islam because 
he was influenced by Iqbal's thought that Islam, freed from 
the shackles of theological thought of the previous ag^ e^s, 
was capable of giving a better deal to man by emphasizing 
its doctrine of equality and regard for human dignity. He 
had comprehended the essential meaning of Islam and 
that was the reason he looked at it with greater sympathy. 
Also in company of his Muslim friends, he found the sense 
of calm in the simplicity of Islamic design and architecture. 
Forster felt easier among the society of Muslim friends. 
Their personalities and religion were more intelligible. One 
finds in his novels number of Oriental words which he 
picked up among his Muslim friends. It is likely that his 
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high degree of appreciation of Masood's character that 
influenced his general outlook on Muslinns and Islam. 
Forster's style is free from the diction which is 
employed for the purpose of pleasing the readers with 
sweet, symphonic, harmonius sounds. In his novel A 
Passage to India, he used mixed diction of Persian, Urdu 
and Hindi words to convey his thoughts and views about 
the Oriental way of life and its modern, social, political 
and economic life. Forster had a way of simplifying the 
issue and putting them in words of one syllable. Here is 
the list of the Oriental words used by Forster in his novel 
A Passage to India (The numbers in brackets refer to the 
chapter and page number:) 
1) Babu(VII:65) 
It is a Hindi word used for Hindu gentleman or a 
Hindu title of address equivalent to Sir, Mr. or a native 
Indian clerk. 
Forster found much babuism in the Indian life during 
the British rule. In the novel however, he found no signs of 
babuism ascribed to the Indian natives at the club where 
they handled a foreign language with liveliness and 
enthusiasm. 
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2) Badmash (IX:113) 
An Urdu word which means an evil character 
following an evil course of action. 
'Badmash' is symbolically used in the novel for 
Englishman holding India for selfish motives, as this 
expression occurs during the conversation of Aziz and 
Fielding. 
3) Band-Garhl (XXVI:246) 
A vehicle enclosed on all sides or a covered 
carriage. 'Band' is a Persian word meaning closed and 
•ghari' a Hindi word which means a carriage. Band-ghari is 
meant for carrying purdah-observing i.e. veiled women. 
This band ghari is driven by bullock or by horses. In the 
novel, we find Band ghari used for safety purposes for 
civil servants at that time. 
4. Bazaar (I, II, III, IV, VI, VII, IX, XX, XXI, XXII, 
XXIV, XXV, XX:8, 16, 32, 47, 57, 70, 101, 187, 192, 
194, 196, 213, 231, 236). 
A Persian word 'bazar' is used for market, an 
Oriental market place or range of shops. 
The description of 'bazaar' recurs throughout the 
novel at different instances for varied purposes and 
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functions. Since tlie beginning of the novel, with the 
depiction of Chandrapore city, its bazaar and location of 
Aziz's bungalow near it are well described. 
Several incidents occurred in bazaar, as the police 
escorting Aziz while he was passing through the bazaar 
during his trial in court and it was on Collector's Insistence 
that the troops cleared the bazaar owing to the riots taking 
place at Chandrapore and for that purpose special 
arrangements were made by Fielding to rescue Adela 
during her exit from court, as the main road through the 
bazaar was blocked. 
Bazaar is market place to buy things and it was in 
the bazaar that Aziz saw the Mohurram procession. 
Similarly bazaar proves a rescue place for Dr. Panna Lai 
escaping into it from the public wrath while giving witness 
for the prosecution. 
For Adela, the indescribable smell of the bazaars 
was sweeter than a London slum. Therefore, bazaar's 
importance is worth mentioning for several important 
incidents that took place there. 
5) Begum (II. VIII, XIV. XXX: 13, 20, 92, 139, 271), 
A Moslem princess or woman of high rank known in 
Urdu as Begam. It is applied to Muslim ladies. 
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Forster during his visit to India and among his 
Muslim friends, noticed that Muslims of high rank 
addressed their wives as Begum, a word of honour for 
their ladies. The whole of India was full of Maharanis, 
Ranis and Begams, Forster refers to Aziz as well as 
Hamidullah addressing their wives as Begam, denoting 
respect and honour. 
6) Bulbul (XXXIV, XXX: 267, 293) 
A Persian word for Nightingale. Its attachment to 
rose is 'a well known fable'. Forster's interest in Persian 
and Urdu poetry is highlighted In the novel by mentioning 
words like Bulbul through a Muslim character Dr. Aziz In 
whose poems bulbul and roses recur. 
7) Caaba (XXXVI: 320) 
An Arabic word' Kaba is the House of God in Mecca, 
Saudi Arabia enclosing a sacred black stone given to 
Abraham by angel Gabriel, towards which Muslims face 
when praying. Forster had come to discover much about 
Islam and its principles in the company of his Muslim 
friends. Thus he learnt about this holiest shrine of Muslims 
and it is mentioned in the last chapter of the novel where 
Aziz Is shown to have written a poem about Mecca-the 
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Caaba of union where pilgrims die offering their prayers 
before they had seen the friend. 
8) Chul<ker(VI: 58) 
Chul<l<ar in Urdu refers to rounds or one of the 
periods into which a game of polo is divided. In the novel, 
we find that Aziz while riding asked one of the training 
youths to have another chukkar. 
9) Chuprassi (II. XXIV: 15, 217. 219) 
In Urdu chaprassi, is used for an office messenger or 
henchman. Forster has observed the servants 
working as chuprassies in offices as well as persona! 
attendants of some notable persons. As we find in 
the novel, a chuprassi of the civil surgeon handing 
over to Aziz a note of Major Callender. During Aziz's 
trial, chuprassies are shown making all the 
arrangements for the Englishmen in the court for it 
was important that they should look dignified. As the 
trial proceeded. Mr. Das wanted to accommodate 
Miss Quested with a chair in view of her health so 
the chuprassies passed up not one but several 
chairs. 
10) Dilkusha (IV, XXV, XXVI, XXXI: 36. 237, 248, 249. 
280) 
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A compound word, of which both are Persian words: 
"Dil" is the heart while "Kusha" (from Kashudan), means to 
open so 'dilkusha' means something that is pleasing, 
fascinating or beautiful. 
Forster took the idea of providing bungalows with 
some Urdu or Persian name, following the example of Dr. 
Ansari's residence which bore the name 'Dar-us-Salam'. 
In A Passage to India Forster has given a name to 
Dr. Aziz's bungalow as 'Dilkusha' where all important 
meetings, gatherings and victory dinners were held and 
important matters such as what sum Miss. Quested should 
pay as compensation were discussed. 
11) Ghalib (IX. XI: 105. 122) 
(Ghalib 1796-1869) was a well known poet of Urdu 
and Persian. Forster was keen to know about India's art, 
religion, culture and literature. He had studied Urdu poets 
such as Ghalib, Iqbal, Hail and was deeply impressed by 
them. Accordingly he mentions these poets in his novel. 
We come across the verses of Ghalib being recited by 
Aziz as he wanted his religion and language as well as 
renowned persons being praised among his friends. That 
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is why he mentions Ghallb's name in his conversation as 
well as in his poetry. 
12) Gully (XVI, XXIV: 159, 223) 
An Urdu word, which refers to a narrow passage. 
Forster had noticed such narrow passages during his visit 
hence its mention in the novel. We find the description of 
such narrow passages as gully on the expedition to the 
Marabar Caves. It was partly a zigzag path, full of 
grooves, caves behind caves or fabricate in pairs at the 
entrance of gully or rather a crease showed among the 
rocks scurfy with cactuses. 
13) Hafiz(H:18) 
A Persian poet, whose poems were translated into 
English, Forster was much influenced by his poetry. We 
find Aziz mentioning about his poetry in A Passage to 
India, while conversing with his friends. Also a title of 
respect for a Muslim who knows the Quran by heart. 
14) Hall (1837 - 1915) Urdu prose writer and poet. 
Chapter II gives us glimpses of great writers of Urdu 
read by Forster. Aziz in taking to his friends mentions the 
names of poets, Hafiz and Mali while quoting Persian, 
Urdu and Arabic poetry. 
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15) Hakim (XXV: 236) 
In Arabic, Hal^ im is a wise, iearned man, physician or 
a governor. Forster has used it of Dr. Panna Lai who as 
physician prescribed Aziz milk when he was ill. 
16) Hammam (VII: 71) 
The Arabic word 'Hammam' is a public place where 
people take bath. During Forster's visit, people of India 
mostly of noble families used hammams for bath where all 
bath facilities were provided. 
Such historical description of hammam i.e. bathroom 
is seen in the novel as Aziz was trying to locate the 
luxurious bathroom used at the time of the Moghul 
emperors- who loved water fountains, gardens and such 
hammams as for their entertainment. 
17) Hookah (II: 10, 11) 
An Arabic work 'Huqqah' is a pipe for smoking. 
'Huqqa' in Persian means a metallic or earthern vessel 
through which fumes pass when smoking tobacco. In India 
and Iran, a form of tobacco pipe by which smoke is drawn 
through water. 
Forster had noticed that Muslims at that time used 
hookah for smoking, which they enjoyed in the company of 
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their friends. We come across tiiis word with reference to 
Aziz and his friends Hamidullah, Mahmoud Ali who, while 
smelling hool<ah, were discussing their relations with the 
Englishmen. 
18) Huzoor (II, IX, XXXI: 18, 102, 279) 
This is an Arabic word for addressing honourably an 
exalted personage or master used by natives as a 
respectful term of address. Forster observed such words 
of honour being used for the dignified persons. Huzoor, a 
word of honour to the persons of notable personalities was 
employed by the servants and we find this being used of 
Major Callender and Dr. Aziz by their servants in the 
novel. 
19) Islam (II, XXX, XXXV: 19, 268, 296) 
In Arabic Islam means 'submission to God'. It is the 
religious faith of Muslims based upon words and religious 
teachings of the Quran. Forster was highly impressed by 
the simplicity and purity of the principles of Islam. That is 
why we find his inclination more towards Islamic culture 
and Muslim community. He was highly influenced by the 
teachings and tenents of Islam. Such thoughts on Islam 
are found originating in Aziz's mind that Islam Is more 
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than a faith, more than a battle cry, an attitude towards 
life. However, later on Islam grew idolatrous and Aziz 
longed to purify it. We find that the main theme of Aziz's 
poems was about the decay of Islam. 
20) Iqbal (II: 14) 
(1877- 1938) A well known poet of Urdu who also 
wrote in Persian. Iqbal's poetry had always been a source 
of admiration, inspiration and interest for Forster. We find 
him quoting his verses in his articles. Also mention is 
made of him in chapter II when Aziz includes Iqbal among 
his favourite poets. 
21) Izzat (III: 33. 34) 
It is an Arabic word denoting honour, dignity, respect 
and glory. In the novel A Passage to India 'izzat' or 
prestige is used with reference to Aziz whose honour is 
attacked by an Englishman i.e. Ronny. 
22) Kerbala (XXI: 192) 
It is the name of field in Iraq on the bank of the 
Euphrates where a battle between Yazid's forces and 
Imam Hussain, grandson of Prophet Mohammad was 
fought in 680 A.D. Forster while witnessing Mohurram 
festival learned about the commemoration of the sacrifices 
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made by grandson of Prophet Mohammad and his family 
members. In the description of "tazia", the whole episode 
at Kerbala is mentioned in the novel. 
23) Koran (IV, XIV: 36, 145) 
In Arabic known as the 'Quran' the word of God 
revealed to the Prophet of Islam. It is a sacred text of 
Islam divided into 114 suras, dictated to Mohammad by 
Gabriel and regarded by Muslims as the foundation of law, 
religion, culture and politics. Forster had noticed the 
importance of Quran for Muslims and the Oriental life, 
hence his reference to the Quran during the conversation 
about the Moghuls that Akbar though a wonderful man was 
half-Hindu and he never repented new religion, which he 
founded in place of the Koran. 
24) Mecca (VI, XXXVI, XXXVII: 58, 320) 
An Arabic word, a city and capital of Hejaz in Saudi 
Arabia, birth place of Prophet Mohammad and also the 
spiritual centre of Islam to which Muslims turn in prayers. 
Forster's knowledge of Islam made him mention 
Mecca, a place so closely associated with Muslims' strong 
feelings and faith. We find in the novel, Aziz co-
religionists praying after sunset with their faces towards 
Mecca. 
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25) Mem-Sahibs (III: 24) 
A hybrid English-Urdu word, is the respectful 
designation of a European married lady. Forster observed 
Indians calling the English ladies as mem-sahibs as a 
mark of respect. That is why we find in the novel English 
ladies being addressed by their servants as mem-sahibs. 
26) Mohammedan (III, VII, VIM, IX, XIV, XV, XXIV, XXX, 
XXXV: 31, 32, 65, 76, 96, 113, 141, 153, 214, 268, 
295, 296) 
Mohammedan is a follower of Prophet Mohammad. 
Forster had close contact with Mohammedans because 
most of his friends were Muslims and thus the novel 
revolves mainly around them. Throughout the novel, we 
witness the partisan attitude of English towards the 
Mohammedans and Hindus in that except a few, none of 
them was allowed at the English club. Also we notice the 
underlying unity and strength among Muslims in the vow of 
Mohammedan ladies not to take food until Aziz was 
acquitted and the pledge of all local Mohammedans of not 
taking part in the preparations of Mohurram procession. 
Aziz Is shown as a strong nationalist who would like 
to see more of Indians and not merely Mohammedans and 
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later in the novel, we see such nationalist feelings when 
the shrine at Mau was visited by both Hindus and Muslims. 
Adela guessed that Aziz might have several wives 
because Mohammedans practise polygamy and from here 
the novel took a different turn, resulting in a hallucination 
of Adela. 
Moslem (VII, IX, XIII, XIV, XXIV, XXXV, XXXIV, 
XXXVII: 99, 105, 106, 129, 130, 131,145, 213, 252, 
266, 267, 294, 298, 322). 
The Arabic word 'Muslim' stands for a follower of 
Islam submitting himself to God's will. Forster was much 
happier in the company of his Muslim friends, he learnt 
much about them, their devotion to faith, firmness in their 
religion and their true belief in God. He was much 
impressed with this particular community and their 
religion. That is why he has highlighted this faith group in 
the novel. Forster had the opinion about the Muslim that 
when his faith is pure, he behaves in the sacred enclosure 
as tradition and prosperity enjoin, attaches no sanctity to 
it beyond what is conferred by the presence of the devout. 
We find this word in different contexts ana in varied form 
in the novel because the novel revolves around the main 
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Muslim character of Dr. Aziz. For IVIoslems, Aziz liad 
always been a source of inspiration to act and tliink 
independently, but unless Moslems get rid of the 
superstition, India would never advance. He was proud of 
being a Moslem, had a strong faith in his religion-Islam, a 
true devotee and thus seek service in some Moslem states 
as Hyderabad, Bhopal and was sure that India shall be a 
nation with no foreigners of any sort, only Hindu, Moslems 
and Sikhs all together. He even criticized Akbar for not 
being a true Moslem. Aziz, though being a true and 
staunch Muslim, equally loved his country. 
27) Mohurram (V, VIII, XX, XI, XXI, XXII, XXV: 41, 84, 
96,117,181, 192,196,199,201,234) 
It is the Arabic name of the first month of Muslim 
lunar calendar. In India it is applied to the period of 
fasting and public mourning. Forster had witnessed the 
Mohurram procession during his visits to India, hence his 
description is both rich and faithful. The importance of 
Mohurram procession in the novel is to show that the riots 
that took place during the period of Aziz's imprisonment, 
although precautions were being taken as conciliation 
committees and official parties as well as councils of 
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notables were set up for safety purposes. Since the 
beginning of the novel, one notes the preparation of 
iVIohurram procession in the form of building paper towers 
of a size too large to pass under the branches of a certain 
pepul tree. Later on Moharram procession resulted in the 
form of Hindu-Muslim riots. 
28) Mosque (II, III, VI, VII. XII. XIV, XXII, XXIII, XXIV, 
XXXVII, XXVIII, XXXV, XXXVI: 19, 20, 23, 30, 53, 66, 
72, 141, 143, 181, 205, 209, 213. 254, 257, 297, 
311) 
It is the Muslim place of worship, being centre of 
religious and community activities. Forster had often 
visited mosque along with his friend, Masood and thus 
knew the importance of this place for Muslim who do not 
have any hierarchy of priests 
For Forster mosque had always been a source of 
solace and in the novel in laying bare Aziz's thoughts, he 
expresses his own feelings that the mosque by winning his 
approval let loose his imagination and that some day he 
too would build a mosque. The importance of the mosque 
lies in the novel that it was here that Aziz met Mrs. Moore 
for the first time and the love and friendship welled up and 
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in the mosque only towards the end of the novel, he 
realized that he should be never friendly with English after 
having undergone so much sufferings. Aziz would always 
like to talk about some Mohammedan objects as mosque 
and his attachment to this place is inherited by his 
children who also visited mosque frequently. 
29) Moghul (VII, XIV, XVI, XXXI, XXVII: 66, 73, 136, 144, 
159, 253, 276) 
The Persian word 'Mughal' literally means a 
Mongolian, It, however, signifies Mughal Empire in India 
from sixteenth century to nineteenth century. Forster had 
read the history of India and was particularly interested in 
Mughal administration and their achievements, bravery 
and great personalities, palaces, forts, tombs and 
gardens. In the novel, the word 'Moghul' points to the 
importance of Mughal administration in India in 
comparison to the English rule in the sense that had there 
been Moghul empire at its height, India would have been 
more beautiful with Alamgir reigning in Delhi on the 
Peacock Throne. During the trip to the Marabar Caves, we 
find Aziz and Adela talking about the Moghuls, their 
achievements as well as failures. We also find Fielding 
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appealing to Aziz to treat Adela graciously and act as 
Moghul emperors who showed mercy. 
30) Nawab (IV, VIII: 94, 97) 
It is an Urdu word, rather a title of nobility conferred 
upon Muslims of distinction and a word of honour. In the 
novel, we find the word 'Nawab' added to Nawab Bahadur 
as a token of respect as he was the lieutenant governor. 
31) Nullah (VIII, XIV, XVI, XXIV: 40, 89. 135, 159, 228) 
Nullah is used in both Urdu and Hindi as a dry river 
bed or ravine in India. Forster had come across it while 
travelling across the different places of India. Its 
description in the novel is found during journeying to the 
Marabar Caves that there was a ledge half-way up the hill 
or broken ground rather with caves scattered near the 
beginning of a nullah and the crease continued as a nullah 
across the plain, the water drawing off towards the 
Ganges. Also Hyenas were found often prowling in 
nullahs. 
32) Pan (II: 15) 
In Hindi, a betel leaf, enclosing lime and areca mint 
chewed in India. Forster has written at length on this 
custom in Abinqer Harvest. He observed that most people 
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in India preferred to liave pan after dinner. He had tried to 
study the habits of Indians, particularly of Muslims. We 
observe in the novel the same habit being practised by 
Aziz, when Hamidullah directs him to clean his teeth after 
having pan, but Aziz refused to do so. 
33) Pathan (V, XX. XXVI: 39, 50, 51, 184, 242) 
Pathan is an Afghan, of Indo-lranian stock and 
Moslem religion, who were settled in India, particularly on 
its North -West frontier. Forster while studying Indian 
culture observed that it was divided into castes and sub-
castes and Pathans formed a sub-caste of Muslim 
community. Ronny was found talking about the Pathans at 
a Bridge party organized by Turtons. He criticized Indians 
who are seditious at heart. Aziz is shown a true patriot 
and as far his loyalty is concerned he wanted native 
troops for the country comprising Gurkhas, Punjabi, Bhils, 
Marathas and Pathan in place of Englishmen. 
34) Pukka (III, XV, XX: 28, 154, 180) 
A Hindi word meaning something made of good 
material, permanent, substantial, genuine, superior, also 
mature and of a sound character. Forster used this word in 
more than one sense-of relationship and the other in the 
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context of material. We see in the novel that IVIrs. Turton 
remarked at the Bridge Party that Fielding was not a 
pukka Englishman and should better marry Miss. Quested 
for she also was not a pukka Englishwoman. Again we find 
when Aziz was near Kawa Dol, he heard the noise of a 
motor-car, but could not get a good view of it. No doubt it 
would stop almost exactly beneath them, at the place 
where the pukka road degenerated into a path. 
35) Punkah (IX, XVI, XXVII: 110, 162, 217, 228, 231) 
In Hindi it means a fan especially a large swinging 
screen like fan hung from ceiling and kept in motion by a 
servant or by machinery. Forster had seen such punkahs 
as electricity was not introduced during the time of his 
visit. We find such punkahs being pulled by some persons. 
Forster has shown the importance and use of it at several 
places in the novel. The Importance of punkah is seen in 
one of the scenes when the doctor. Fielding and others 
came to enquire of Aziz's health. He pointed to his room, 
full of squalor the floor strewn with fragments of cane and 
nuts and spotted with ink, the pictures upon the dirty walls 
and no punkah. Even in the court, we note the victory of 
Aziz's side, however, unaware that anything unusual had 
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occurred, the man continued to pull the cord of his 
punkah, to gaze at the empty dais and rhythmically to 
agitate the clouds of descending dust. We also notice a 
punkah in collector's room when Fielding was called by 
him after Aziz's arrest. 
36) Purdah (IV, V, VI, VII, IX, XIV. XXX, XXXIII: 35, 41, 
55, 65, 116, 133, 139, 271, 288) 
A Perian word, veil, also a curtain, screen a piece of 
cloth to cover the face as is the practice among the 
Muslims and also the state of seclusion. It signifies the 
screening off woman's quarters in a house. 
Forster noticed that the status of women in Indian 
society was not high. Many customs as dowry, purdah and 
divorce were common, particularly Muslim women 
observed purdah and were not treated on equal footing 
with men. Purdah system was a common practice in those 
days, especially in women of high ranks. In order to 
highlight Muslim customs and traditions, Forster harps at 
the practice of purdah Even at the parties organized by 
Englishmen, group of Indian ladies participated in purdah 
and were ridiculed by English ladles. It is also shown in 
the novel that efforts were on for giving up purdah. Aziz's 
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wife made her efforts to educate herself against the lifting 
of the purdah. Hamidullah also discusses about the Indian 
ladies that they pretended at the time of his trial to give up 
purdah and now it ended in humbug. Even during the 
Gokul Ashtami festival, there was an atmosphere of joy, 
laughter, some jumped in the air, others flung prone and 
the women behind the purdah shrieked. 
37) Sahib (II, III, VII, VIM, XViil, XX: 16, 25, 62, 86, 87, 
169, 185) 
An Urdu word used for master and lord in India by 
natives in speaking of or addressing Europeans or people 
of high rank. This word of honour or respect is used by 
Major Callendar's servant. Ronny was addressed thus by 
Nawab Bahadur while they were travelling in the car. 
38) Salam (V, VI, XIII, XXXV: 44, 57. 129, 300) 
The Oriental salutation with the palm of right hand 
being held to forehead also a respectful or ceremonious 
verbal greeting. Arabic expression 'Salaam' means to 
salute someone. Forster had observed that it was 
customary among Muslims to greet one another in the 
form of salaam. Therefore he has shown in several 
instances in the novel that Muslims do not like to shake 
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hands but prefer to say Salam. For example, Mohammad 
Latif, Aziz's cousin who lil<e an Indian of the old fashioned 
sort did salaam. Also we find ladies salaaming before they 
had left the club to Mrs. Bhattacharya, Mrs. Turton and 
Mrs. Moore. 
39) Sals (II, XXV, XXXI: 29, 232, 279) 
This Urdu word means an employee who looks after 
horses. Forster loved riding and therefore he talks about 
the Sals. 
40) Shikar (XIV: 139) 
It is Urdu word meaning a game. Shikar was 
considered as a means of entertainment among the elite. 
Forster himself was one of the participants in one of the 
hunting games with Masood. 
While visiting the caves, Aziz instructed Mrs. Moore 
and Adela how to mount the elephant. As the elephant had 
knelt, they climbed up the ladder and he mounted in shikar 
fashion treading on the sharp edges and then looked up 
the tail. 
41) Tazia (IX, XXI: 17, 192) 
The replica of a dome/minaret. To commemorate or 
remember the martyrdom of the tragedy which occurred in 
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Iraq. A representation of the shrine of Imam Hussain, son 
of Fatima, the daughter of Prophet Muhammad. 
Forster had himself seen the IVIohurram procession in 
which "Tazia" were carried, representing mourning. He had 
seen the tazias built too large, being taken out in the 
procession as a sign of mourning the death of Prophet's 
grandson and his family members. Also in the novel, we 
find that when the Mohurram procession was on its way, 
Ronny being the District Magistrate was invited to inspect 
Tazias. 
42) Tonga (II, XIV: 17, 18, 140) 
It is a light two wheeled cart pulled by the horse for 
four persons is used in many districts of India. Tonga is a 
Hindustani word. It was the main source of conveyance in 
Forster's days. During the expedition to the Marabar 
Caves, Mrs. Moore and Adela mounted on the elephant 
and the servants placed crockery into the tongas. 
43) Topi (V, XVI, XXXV: 39, 155, 299. 300) 
Topi a Hindi word is a hat or helmet especially a light 
helmet. Muslims preferred to have topies on head while 
offering prayers. Forster has used 'topi' as a metaphor in 
the novel i.e. 'Aryan Brother in a topi and spats' pointing 
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to Miss. Quested in tine Bridge Party. Later it was tlie topi 
that helped Aziz to find out Fielding when Adela went 
missing, he started back towards his camp down in the 
plain, he heard the car starting, so he scrambled down the 
valley facing off the hill towards Mrs. Moore and in the 
midst of it he saw an Englishman's topi, not Heaslop but 
Fielding. 
Lastly, Fielding when met Aziz after a long duration 
were having talks, one of his companion who was new to 
the country, cried as the rain drops drowned on his topi, 
thinking that the bees were renewing their attack. 
44) Vakil (II: 12) 
An Arabic word meaning a lawyer. Aziz is shown 
talking with Vakil Mahmoud All about the English. 
45) Wallah (II, XXIV: 17, 217) 
A man, fellow used a suffix with such words as 
punkah and tonga. In chapter 11 we see English ladies 
hiring a tonga -wallah to the club. Also we find a punkah 
wallah pulling the cord of punkah in court during Aziz's 
trial. 
Thus we see that Forster's use of Oriental words of 
Arabic, Persian, Urdu as well as Hindi origin has been 
successful in lending to his novel an Oriental colouring 
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gained through his personal experience and his contact 
with Indians during his two visits. And the most 
remarkable thing about Forster's use of Oriental words is 
that despite the lack of any mastery over these languages, 
his handling of the Oriental diction is marked by 
appropriateness and accuracy. 
The next chapter is on Forster's Annotations with 
references to the Everyman Edition. The study seeks to 
examine critically the notes and glossary of this important 





FORSTER'S ANNOTATIONS WITH REFERENCE 
TO THE EVERYMAN EDITION 
Annotations are necessary for providing valuable 
information and clarification to the readers regarding the 
text. By definition these should provide correct information 
and meanings. Usually we find such notes at the end of 
the book or chapter. Annotations are important because 
they clarify and amplify the text, contributing to its better 
appreciation. Hov^/ever, the annotations may be incorrect, 
inaccurate, incomplete or superfluous. 
The importance of the Everyman Edition of A 
Passage to India consists in the point that it includes a 
number of Author's Notes. This is the last edition of the 
book that appeared in the lifetime of the author i.e. in 
1957. It shows that Forster felt the need for a glossary of 
Oriental words and allusions. 
This chapter critically evaluates these notes and 
glossary in the Everyman Edition of A Passage to India. 
Though these notes provide valuable information to the 
readers regarding Forster's actual experiences, these are 
marked by some misconceptions regarding Oriental 
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expressions and material, with insufficient incomplete 
meaning of some Oriental words. An attempt has been 
made at a critical estimate of the Oriental annotations of 
the edition. 
Although we see that Forster's novel A Passage to 
India highlights Oriental aspects of life i.e. its religion, 
custom, tradition and above ail is centered round the main 
Muslim character of Dr. Aziz, modeled on Syed Ross 
Masood, a close lndiar?friend of Forster to whom he 
dedicated his novel, one fails to find in the notes many 
valuable details about Islam and Muslims. 
The notes below are reproduced from the Everyman 
edition followed by our critical comments: 
Page33: the hookah, the topic of 
conversation, and (p.37) the polyglot 
reciting of poetry all figure in a 'merry' 
evening' spent by Forster with three 
Indians at Aurangabad on 25 March 1913, 
and described in a letter of that date to his 
mother: 'Indian dinner and Hookah 
afterwards - and have recited poetry to 
one another in various tongues - Arabic 
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Persian Urdu and Greek; also a discussion 
about....ttie faults of English people'. 
Though the notes indicate Forster's participation in 
dinner at Aurangabad where during the conversation he 
saw hookah being lighted up, a common practice in those 
days among Muslims. But to say that they used in such 
gatherings to criticize the faults of English people a 
sweeping generation, as it was not necessary that their 
only topic of discussion focused on the British. 
Page38: Hafiz (1320-89) is generally 
regarded as one of the six greater Persian 
poets; Hall (1837-1914) wrote in Urdu; 
Mohammed Iqbal (1875-1938) wrote in 
Urdu, Persian and Punjabi, and is the 
subject of an admiring essay in Two 
Cheers for Democracy. 
'India - a hundred Indies - whispered 
outside but for the time India seemed 
one ' Reviewing Footfalls of Indian 
History by 'Sister Nivedita' ('The Mission 
of Hinduism', Daily News and Leader, 30 
April 1915; Abinger Edition, vol 16), 
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Forster had written: 'And to the objection 
"What is India? Are there not a hundred 
Indias?" she replies that India once was, 
still essentially is, and in the future visibly 
shall be, One 'Cf. also p.261 
The reference to these great personalities of India 
does not provide many details and there are some errors 
regarding the dates of these poets. 
Hafiz Shirazi, whose full name was Muhammad Hafiz 
Shirazi was a Persian lyric poet and supreme master of 
ghazal. Hafiz's exact dates and details of life are much 
disputed. His pen-name Hafiz signifies that he had 
memorized the Quran, and his poetry displays his 
thorough grounding in Arabic and Islamic traditions and in 
various branches of secular knowledge and Persian 
literature. Hafiz's literary fame rests on his Diwan. the 
collection of his poems in ghazal form. A few excerpts in 
translation are cited below: 
If that Shirazi Turk will take my heart in to 
his hand. 
I'll give up, for his Indian beauty spot, all 
Samarkand and Bukhara. 
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The green fields of heaven I saw and the new 
moon's sickle. And I was minded of what I 'd 
sown and reaping day to come.^  
Hall (1837-1915): Altaf Hussain Mali was an eminent 
poet, critic and biographer of Urdu. He started his poetic 
career as a ghazal writer. While publishing his poetic 
collection, he wrote an introduction to it, Muqadma-e-
Sher-0-Shairi. the first substantial work in Urdu on literary 
criticism. He also wrote biographies of Sir Syed, Havat-e-
Javed. of Persian poet, Sadi, Havat-e-Sadi and of Ghalib 
Yadgar-e-Ghalib.^ 
Mohammad Iqbal (b1877-d 1938) was one of the 
great poets of his time and Forster was deeply impressed 
by his philosophy and poetry. 
Iqbal was born at Slalkot In Punjab in 1877. His 
knowledge of Islamic thought and literature, especially of 
the Persian classics was profound. In U d^u he ranks high 
as a philosophical poet and is considered next to Ghalib in 
charm, depth and variety of ideas. He wrote poetry which 
drew on Islamic sources. He makes Muslims realize that 
since their religion and cultural traditions are different 
from those of Hindus, their political destiny is different as 
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well. He thought that Islam once freed from the shackles 
of theological thought, Is capable of giving a better deal to 
mankind by emphasizing its doctrine of equality and 
regard of human dignity. He opposed the Western way of 
life that looked upon man as "a thing to the exploited and 
not as a personality to be developed".^ He died in 1938 
mourned by Muslims in India and other countries as well. 
Page 42: the quatrain is from ttie 
sixteentti-century tomb of Ali Band at 
Bidar. Tt)e passage in whicf) it occurs is 
not in ttie manuscript (which for this 
chapter dates from 1913-14), and it is 
probable that Forster saw this tomb oniy 
during his second visit (1921) to India, 
perhaps while touring with Syed Ross 
Masood, who may have supplied the 
translation. 
Forster during his visit to Hyderabad, spent most of 
his time in sightseeing, including the tomb of Ali Barid in 
Bidar and saw there an inscription which appears in A 
Passage to India and we do not find its mention in the 
above notes. 
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Alas, without me for thousands of years. 
The Rose will blossom and Spring will 
bloom. But those who have secretly 
understood my heart. They will approach 
and visit the grave where I lie.'* 
Page 56: the L.G. or Lieutenant Governor 
of e Province was increasingly l<nown by 
ttie stiorter title of Governor. 
Dilkustia ('Heart's Ease') was, as we know 
from J.R. Ackerley's Hindoo Holiday, the 
name of a garden owned by the Prime 
l\^inister of Chhatarpur. 
The correct reference is that Dilkusha was a replica 
of 'Dar-as-Salam'^ the name of Dr. M.A. Ansari's 
residence, which is followed by Forster in his novel A 
Passage to India, by naming Aziz's house as Dilkusha. Dr. 
Ansari was a freedom fighter who actively participated in 
the freedom struggle and served as President of both 
Muslim League and Indian National Congress and it was in 
this house that people of all shades of political views met 
together. 
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Page 61: 'bound to grow'. In 'India Again' 
(see note to p.46) Forster has described 
'the lifting of purdah, the increasing 
emancipation of women' between his first 
visit to India in 1912-13 and his third in 
1945. Mrs. Turton's attitude to purdah 
parties recalls that of Mrs. Spencer, wife 
of the Collector at Allahabad: 'Mrs. 
Spencer hated anything Indian - Purdah 
parties no good.' (Indian Diary, 4 January 
1913, where Mrs. is quoted saying 7 
despise the native at the bottom of my 
heart.' 
We find that Forster's novel is permeated by an 
awareness of the changing status of India's IVIuslim 
women. Aziz Inveighs against purdah. Forster became 
alive to this issue during his second visit, when the lifting 
of purdah was more marked than it was in 1913. He 
remarks in his diary that Mrs. Hydari is 'the first 
Mohammedan lady I have seen'.^ 
Page 81: Fielding's Garden House stands 
or stood^ near Aurangabad. Forster's 
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Indian Diary, 24 Marcti 1913,records how 
his friend Saeed-not to be confused with 
Syed Ross Masood-'tool< me to stop with 
him in a lovely wooden hall: two rows of 
triple arches which, like the internal 
pavilions, were painted blue....Square 
tank of green water.' 
Not only Forster's Indian Diary, 24 IVIarch 1913, 
records Fielding's Garden House near Aurangabad as 
Saeed's house stood outside the city and we find such 
description in Forster's A Passage to India too, where he 
shows "Fielding's Garden House stands near Aurangabad 
(p.xxix) as heavenly, a very beautiful room opening into 
garden through three high arches of wood" ,^ Aziz also 
calls the attention of Mrs. Moore and Adela Quested to the 
carving on the blue painted pillar.' 
Page 83: The successive reign of the six 
great Mogul Emperors of India-Babur, 
Humayun, Akbar, Jahangir, Shah Jahan, 
and Aurangzebe-covered a period of 
nearly two centuries, 1526-1707. Mogul 
power declined after the death of 
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Auragzebe, whose title as Emperor was 
Alamgir. Ttie Peacock Throne, made of 
pure gold and studded with gems, was 
carried off from the Diwan-i-Am (Palace 
Hall of public audience) in Delhi's Red 
Fort by the Persian King Nadir Shah, who 
occupied Delhi in 1739. 
A brief account of the Mughal history is given above. 
An account of the great Mughal Ennpire was necessary for 
a better appreciation. Forster admired Mughal architecture 
and rulers. That is why we also find in A Passage to India. 
Aziz recalling past Mughal history. The Peacock Throne 
was made of pure gold studded with jewels. The Throne 
was in the form of a cot bedstead of golden legs. The 
canopy was supported by twelve pillars, each of which 
bore two peacocks studded with gems. A tree covered with 
diamonds, rubles and pearls stood between the birds of 
each pair.® The Inner roof was enamelled and the outer 
was covered with rubies and other jewels. Three jeweled 
steps led to emperor's seat, surrounded with eleven 
jeweled panels and the Koh-i-Nur added to pomp and 
magnificence to the court. It was carried away to Persia by 
Nadir Shah in 1739. 
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Page 88: A 'great banquet with a nautch' 
was given at Deltii in Forster's tionour on 
2 November 1912, and described in tiis 
Indian Diary and a letter to his mother, 6 
November 1912. 
The water system of Aurangabad, built by 
Aurangzebe, is described by Forster in a 
letter to his mother, 26 March 1913. 
In the note, we find an incomplete description of the 
banquet. The person who gave the banquet in honour of 
Forster is not mentioned. We find that Dr. M.A. Ansari was 
one of the close friends of Forster, an important figure 
both in politics and medical practice. He had arranged for 
Forster a banquet with a nautch (Forster says "Food at 8.0 
then off to Nautch,)^" entertainment of elaborate dances 
common in wealthy and cultured Muslim circles. Ansari 
offered him an opportunity to study the Indian social life. 
He was flattered to be a guest in an Indian Muslim home. 
Likewise, there is only the mention of water system 
of Aurangabad but Aurangzeb also built the mausoleum of 
his wife Rabla-ud-Daurani, near Aurangabad with 
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deamned arches and beautiful embellishment besides 
good water drainage. 
Page 90: Urdu proverb quoted by Aziz is 
recorded by Forster (as 'if we are all 
unhappy together it doesn't matter) in his 
Indian Diary, 27 March 1913. 
Though this Urdu proverb appears in the notes, its 
functional role in the context of the novel is not brought 
out. Its real meaning is that it does not matter if we are 
unhappy. What brings satisfaction is that we are together 
because togetherness and unity can drive away even the 
biggest trouble, as in the novel the unity among Muslims 
during Aziz's case is highlighted. People were with him in 
his crisis, expressing their solidarity with him. 
Page 101: The bird is the common lora. 
Forster's attitude to Penny's ignorance of 
Indian birds may be inferred from this note 
and from the fact that in 1921 he was in 
the habit of going out before breakfast, 
with bird book in hand; according to Syed 
All Akbar (Illustrated Weekly of India, 18 
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October 1970),'his joy knew nl bounds 
when he succeeded in identifying a bird'. 
The enthusiasm for bird-watching probably explains 
the frequent and accurate reference to Indian birds in the 
novel. Syed All Akbar demonstrates that Forster had an 
illustrated book of Indian birds with him. He writes that 
Forster would get up early in the morning while Masood 
was asleep and go out into the country with the book to 
watch the birds".""^  
Page 110: the l\/lohurram troubles 
sl<etched here were very common: "There 
was a record l<ept in the poiice station 
which it was part of one's duty to l<eep up 
to date. This recorded all the customs in 
connection with festivals; the route which 
the I^ohurram procession would follow, 
whether it went near a particular temple or 
not, whether it went near some particular 
peepuC tree which might become holy in 
the course of time. You had to see that 
they followed the exact precedent." It 
required only the slightest deviation, 
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infringement or supposed provocation to 
create a full scale riot,' (Plain Tales, 
p. 204) 
This reference to the precautions tal^ en during 
Mohurranj is correct because sometimes the religious 
rituals and processions caused tension and created law 
and order problems. Since Forster had himself observed 
the tazias taken out in Mohurram procession; he mentions 
in his novel about the precautions being taken by 
Conciliation Committees, and Committees of Notables 
being set up by Collector for peace and safety. 
Page 118: Syed Mohammed's 'biting 
scorn' about the religious fairs at 
Allahabad and Ujjain recalls Masood's 
exclamation, recorded by Forster in The 
Hill of Devi, at the antics of the saddhus at 
Ujjain: "My dear chap, I ask you!" said 
Masood, as if it was my fault.' Allahabad, 
at the confluence of the three sacred 
rivers Ganga (Ganges), Jumna and the 
legendary Saraswati ('invisible except to 
the eye of faith"-Forster to his mother 5"' 
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January 1913) is still the scene of periodic 
religious fairs at which Hindu pilgrims 
assemble for a ritual bath; as in Ujjain, by 
the Sipra whose 'radiant waters' are 
described by Kalidasa in his poem 
Meahaduta (The Cloud Messenger). 
Forster saw one of these fairs at 
Allahabad in 1913, and has described 
Ujjain, Its legendary king Vikramaditya and 
the 'nine gems' of his court in an essay 
first published in 1914 and reprinted in 
Abinaer Harvest. 
In the above note, there is one spelling mistake of 
Jumna, the correct word is "Jamuna". To some extent the 
'biting scorn of Syed IVIohammad recalls Masood's 
exiamation but he spoke with more hatred and bitterness 
than Masood. Syed Mohammad had visited religious fairs 
at Allahabad and Ujjain. At Allahabad, there was flowing 
water, which carried impurities, at Ujjain river Sipra was 
banked up and thousands of bathers deposited their germs 
in the pool. He spoke with disgust of the hot sun, cow-
dung and marigold flowers and of sadhus who strode 
naked through the streets.'^^ 
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Page 118: Ghalib (1797-1869) was an 
Urdu poet much admired by Masood; the 
reference, on p. 119, to 'his own tulips 
and roses' is to a poem quoted by Masood 
in an article on 'Some Aspects of Urdu 
Poetry' published .doubtless though 
Forster's agency, in the Athenaeum, 9, 
January1920. 
The above note does not fully bring out the 
significance of Ghalib. Forster and Masood were greatly 
influenced by him. Often we find Forster quoting his 
poetry. Ghalib an eminent Urdu Poet was born on 27 
December 1797. Ghalib believed in Shaikh Ali Hazim's 
dictim that 'tasawwuf (mysticism God) was good for 
writing poetry.'^' No other Urdu poet, other than Ghalib 
has mentioned flower or garden as a symbol of the 
material world. He was the last representative of the 
glorious Mughal culture and of the intellectual tradition in 
India. He died in 1869. 
Page 119: 'the sister kingdoms of the 
north'. The pan-Islamic feeling expressed 
by Aziz had been encountered by Forster 
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in 1912, in the context to ttie First Ballon 
War and the Italian conquest of 
Tripolitania, and had become widespread 
in India after the launching in 1920 of the 
Khilafat movement as a protest against 
Britain's support of the Treaty of Sevres, 
which dismembered the Turkish Empire 
and Jeopardized the position of the Caliph, 
the spiritual head of Islam. 
The above notes does not provide the reference of 
the Balkan War. The reference to the Balkan war and the 
Indian Mussalmans appeared in the Hindustan Reviev^ of 
July 1913 which offers a good example of the intense 
emotional involvement of the Indian Muslim community. A 
comparison between this article and that of Masood's 
piece reveals similarities of style and voice. (IVIasood's 
"How to save the great Muslim Culture?" in Khavaban-e-
Masood). The same emotional involvement is seen when 
the dismemberment of the Turkish Empire was proposed 
under the Treaty of Sevres (May 1920) to which Britain, as 
an Allied Power, was a party and this was taken by 
Muslims of India as a violation of Caliph's sovereignty and 
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of Islam. They therefore launched Khilafat Movement 
protesting against Britisher's part in Turkey 
Page 119: Ferghana, north of the Hindu-
Kush, was the small Timurid Kingdom 
inherited in 1494 by Babur, the first Mogul 
Emperor so dear to Aziz (cf. p.155): in 
'The Emperor Babur' (Nation and 
Athenaeum, I April 1922; reprinted in 
Abinaer Harvest) Forster had described it 
as 'a scrubby domain at the extreme north 
of the fashionable world'. Turkestan, a 
vast region that was never a kingdom, 
includes such famous Islamic centres as 
Bokhara and Samarkand. 
We find in the novel A Passage to India, the central 
character, Aziz talking about the glorious Mughal past and 
Babur as his favourite Mughal Emperor. Forster has also 
described the life of great personality of Babur in his 
essay Abinger Harvest. Babur was one of the favourite 
Mughal Emperors of Forster but we do not find any 
mention of his life and glorious achievements in these 
notes. Ferghana, which formed the northern part of the 
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region known as Mavara-un-Nahr or Trans-Oxiana, now 
part of the Russian Province of Turl^estan, after the death 
of his father Umar Shaikh l\/lirza and this province inciudes 
islamic centres as Bukhara, Samarkand as it was full of 
mosques, Oriental buildings and beautiful gardens. The 
conquest of Samarkand forced him towards India and he 
laid the foundation of the Great Mughal Empire in 1526. 
Page 149: The white marble Taj Mahal at 
Agra was built between 1630 and 1652 by 
the Mogul Emperor Shah Jahan as a tomb 
for his queen, Mumtaz-i-Mahal ('Pride of 
the Palace'). Forster visited it twice in 
1912, and again in 1921,when he wrote to 
his mother (letter of 26 September, 
included in The Hill of Devi): 'The first 
time, he (or she) looked hideous and hard, 
but we drove down again one evening and 
I have never seen the vision lovelier.' The 
letter gives further details, and comments: 
7 do like Islam, though I have had to come 
through Hinduism to discover it.' 
Forster had visited different historical places in India 
but the beautiful white Taj Mahal attracted him most. 
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During his second visit, he wrote a letter from Chhattarpur, 
"After nine years, I resisted the Taj...a IVIuezzin with a 
most glorious voice gave the evening call to prayer from a 
IVIosque". Percy Brown writes "while the structural portions 
seem to have been in the hands of Muhammedans the 
decoration was mainly the work of Hindu craftsman." '^* 
The building though Persian in design, contains some 
features of Hindu architecture and decoration. The main 
dome by its shape of Timuri extraction, its remote 
ancestor being the Dome of the Rock at Jerusalem, on the 
other hand, the cupolas with their wide caves are of 
indigenous origin, being derived from the overlapping 
rings, of masonry which formed the vaulted ceiling of 
Hindu temple."^' It shows the conjugal love that inspired it 
has been described as a lyric in stone. 
Page 155: Babur (1483-1530). the first 
Mogul emperor, is tlie subject of an essay 
in Abinaer Harvest. wtiere Forster 
recounts ttie story of Babur sacrificing tiis 
life for his son and successor Humayun 
(1508-56). 
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As already mentioned that Forster has given 
description of Babur's iife in his essay Abinaer Harvest 
but the story of his sacrifice is not related. Stanley Lane 
Poole says "Babur Is the most captivating personality in 
Oriental history, a link between Central Asia and India, 
between Timur and Akbar." He will be remembered for 
sacrificing his life for the sake of his son, Humayun who 
fell ill at Sambhal. Babur consulted Saint Abu Baqa who 
advised to seek remedy from God and give the most 
valuable thing in charity. Babur thus gave himself as a 
sacrifice before God taking his son's illness and died". 
Page 156: Akbar's 'new religion', tiie 
Din-i'llalii or 'Divine Faith' was 
promulgated in 1582. It was an eclectic 
creed, its monotheism being tinged with 
pantheism, and was intended to embrace 
all existing religions, with Akbar himself as 
its spiritual head. A total failure, it did not 
survive his death in 1605. 
Aziz in A Passage to India is shown criticizing Akbar 
as half-Hindu as he was not a staunch Muslim, and that is 
why his new religion Din-i-lllahi proved a big failure. Akbar 
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prescribed human reason as the basis of religion and 
emphasized religious tolerance. He made an attempt to 
bring synthesis of various religions as 'Tawahid-i-lllahi'^^ 
or Divine IVIonotheism, based on universal tolerance. But 
the religion perished v^ ith Akbar's death as he fancied 
himself as the religious head so his conception of kingship 
was that he considered himself as the father of his 
subjects. Both Hindus and Muslims did not give up their 
ancestral beliefs and practices. 
Page 158: Bijapur, an ancient city 
originally l<nown as Vijayapura ('City of 
Victory'), includes among its monuments 
ttie mausoleum of Mohammed Adii Shah 
known as the Gol Gumbaz ('Round Dome') 
which contains a perfect whispering 
gallery. Mandu.'one of ruined cities in 
which India specializes', was visited by 
Forster on 5 October 1921, and is 
described, along with his distrait state at 
the time, in The Hill of Devi. 
The description given is correct but an important 
point is missing that his dome is said to be one of the 
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largest in the world. The best known buildings of Bijapur 
are built on the older style of architecture. 
Page 182: the retention as a defence 
barrister of a iriintiu 'wlio liad a tiigti 
reputation professionally and personally, 
but who was notoriously anti-British' and 
loathed at the Club' Is perhaps an allusion 
to the speeches made in 1921 by Gandhi 
in support of the arrested Khilafat leaders 
Mohammed All and Shaukat All. 
The retention of Hindu barrister at the club was 
similar to the speeches made by Gandhi during Khilafat 
agitation. As AM Brothers were put on trial and sentenced 
to two years' imprisonment for a resolution they had 
passed that Indian troops should not serve the British and 
Gandhi made impassioned speeches against their arrest 
condemning Britisher policy to curb the movement, 
describing It as page after page of thinly disguised official 
white wash. 
Page 198: These Mohurram items were 
observed at Jubbulpore. Hussain, the 
second son of the fourth Moslem Caliph 
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AH by Fatima, the Prophet's daughter, was 
killed at Kerbela in Iraq in 680, after an 
unsuccessful bid for the Caliphate. 
The description of Mohurram is not accurate. It is tlie 
first month of the l\/lusiim year. Ninth Mohurram is the fast 
day of the ShI-i-ascatics, the tenth as the anniversary of 
Kerbala (60/680) on which Husain B. Ali D. Abi Taiib^' feii 
fighting against the Caliph Yazid son of Muawiya and 
therefore the great day of mourning for the Shia 
celebrated by pilgrimages to the sacred places of Shia 
especially to Kerbala. 
Page 214: The Shalimar or Shalamar 
gardens of Kashmir and of Lahore (now in 
Pakistan) were built by the Mogul 
Emperors Jahangir and Shah Jahan 
respectively. Forster visited the gardens 
in Lahore on 25 February 1913. 
The note does not provide sufficient description of 
these gardens. Shah Jahan laid the foundation of 
Shalamar garden in Lahore which is next to Taj Mahal in 
beauty and fame. It comprises two charbaghs joined by a 
narrow terrace, the entire circle is parcelled into flower 
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beds and we find the inscription at the Shalamar garden 
beautifully laid out: 
Sweet is this garden through the envy of 
which the tulip is spotted. The rose of the 
sun and the moon forms its beautiful 
lamps.*" 
Another Shalamar Bagh in Srinagar in Kashmir was 
built by Jahangir, with the background of mountains and 
commanding the view of beautiful Dal lake. 
Page 223: Mahmoud All's 'ponderous and 
ill-judged Irony' recalls a sentences in a 
letter of Forster's published in the 
Manchester Guardian, 29, March 1919. 
Describing the 'disgraceful' condition in 
British -run hospitals for members of the 
wartime Egyptian Labour Camps, Forster 
comments: 'The official view, apparently, 
was that the Egyptians are never ill, but if 
ill are certain to die....' 
Mahmoud AM, the leading barrister, a Muslim member 
of the Indian National Congress describes the condition of 
a long sallow, elongated meandering hospital, a foul place 
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with no better facilities provided for the recovery of the 
patients. That is why we find in the novel A Passage to 
India, the unhealthy environment in hospital when Aziz 
suffered from diaherrea. 
Page 264: an uneasy, short-lived 'Hindu-
Moslem entente' such as that described in 
this chapter characterized India during the 
period 1920-23, when there was common 
anti-British ground between the Indian 
National Congress and the Khilafat 
movement (which ended with the Turkish 
deposition of the Khalif, Mohammed VI). 
We find the same unity among the Muslims prevailing 
during Aziz's trial as witnessed during Khilafat movement. 
It was on the issue of the Caliphate that the Ottoman 
Sultans had claimed to be the Caliph and it was identified 
with political sovereignty of the Sultan. As Muslims had 
emotional attachment to a Caliph, they argued that he 
should be provided with sufficient power to defend the 
interests of Muslims all over the world. And it seemed that 
communal unity was achieved as Hindu and Muslims 
fraternized. 
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Page 272: The 'shallow arcades' of the 
mosque echo the 'sallow arcades' of the 
MInto Hospital. 
'There is no God but God; and Mohammed 
is but the Prophet of God' is the 
fundamental tenet of Islam. 
Forster was greatly influenced by Islam and its 
teachings. His praise of Islam was abundant. The central 
truth 'There is no God but God; and Mohammed is but the 
Prophet of God' is faithfully expressed in the Moslem 
architecture. It was Forster's attachment to Islam that we 
find in the essay Abinqer Harvest, the beautiful description 
of the mosque architecture. But in the notes author's 
linking of the shallow arcades of the mosque to the sallow 
arcades of Minto hospital does not sound appropriate. It 
seems a mockery of feelings associated with its 
construction by linking mosque to that of the pale arcades 
of Minto Hospital. 
Page 276: Afzul Khan, the Moslem 
commander of Bijapur (see note to p. 158), 
was in 1659 enticed to a private parley by 
the Maratha leader Sivaji, who disposed of 
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him by embracing iiim witli steel claws 
attaclied to his fingers. 
Afzal's, Khan episode given in the notes does not 
clarify the author's intention. The Bijapur government had 
suffered a loss of territory at the hand of Shivaji, so Afzal 
Khan was called to put down Shivaji In a great encounter 
in the village of Par. As Shivaji reached the pavilion, he 
bowed in salutation. Afzal advancing few steps, embraced 
Shivaji and taking out his sword stuck a blow at him. But 
as Shivaji wore armour under his coat, the blow proved 
ineffective and Shivaji in turn tore Khan's, bowels with 
steel claws.""^  
Page 283: an inscription saying 'God si 
Love' was seen by Forster on 10 January 
1913 at Moghui Sarai railway station, in 
capital letters on d/oc/cs of marble. 
Forster in his dairy of 1912-13 visit, states the origin 
of 'God si Love' At Moghui Sarai station; Right is might. 
Might is right. Time is money in block letter written on 
marble blocks "Indian Diary" P.56. 'God si Love' is the 
message given by Mrs. Moore to her son and others in A 
Passage to India. 
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God si Love was also a comic emblem of two cultural 
misunderstandings, the rendering of the Hindu concept 
into English. Such ambivalence is echoed at many 
instances in the novel. Example in A Passage to India, the 
English women cannot understand Mrs. Bhatacharaya's, 
inviting them to her home at a time when she will not be 
there, Aziz misconstrues Fielding's marriage etc. 
Page 290: Plassy (1757) was the battle in 
which Robert Clive with a force of some 
3,000 men defeated a much bigger army 
under the Nawab SuraJ-ud- Dowlah and 
decided the fate of Bengal. 
First of all, there is an error in the name of Nawab 
which is Siraj-ud-Dowlah. The most important victory for 
East India Company was its victory in Bengal. In 1756, 
Siraj-ud-Dowlah became Nawab and Robert Clive was the 
governor general who despose the Nawab. He captured 
Chandernagar, the French factory in Bengal, which 
supported Siraj. He went to meet Nawab's forces at 
Plassey in 1757. The Nawab was defeated and put to 
death. 
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Page 292: Shrines of the Head and of the 
Body were shown at Dhar. The 
architecture of the Shrine of the Head was 
suggested by a building on a hill near 
Bidar. Forster visited Dhar and Bidar in 
October and November 1921 respectively. 
In Forster's notes on his visit to India, we find tiiat 
the Saint with his head and body in separate shrines, 
resembles Osiris scattered in fourteen pieces by Dionysus 
chopped by Titans. Forster found the Shrine at Dhar. 'Its 
architecture was suggested by a building on a hill near 
Bihar'.^ ^ If Krishna with his flute in the Hindu Orpheus, this 
saint with his head under his arm, is a kind of Moslem 
Orpheus. Forster by describing it in the novel points to 
echoes between Islam and Hinduism connecting mosque, 
cave and temple sections. 
Page 314: The poem is the 'l\/lasnavi' of 
Jalaluddin Rumi (Persian mystic poet, 
1207-73), a work to which there are other 
allusions in Aziz's talk. The civilization, or 
blend of civilizations, which produced Aziz 
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has been movingly evoked by the novelist 
Ahmed All, in his Twilight in Delhi. 
Iqbal was also influenced and deeply indebted to 
Rumi's philosophy in that he quotes him again and again 
with deep appreciation. For he had an aversion for those 
Sufis who preached mystic quietism. Ahmed AM in 'Twilight 
in Delhi'^ ^ felt that individuals were here less important, 
yet he never lost his faith in the power of personal 
relations to create island of affection and order. A poem 
about Mecca is borrowed from Masnavi of Jalaluddin 
Rumi. 
Page 316: 'Fifty or five hundred years': on 
27 March 1913,. Abu Saeed Mirza, 
Forster's host at Aurangabad, had, while 
riding with Forster,'burst out against 
English. "It may be 50 or 500 years but we 
shall turn you out."...Horse curvetting all 
the time in the sunset'. 
Forster met Abu Saeed Mirza in Aurangabad, a 
centre of Maratha culture, a headquarter of northernmost 
part of Hyderabad. A horseride with him into the 
countryside is the inspiration for the crucial scene at the 
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end of Forster's novel in which Aziz and Fielding go 
riding." It may - out^ .^ Forster takes Saeed's speech and 
expands it in the novel A Passage to India into Aziz's 
outburst against British rule, the spirit and vitality of this 
young Muslim who no longer wants the approval of 
foreigners is taken from Abu Saeed Mirza. Forster sees 
Saeed as a direct descendant of the Mughals and he 
presents Aziz in the same mould. 
Also we find some misconceptions in the glossary of 
Oriental words and pharses given below. 
Badmash-'One following evil courses' 
The definition of the word is not sufficient as well as 
origin of the word is also missing. Therefore to make it 
more clear we may say that it is an Urdu word meaning, an 
evil character following an evil course. Forster had heard 
it (Indian Diary, 12 March 1913) at Jodhpur as the visitor 
to the palace blew their noses with their fingers. 
Band-Ghari: a covered carriage 
The meaning given here is inappropriate and does 
not bring out its significance in full. It is a car enclosed on 
all side. 'Band' a Persian word to mean 'closed' and 
'Ghari' (Hindi) for carriage. So on the whole, Band-Ghari 
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is meant for carrying piyrcya/7-observing women, driven by 
bullocl^ s or by horses. 
Begum-a princes, a Mistress, a Lady of Ranl<; 
applied to Mohammedans ladies.... 
Thougli the meaning given is correct but nothing is 
said about the origin of this word. It is an Urdu word as 
Begum I.e a high ranking Muslim lady, derived from Turkic 
"bigim", 
Bulbul - Persian for nightiangle 
This is an incomplete annotation. It is a songbird 
often mentioned in Persian poetry. Its song and melody is 
associated with love poetry. Also its attachment to rose is 
a well known fable. 
Bundobust - arrangement, organisation. To make a bad 
bandobust is to make a mess of things. 
This word stands for the arrangement of land 
revenue. Its origin is Urdu. Land revenue during the 
Mughal period was considered as an important source of 
income. Cultivated land was measured and one third of the 
produce was fixed as the state share in the form of taxes. 
Chukker - One of the periods into which a game of polo is 
divided. 
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Again the origin is missing, it is used in botii Urdu 
and IHindi. In Urdu it signifies a round. 
Chuprassy - the bearer of a chapras ie a badge- plate...an 
office messenger or tienctiman. 
It is also an Urdu word which means a peon. 
Darbar- the executive government of Native State. 
The meaning of this word is incomplete.' Durbar' in 
India refers to the court of a native prince or ruler, a 
public audience or a levee held by a native prince or by a 
British government or recovery; an official reception. 
Fez- a conical cap of red felt 
It is a felt cap, usually of red colour, having the 
shape of truncated cone, and ornamented with a long 
blacl< tassel, formerly the national headdress of Turks. 
Hakim - doctor 
In Arabaic, Hakim is a wise man, a learned one or a 
ruler, judge or a governor, 
Huzoor- ('the presence') 'used by natives as a respectful 
way of speaking of or to exalted personages, to or of their 
master ' 
'Huzoor' is an Arabic word for addressing someone 
honourably. 
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Hammam - Turkish bath 
It is an Arabic word for a public place where people 
used to take bath and were provided with all sorts of toilet 
luxuries 
Izzat - reputation, prestige 
Nothing is said about its origin. It is an Arabic word 
denoting honour, dignity, respect and glory. 
l\/lali - gardener 
It is a Hindi word for a gardener. 
Mohurram - 'properly the name of the first month of the 
Mohammedan lunar year. But in India the term is applied 
to the period of fasting and public mourning observed 
during that month in commemoration of the death of Hasan 
and his brother Husain. 
The interpretation given here is not correct as 
Moharrum commemorates the martyrdom of Muhammed's 
grandson Husain and not Hasan. It is the first month of the 
Muslim year. At Kerbala, in 680 A.D. Husain sacrificed his 
life fighting against the Caliph Yazid and therefore it is the 
day for mourning. 
It is probable that ancient rites of earlier 
mythological festivals like the Tammuz and Adonis cults 
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have survived in the subsidiary plays which in India have 
been adapted by some Sunnis and even Hindus, the 
banners for the procession, a large staff, the head of 
Husain which was cut off, have thus their ancient 
prototypes. That the significance of the sacred properties 
has altered is shown by the fact that among the Shi'i 
Tatars the Tabut (Tazia) is called "the marriage house of 
Kasim". In many places there are accompanying rites with 
water, which were originally indigenous; the throwing of 
the tabut into water among the Indian shi' is due to Hindu 
influence.^' 
Nawab - An Indian title of nobility 
This is an Urdu word meaning a title of nobility 
conferred upon Muslims of distinction. 
Nullah - Water - Course 
Nullah is a word in both, Urdu and Hindi, for a dry 
river bed a ravine, an intermittent water course, ravine or 
a gully 
Pan - 'The combination of betel area - nut, lime etc. 
which is politely offered....to visitors. Forster has written 
at length on this custom in Abinaer Harvest. 
It is a Hindi word, a leaf of betel, enclosing lime and 
areca mint chewed in India. It was a common custom 
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among Muslims to offer pan to their guests after dinner as 
part of cultural etiquette. 
Pathan - a member of one of the Pashto - speaking tribes 
from ttie North-West Frontier area. 
The description of tlie word is not sufficient for 
readers. It is used in Urdu and Hindi as well Pathan is an 
Afghan, specifically one of the people of Afghanistan of 
Indo-Afghan stock and Moslem religion, who settled in 
India, on its North - West frontier. 
Pul<ka - permanent, genuine, as used by l\/lrs. Turton 
commeil faut. 
It is a Hindi word i.e. something made of good 
material which is permanent and substantial. 
Punkah - Large, fixed and swinging fan, formed of cloth, 
stretched on a rectangular frame, and suspended from the 
ceiling, which is used to agitate the air in hot weather. 
There can be more additions made to the definition 
given here. It is a Hindi word used for a fan especially, 
large swinging screen like, hung from the ceiling and kept 
in motion by a servant or by machinery. In olden days, 
there was no electricity. So affluent people used fans in 
hot summer days. 
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Purdah - a curtain screening off the women's quarters in a 
house, the system of seclusion is thus symbolized. 
It may be described more elaborately as it is a 
Persian word literally meaning a veil, curtain, screen or a 
piece of cloth to cover the face as in those days men and 
women had separate quarters of their own. Purdah was 
considered to be a sign of respectability among Muslims 
and also among the higher classes of Hindus. The upper 
classes ladies, both Hindu and Muslims, went out of their 
houses on special occasions in covered litters known as 
palanquins. 
Sahib - the title by which, all over India, European 
gentlemen, and it may be said European generally, are 
addressed, and spoken of, when no disrespect is intended, 
by natives. 
It is an Urdu word used for a master, lords equivalent 
to Mister or Sir used by natives for addressing people of 
high rank. 
Sais - groom 
The meaning given is not appropriate. It is a Urdu 
word used of servant who looks after the horses. 
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Salaam - ('peace'): a word used as a salutation, a 
gesture of obeisance often accompanying such a 
salutation, and consisting of a low bow and the touching of 
forehead; to make gesture. 
In Arabic, 'salam' means to salute someone. It is 
customary among the Muslims to greet one another 
pronouncing Salaam. 
Shikar - hunting 
An Urdu/ Persian word means hunting or game. 
Tazia - a representation of the tombs of Hasan and 
Husain, carried in the Mohurram procession. 
The details of 7az/a given is totally incorrect as it 
has been stated earlier also that it is l-iusain whose 
sacrifice is commemorated and not of Hasan. It is a 
Persian word, an expression of condolence in general; in 
particular, however. It signifies the mourning for Husain. 
That 'Tabut' or 'Nash', a copy of the darih i.e. Husain's 
tomb at Kerbala, in popular language is also called Tazia. 
The time for its performance is the first ten days of 
Mohurram especially the tenth;^* 
Tonga - a small, light two wheeled carriage or cart. 
To be more precise ;'tonga' is used in both Urdu and 
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Hindi for a light two - wlieeled cart for four persons pulled 
by horses, and is a common means of conveyance in 
India. 
Topi - sun helmet 
It is a Hindi word for a sort of hat or helmet 
especially a light helmet made of pith. Muslims preferred 
to have topies on head while offering their prayers. 
Vakil - barrister 
It is a Arabic word meaning a lawyer or guardian. 
Wallah - man, fellow, used as a suffix with words such as 
punkah and tonga, 
As far as its meaning is concerned, it is all right. It is 
used in both Urdu and Hindi. 
To conclude, the notes and glossary are an attempt 
to explain the text, but on the whole they are not very 
helpful, lacking in accurate details, and contain some 
misconceptions about Islamic rituals and at times the 
description is not sufficient enougli to satisfy the 
curiousity of the readers and provide them with a clear 
picture. I have tried to correct some of the errors and to 
present in more details in order to help them understand 
the Oriental material better. 
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FORSTER'S VISITS TO INDIA 
Forster's friendship with Syed Ross i\/lasood led to 
his first visit to India. In 1912, he in company of Dickinson 
and R.C. Trevelyan, came to India. They spent a fortnight 
as guests of the Maharajah of Chhatarpur. The best fruit 
of his Indian journey was his novel A Passage to India. 
For this visit provided him with the locale, characters and 
incidents for the novel. Forster also wrote several short 
pieces on Indian life in the form of articles such as The 
Suppliant and Advance India. He found in India 'peace and 
happiness', graceful physical qualities of Indians as well 
as a variety of personal relationships. As he got to l^ now 
Indians, he developed greater fondness for them. One 
main engagement of Forster's mature years of authorships 
had been his search for the interpretation of India. 
His writings about India between 1912 and 1920 
comprise, letters, diaries and periodical essays, 
containing his brief yet comprehensive introduction of the 
picture of India. There are some imaginative and 
sympathetic accounts of certain elements of India's past 
heritage and culture as well as some observations on the 
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tradition of Indian temples, art and architecture. Tliere are 
investigations into the traditional aspects of Indian 
religions and comments on the actual state of Hindu and 
Muslim societies in India. His views on Imperialism in the 
Indian context are also expressed in these writings. 
Two principal themes define the scope of Forster's 
Interest in India, his awareness of the popular legends 
about India's past splendour and greatness and his actual 
observation of life and society in India. He sees that 
contemporary Indian Society, despite its high traditions of 
humanity and hospitality is backward with poverty and 
social differences. In the general context of social picture, 
Forster looks at the political developments. The period of 
his first visit was not marked by the political unrest which 
was to the fore in India during his second visit. 
From this disenchanting social scene, he turns to the 
features of Hindu society in the past as evidence of the 
greatness of Hindu character' and the vision of life. He 
notices that the past Hindu traditions were based on the 
concept of human life and society on caste, people 
belonging to various communities worshipping many gods 
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and goddesses, Forster saw in the old Hindu tradition the 
concept of unity and the variety of life. 
Forster's introduction to the world of Princely India 
occurred at Chhatarpur, a small native state. In 1912, 
Indian princes were confused, but still possessed absolute 
powers and were regarded as 'Ornaments of Empire'. 
Forster's later writings about India show him more drawn 
towards the country, attracted by chaos of social and 
political situation as well as the wide heritage of 
civilization. His early writings do not show such depth as 
his later ones, but were the foundation on which the later 
interpretation is built. These early writings show a mind 
that was deeply interested in India. 
Forster's Indian writings between 1921 and 1924, 
consist of letters, accounts of Dewas and other Indian 
native states, providing a realistic account of the critical 
phase of India's history. He wrote with equal 
understanding and penetration about human tradition as 
well as backwardness and obscurantism of some of the 
native states and also of the struggles in British India. 
There is a wide range of subjects in these writings by way 
of his description of visits to India, of its past culture and 
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heritage, Indian religion and his comments on the scenario 
of Hindu and Muslim societies. His interest was directed 
mainly towards India's past greatness and observation of 
its life and society. On his visit to Ujjain he noted that it 
was famous for religious fairs. He observed that India is 
backward, afflicted with economic poverty and social 
difference and backwardness, especially among the 
Muslim community. With social picture, he also studies the 
political developments in India. 
The political unrest was not there during his first 
visit, but he noted it during his second visit. The political 
crisis was caused by the partition of Bengal in 1905 and 
by the launching of the Swadeshi and boycott movements 
by Indian National congress. Forster looked at the political 
situation with deep sympathy. Forster found the British 
Government of India exploiting both the sects of 
community for its own ends fostering Muslim separation as 
a lever against Hindus. Islam was closer to Western 
culture, standing In a median position to the English and 
the Hindus. India was not one but diversed, of which only 
Muslims and Hindus are noticeable. Within separate 
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groups, Hindus and Muslims are united by their tradition, 
liistory, art and religion. 
These two worlds-Hindu and Muslim, Forster enters 
into each of them as they connect and draw apart and 
what interests him is not the relations between them, but 
their separation. He also witnessed the riots that brol<e out 
in different parts of country during the Independence 
movement. He mentions some of these tyrannies in Punjab 
where the riots between Hindus and Muslims took a 
serious turn. At the same time he also noticed the unity 
brought about the Hindu-Muslim entente in the wal<e of the 
Khilafat movement. He found the racial feelings in India 
stronger. He witnessed the sensitiveness, impulsiveness, 
the charm as well as the weakness of Muslims and Hindus 
in India. 
The Britishers failed to discriminate among the 
religious attitudes of Indians. The distinction between 
Muslims and Hindus matters only when this is politically 
necessary. The government's, 'divide and rule' policy 
separated the two races and had sown the seeds of 
hatred, jealousy and malice. And the result was in the 
form of riots. They grew scornful and were fighting with 
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one another, unable to understand the clever tactics of the 
English. But soon they realized the reality and were united 
to drive out their real enemy out of this country. 
Forster visited Sir Ross Masood at Aligarh where he 
found himself immersed in Muslim politics, since the 
Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental College had become a 
centre of Muslim nationalism. He investigated the political 
surface of India and explored its culture and literature. He 
spent two months in the company of the Muslim friends of 
Masood. He reflects the viewpoints of politicians such as 
Dr. Mohammed Iqbal, Mohammed All, Gandhi and Nehru in 
his novel A Passage to India and such influence of Hindu-
Muslim religions can be traced in the attitudes and actions 
of two characters-Gobole and Aziz. 
Forster's writings between 1921 and 1924, consist of 
letters and accounts of Dewas and other Indian Native 
states. When Forster came to India (1921) to work for 
Maharajah of Dewas as private secretary, British India 
was vibrant with activity and interest. In Dewas, he could 
live and work among Indian's without official pomp. He 
also toured other central Indian states and Hyderabad and 
acquired extensive knowledge of the affairs of Princely 
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states. Forster's letters from Dewas in 1921 and two 
articles The Mind of Indian Native States. The Nation and 
Athenaeum, contain his experiences in native India. 
Forster paints a gloomy picture of these states, afflicted 
with plague, epidemics, impoverished agriculture, 
economic imbalance and mal-administration. Forster's 
criticism of Princely India is true. The feudal system gave 
extensive powers to the princes and they abused it, 
oppressing their subjects. For this purpose, a Chamber of 
Princes was set up, along with constitutional reforms in 
British India in 1919. Forster wished the states and rest of 
India to come closer in order to lessen the gulf as the 
political awakening in Princely India was slow. The 
separation of the Princes and government of India's policy 
supporting it in exchange for the princes loyalty to British 
dominion. They wanted to strength their position by closer 
alliances, at the end of First World War. Even when the 
princes showed an interest in the democratizing thejr 
administration, they were opposed to the constitutional 
changes in British India. The Maharajah of Dewas was 
opposed to the introduction of popular government. With 
the British policy of protection and separation with regard 
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to Native Stales, Forster had no sympathy. With social and 
political problems of British India, linked with India's post 
- war democratic aspirations, he felt more familiar. He 
criticized unequal foundation and different base on which 
more enduring Indo-British relationship might have been 
constructed. 
Forster was in India from March 1921 till Jan.1922, a 
crucial period witnessing the nationalist agitation- the non-
co-operation movement. The major factor responsible for 
the conflict was, in Forster's view, the social gulf existing 
between the Indians and European communities. Forster 
supported the creation of a 'Democratic Empire'. He 
criticized the utilitarian outlook and held that the task of 
promoting Indian cultures and introducing them to Britain 
was ignored by the imperialists of utilitarian English class. 
He also criticized the 'Utilitarian doctrine' in the British 
India as it imposed Westernization trampling upon Indian 
traditions. He says Westernization, imposed as 'India's 
inevitable destiny'.'' He also disapproved the role of 
Christian missionaries. 
Forster shows the missionaries in A Passage to India 
as playing a limited and innocuous role. He raises the 
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question about the unemployed, well-qualified Indians and 
asks, 'Is it fair an Englishman should occupy one when 
Indians are available'^. The British answer came in the 
form of the Indianisation of Civil Service in 1920. The 
Indian Civil Service was under East India Company, 
limited to the British and his novel A Passage to India 
looks at some aspects of the Indianisation of these 
services. Portraying the character of Ronny, and Turton as 
'Little Gods' of Chandrapore in A Passage to India, he 
points to the inherent weakness of Indian Civil Services. 
Forster was certain that Britain had lost her chances 
in the Indian Empire. He criticized the sense of superiority 
of the British race, religion and intellectual wisdom on 
which the imperialist outlook and policies on India had 
been based. Like Gandhi, Forster contemplated an India, 
in which Indians and Englishmen might live in equality. 
Both valued personal relations above politics. The actual 
events surrounding the Amristar massacre have been 
woven into the story of A Passage to India. Forster's own 
portrayal of the scene at Chandrapore shows a close 
parallel^ the real situation at Amritsar. The events 
surrounding the Jalianwiala Massacre have been absorbed 
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into the story of A Passage to India. We find this in the 
creed of Ronny Heaslop in A Passage to India, as he says 
" I am out here to work, mind to hold this wretched country 
by force"^. It reminds one of Michael O'Dwyer, who 
thought of holding India by force and believed that British 
Raj existed for India's own good.'* He cites some of these 
tyrannies in Punjab as in Chandarpore where the troops 
are wanted because of the riots between Hindus and 
IVIuslims. He met Mohammed Ali in Delhi and was well-
acquainted with the growth of Khilafat movement and its 
results. The efforts of Ali Brothers, developed in the mind 
of Indian Muslims a natural feeling of kinship with the 
Turks based on thoughts of the oneness of Islamic faith. 
Forster condemns Britain's 'Treaty of Sevres'. 
Muslim politicians belonging to a group developed an 
ideology based on Islam. Two of its members were 
Mohammed Ali and Iqbal, poet-philosopher, who saw the 
political regeneration of Muslims through the awareness of 
their Islamic heritage. Gandhi returned to India in 1915 
after twenty years in South Africa with well-developed 
ideas about Hindu-Muslim relations^ Indian independence 
and the national movement. Forster creates a synthesis of 
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poetry and politics tiiat gives assent to the proposition tiiat 
poets are tiie creators of nations. By nneans of tliis 
synthesis, he twists Iqbal's statement. "Be a l\/lusiim 
before you are Indian", you can be an Indian, means "you 
can be an Indian first before you are a IVIuslim". He 
intends to convey that the nation is more important than 
religion and one should develop strong nationalist feelings 
and be ready to sacrifice one's life without any distinction 
of creed, sex or race. 
Forster presents Mau both as the cradle of Hinduism 
and of India. In other words, it is Mau's Hinduness that 
makes it a symbol for India in Iqbalian terms. But by 
presenting Hinduism's freeing vision as extensive, he 
shows that it is possible for a Muslim like Aziz to become 
an Indian patriot, a nationalist, and yet remain a Muslim. 
Indian Muslims on the other hand, clung to the cultural 
traditions bound up with the practice of their religion and 
of a brilliant civilization which irreplaceable by anything 
the West had to offer. 
Syed Ahmad Khan launched the Aligarh Movement. 
Muslims were weak, backward and only a constructive 
programme could salvage them. He laid great emphasis on 
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education and scientific knowledge. His efforts resulted in 
founding the Mohammedan-Anglo-Oriental College in 1877 
to assimilate the best in Western life and thought into 
Indo-Muslim culture. Then he took up the Quran and the 
traditions of the Prophet, to explain them in the light of 
scientific progress. The most important Muslim intellectual 
figures of this period were Iqbal and Muhammad AM, and a 
host of less known authors as Amir AM, who became 
famous for his The Spirit of Islam. Mohammed Iqbal, poet 
and philosopher contributed a lot. His knowledge of 
Islamic thought and literature, especially of the Persian 
classics, was profound. The division of humanity into 
national and social groups, according to him, was the 
greatest curse of the day. Islam provides the remedy for 
many of the ills. He called the endless succession of 
Hindu-Muslim riots a virtual civil war, not well organised 
under the proper leadership. 
Mohammed AM launched the Khilafat movement. He 
was a true representative of the ideals of Islam and the 
feelings of Indian Muslims. It was necessary that the 
sacred places of Islam, Makka and Madina, should be free 
from non-muslim control and since Sharif Husain was 
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merely a British puppet, lie could not serve as a true 
custodian of the holy places. To the Indian Muslims these 
arguments had a strong religious appeal. Communal unity 
was achieved by active participation of both Hindus and 
Muslims. The Hindu-Muslim entente brought out by 
Khilafat is also presented in A Passage to India. Forster 
also describes the Swarajist policy of 'Obstruction. His 
visit to Hyderabad yields the following insights. 
1. Non-cooperation movement had to be recognized as 
the real national protest. 
2. The visit of the Prince of Wales was a failure. 
3. The dissolution of British India was inevitable. 
Forster returned from his second visit to India 
witnessing the signs of the dissolution of the Empire. 
A deeply personal realisation of the end of the 
imperial Indian and inquisitive look at the face of the 
new and traditional India are the salient points of his 
writings. 
To understand India was the keynote of Forster's 
approach. The complexities of India's past traditions, the 
great variety presented by the range of her physical 
nature, with a large variety of people and the intricacy of 
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contemporary political situation. Forster's interest in 
looking beyond the confines of Anglo-India at the cost of 
Indian society and civilization is stimulated by distinctive 
qualities of the Indian way of life and of individual Indians. 
He v\/as struck by the peace and restfulness and the 
traditional warmth and generosity of Indian social life. He 
portrays India being perennially attractive with people, 
their stream of life, culture, civilization and religion . 
We also find in his description reference to such 
reforms of the day as-Constitutional Reforms of 1909, 
Morley-Minto Reforms, Government of India Act of 1919, 
Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms-that led to establishment of 
self- government in India. But their irrelevance is shown in 
A Passage to India, when Aziz tells Fielding: "What is the 
use for these reforms, conciliation committees and the 
councils of notables and official parties, when the English 
smear at our skins."^ Forster's portrayal of the political 
outlook of the Muslims is discussed in A Passage to India. 
Hindu-Muslim entente i.e. the political union brought by 
the Khilafat movement may be seen when the Hindus and 
Muslims are united during Aziz's trial in the court. Also we 
note in his writings allusions to the Non-Cooperation 
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movement in 1930 followed by 'Quit India' agitation as the 
climax of Indian political scene. Thus we see that Forster's 
account of his second visit shows the signs of the 
dissolution of the empire-The end of imperialism in India 
and inquisite look at the face of the new and traditional 
India. These themes are to the fore in A Passage to India 
and other writings. 
Forster also contributed a number of articles, written 
on various aspects of Indian society, religions^ art, 
architecture and Indian thought. These are two main 
directions in his later writings about India. In some of 
these articles, he looks at the changing Indian society 
emerging from British domination to acquire an 
independent status. While he searches for permanent 
meanings In some of India's long established traditions. 
Reflecting on the social and political scene after his 
third visit i.e. 1945, he observed that Indian society 
showed the signs of westernization. Industrialization had 
increased and purdah was breaking down and the people 
looked socially happier. He also looked with deep interest 
at certain aspects of the literary and cultural scene of 
modern India. The important writers like Tagore and Iqbal 
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had already drawn his attention. Modern Indian writers 
such as Mulk Raj Anand, Raja Rao and Ahmad Ali., all 
acknowledge that their recognition by the English 
speaking world was owing to Forster's sympathy for and 
initiative in introducing them. He praised the evocative 
power of Ahmad All's Twilight in Delhi and Anand's 
Untouchable^. He also mentions that though he took 
delight in Indian folk art but except with the work of 
painters of Calcutta as Jamini Roy.^  before 1950 in 
modern India cinema, he found nothing interesting to 
commend. He also noticed that the political interest was at 
the expense of neglecting economic and social issues. 
One can find the chimneys of the mills at Ahmedabad, 
factories near Calcutta had sprung up. Also some social 
changes as lifting of the purdah, increasing emancipation 
of women in cities such as Lahore and Hyderabad. On his 
first visit he hardly saw any woman unveiled, but later in 
1945, he saw ladies coming out of purdah and this 
inculcated a ray of hope in Forster who was sure that as in 
West, in India too, women will be on equal footing with 
men. 
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Regarding dinners and eatables, he writes of a buffet 
dinner, long tables with Indian food as 'Vegetarian' and 
'Non-Vegetarian'. He observed a large film industry, 
second largest in the world in Bombay. On architecture, he 
writes of the great university at Hyderabad built on 
American fashion, blending the two styles of Muslim and 
Buddhist architecture. Another great achievement was in 
the field of engineering-the titanic steel bridge over Hoogli 
in Calcutta. About painting and sculpture, he refers to 
Tagore's 'Shantiniketan' which is a sort of cultural 
university-'The Home of Peace'®. Apart from displaying his 
human interest, Forster's India also reflects his large 
sense of life in its universal form with its variety, 
contradiction and complexities of human and non-human 
life; his vision of India reflects the deep mystery of the 
creation as a whole. 
Forster believes in the value of fellowship between 
individuals and in human culture and cannot sympathize 
between the British and Indians. He believed in a world, a 
globe of men trying to reach one another and can best do 
so by goodwill, culture and intelligence. Forster's interest 
stimulated the Indian society and civilization by distinctive 
qualities of the Indian way of life and of individual Indians. 
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The complexities of India's past traditions and variety 
presented by range of her physical nature with different 
types of people and the intricacies of contemporary 
political situation attracted Forster's attention. He 
witnessed sensitiveness, impulsiveness, charm and 
weakness of Muslim and Hindu India. Most of the British 
authors write of India and Indians with contempt but 
Forster's object is to discover how people behave in 
relation to one another under the condition obtaining in 
India. He found that racial feelings in English were 
stronger but Indians on the other hand, were very 
sensitive to insult. Though a conquered people, they had 
not forgotten their past nor their culture or civilization. 
This shows his awareness of the complexities of the 
Indian way of life. Forster tried to find out a connecting 
link, a golden mean with which he could bridge the gap 
between the East and West. 
Forster's visit to India introduced him to an alien 
culture, which offered him new dimensions of history, 
religion and philosophy. He also got into personal 
relationships not only from intimate friendships with 
Indians but from the observation of the clash between the 
rulers and the ruled. Forster also witnessed the Gokul 
AsthamI and Dassera festival celebrated by Hindus with 
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pomp and show. The Moharram procession that forms a 
background through Aziz's trial in 'Caves' section of A 
Passage to India corresponds to Gokul Asthami in 
'Temple' section. It commemorates the martyrdom of 
several spiritual figures especially Prophet Muhammad's 
grandson, Hussain. 'The deepest grief does not exclude a 
part of being played by comic figures'. Mulsims mourn his 
death with passion and procession. The merriment of 
Gokul Asthami, both baffled and attracted him. Krishna 
worship strengthened the individual. Worshippers chant 
their beautiful Radha Krishna refrain. Forster provides 
echoes between Hinduism and Islam, hoping to reconcile 
the antagonist faiths. Muslim ceremonies as well as 
characters represent the willingness to suffer whatever 
pain is inherent in existence. Forster thus senses the 
affinity between the Hindu celebrating in Gokul Asthami, 
the return and departure of Krishna and the Muslim 
celebrating in Muharram the martyrdom and the saving 
presence of Hussain. Apart from these instances where 
Forster discovers a direct contrast between his feeling for 
Hinduism and Islam, one comes across several reference 
in his journals to Hindu mythology and to gods and 
goddesses. Though the Hindu ceremonies are described 
with deep curiosity yet his outlook is based on his 
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observation of the curious and bewildering ceremonies at 
Dewas and In contract, the situation of Islam is far less 
complicated, centered on the worship of one God free from 
idolatrous ceremonies which appeared to him reassuring 
and intelligible. 
He describes Krishna's birth ceremony, thus: 
The shrine... looked like a Flower Show on 
the last day, just before the people come 
to take away their exhibits. Dolly was 
there, smothered in the rubbish, lost in the 
scuffle in fact... There was palanquin, 
large and gorgeous, and shaped like a 
gondola with silver dragons at each end. 
Dolly got in with his rose leaves and a 
chrome picture of Tukaram, the Maratha 
Saint and banana leaves and fans and 
Village of Gokul. It is called Gokul 
Asthami i.e. the eight days feast in honour 
of Krishna who born at Gokul. There are 
group of singers, dancing all the time. 
Some praised God without attributes, 
others with attributes: the same mixture of 
fatuity and philosophy that ran through the 
whole festival. There is no dignity, no 
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taste, no form. I don't think one ought to 
be irritated with Idolatry because one can 
see from the faces of the people that it 
touches something very deep in their 
hearts.® 
Also the festival of Ganpati with other forms of Hindu 
worship and Ramanavmi are described. Rama an avtar of 
Vishnu and Hanuman, Rama's loyal companion and 
messenger. In a rather spontaneous way, Forster seems 
to have felt predisposed towards Islam yet nowhere in the 
account of his personal experience in India does he 
attempt to approach the subject of Islam deeply. The 
complexity of Hinduism elluded him while he had fully 
comprehended the essential meaning of Islam. 
There are some imaginative and sympathetic 
accounts of certain elements of India's past heritage and 
culture. For example the Gita. IVIeghduta and Shakuntala 
and some observations on the traditional aspects of Indian 
religion as well as comments on the actual state of Hindu 
and Muslim societies in India. Forster went around to all 
the important cities of India and travelled far and wide in 
the company of his Indian friends, both Hindu and Muslim. 
He paid visit to Gandhiji's Ashram at Sabarmati and also 
to the shrine of Khawaja Sahib of Ajmer. Forster was of 
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the view that relations between Hindu and Muslim may 
improve, but the opinion of each other will remain the 
same. About Dewas, he writes: 
There was no scenery, rivers, mountains, 
forests or wild animals with neither 
factories or railway station but only 
agriculture. Nearby stood Vindhaya Hills 
surrounded with trees and thick 
vegetation. 
States of Baroda, Indore and Gwalior encircle 
Dewas. 
About Chattarpur, he writes that: 
It is a remote native state in Bundelkhand, 
loveliest in morning when the spires of 
Jain temples pierced through grey and 
white mists a tree looked as the cushions 
of clouds.^° 
He was also attracted by Mau, a ruin on a lake, 
beautiful lotuses and water fowl clouds. Forster was also 
much impressed by the fortification of Jodhpur fort, a land 
of heroism. He also visited Benaras, Calcutta, Madras and 
south India and society were alien but later he became 
interested in and was influenced by it. 
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In Independent India, there had been some social, 
political changes that remained outside his preview. He 
observes the changing scenario of India, the end of the 
British Raj and Native states, grov^ th of industrialization, 
breaking of social barriers of caste and purdah and this 
changing phase coloured his outlook on India for he 
looked at the Anglo-India society as a passing phase and 
searched for more substantial elements in the traditional 
India. Forster's outlook on religions in India was based on 
his observation of ceremonies. In Islam, however, there is 
inherent calm and simplicity, that opposes idol worship 
and carries the central truth-that 'there is no God and that 
Mohammad Is the Prophet of God'. 
His interest in Indian civilization reveals that he saw 
a concrete picture of human society. India dominated his 
life. His Indian friendship, interest in India's past culture 
and her social, political and economic situations are to the 
fore in his writings. 
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